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0.0. INTRODUCTION.

0.1. In a previous article [Starostin 2003] I have argued that a reasonable first step towards reconstructing Proto-Khoisan, or, in fact, towards ascertaining whether Proto-Khoisan exists in the first place, would be to run the attested lexical evidence through a general lexicostatistical test, bound by certain maximally formalised restrictions. My idea was that not only would such a test be useful in confirming (or refuting) our current theories of the genetic classification of Khoisan languages, but that it could also clarify our understanding of the nature of phonological correspondences between the various Khoisan subgroups, and thus provide us with a few practical clues on how to proceed with the actual reconstruction.

Despite several obvious problems with applying glottochronology to Khoisan material (such as the extreme scarcity of data on rare and extinct languages, as well as the lack of a well-established system of phonetic correspondences that would allow us to adequately determine cognation), the procedure still managed to yield what I would consider as rather significant results. In regard to the genealogical tree of Khoisan (see Fig. 1), it was shown that the resulting classification closely follows some of the already existing conceptions, if not in terms of absolute dating of the subbranches then at least as to their relations to each other.

Thus, glottochronology confirms the old subdivision of Khoisan into the North (Zhu), South (Taa-ǃWi), and Central (Khoe) families, as well as the more recent split of the latter two into, respectively, the Taa and ǃWi subgroups, and the Khoekhoe and Non-Khoekhoe subgroups. It also shows Sandawe as having separated from the rest of the bunch at least a couple millennia earlier, and Hadza even way before that. This positioning of Hadza as the earliest offshoot of Khoisan, in particular, may resolve the dilemma still left open after B. Sands’ works on the subject [Sands 1998, 1998a] — whether Hadza is actually a member of «Khoisan» or not.

The three major differences between this tree and previously held views are as follows:
Fig. 1. Khoisan genealogy according to glottochronological calculations.
(a) the lack of a joint «West Central Khoisan» group, suggested by R. Vossen [Vossen 1997]; there does not seem to be enough lexicostatistic evidence to put the Čani-Khoe subgroup, on one part, and the Naro-Kgoi subgroup, on the other, into one subdivision. This may, however, yet turn out to be a slight calculation error, caused by the incompleteness of some of the lists. Note that for the East Central Khoisan languages, whose unity is seriously supported by a series of common phonological innovations (such as the affricativisation of the palatal click), glottochronological calculations are in full agreement with the previous classification;

(b) positioning of Eastern !Hoan (which will be simply called !Hoan from now on), earlier considered a separate branch of Khoisan, closer to the North Khoisan (Zhu) branch than anything else (cf. 43% of common matches with Zhu'hoan within the 100-wordlist as compared to, say, 29% with !Xóõ or 12% with Nama). This actually agrees with H. Honken's inclusion of !Hoan into the Zhu family [Honken 1977; Honken 1988, p. 59], although both the results of lexicostatistics as well as historical phonological considerations demonstrate that !Hoan must have separated from North Khoisan significantly prior to the disintegration of modern NK dialects;

(c) an extremely high level of lexical matches between North and South Khoisan languages as compared to the Central group (cf., for instance, 37% between Zhu'hoan and !Xóõ as compared to 22% between Zhu'hoan and Naro). The Central Khoisan, or Khoe, group is thus shown to be a distinctly elder relative of these two subgroups, and this result finds extra confirmation when we compare the morphological systems of the three subgroups — for instance, there is nothing like the relatively complex systems of Khoe verbal and pronominal morphology in either Zhu or Taa-NWi, while, on the other hand, the class system of South Khoisan (and its scattered remnants in Zhu) finds little analogy in Khoe.

Out of these three conclusions, the first one is questionable; however, the latter two, as I am going to try to show below, are of crucial importance to the historical phonology of Khoisan languages.

Another important outcome of Khoisan lexicostatistical calculations is that it becomes possible to show that any reasonable classification of Khoisan necessarily involves postulating a set of complex rather than simple phonetic correspondences between various subgroups. The phonological systems of all modern Khoisan languages, with the exception of Hadza and Sandawe, are fairly similar in terms of inventory; yet if we assume that this similarity somehow reflects the original system, and all we need to do is postulate a one-to-one system of correspondences (in which, for instance, the Zhu'hoan dental click always corresponds to the !Xóõ and the Nama dental clicks and
vice versa), we find ourselves left with such a minuscule proportion of matches within the 100-wordlist that genetic relationship between the various Khoisan subgroups would have to be either pushed back five or six thousand years compared to the results in Fig. 1, or — at worst — deemed non-existent.

The first choice is paradoxical: the simpler the system of correspondences that we assume for Proto-Khoisan (e. g., the one argued for in [EHRET 2003]), the wider the chronological gap between its subgroups. This is not very probable; normally, we should expect quite the opposite. It is, indeed, hard to believe that a language like !Xõõ could have lasted ten to twelve thousand years, right up to the XXIst century, without undergoing almost any significant changes in its click system at all, while other Khoisan languages like Nama and Zhuǀhoan have merely simplified the system a little, losing old phonological oppositions wherever possible. A situation like this would simply have no analogy in the history of long range comparison.

As for the second choice, there is, of course, nothing intrinsically wrong about the possibility of Khoisan languages being non-related; cf., for instance, Prof. E. WESTPHAL’s well-known position on the subject [WESTPHAL 1962, 1963, 1965, 1971, 1974]. However, there is hardly any need to cling to such a rigid and radical conclusion once we admit the possibility that phonetic correspondences between North, South, and Central Khoisan languages may, in fact, be more complex and less easy to identify than the ones postulated according to the «one-to-one» principle. For instance, Zhuǀhoan items with a palatal click often correspond to !Xõõ items with a palatal click; however, careful analysis reveals that they also frequently appear in items where !Xõõ displays a lateral click. As for the !Xõõ lateral click, besides the Zhuǀhoan palatal one, it often corresponds to the Zhuǀhoan lateral or alveolar click, with sufficient data to show that these correspondences are more than coincidental. Once all of this data has been taken into account, the resulting glotto-chronological picture starts looking reasonable, yielding major (but not overwhelming) time depth accompanied by complex phonological change.

The basic idea behind this line of reasoning can actually be formulated in just two words: «clicks change». Within each of the three main subgroups of Khoisan, these changes are relatively small, but they do occur. Often, the change is from click to non-click (such as the already mentioned development */p/ > */t/ in East Central Khoisan), but occasionally it involves actually shifting the articulatory position of the click without changing the manner of articulation, such as the development of retroflex click to lateral in the Northern dialects of !Xû. Cf. also, for instance, in the !Wi subgroup of South Khoisan: !Khomani ? two, but !Kegwi !ib id. (alveolar click in the first case, lateral click in the second). Even more frequent and more obvious are multiple shifts in click effluxes (accompanied-
ing consonants or consonantal features), which often find themselves in complex interaction with the prosodic features of accompanying vowels.

With all this in mind, there should be nothing surprising or unrealistic about the idea that, given bigger time depth, changes within click systems could have been far more drastic than anything that we witness today with the relatively young North, South, and Central subgroups. The fact that today these systems look so much alike can be explained by certain common tendencies of development, no doubt emphasized by the constant interaction between the various San and Khoe population groups; the similarity alone does not prove that the «Proto-Khoisan» system was little or no different from what we find in modern languages.

To summarize everything that has been discussed above, what we are left with at this preliminary stage is a linguistic family of an impressive, although not really overwhelming, time depth (without the inclusion of Hadza/Sandawe — about the same depth as the Altaic family; with the inclusion of both — about the same depth as the Nostratic family), consisting, for the most part, of several bunches of closely related languages and/or dialects, with phonetic correspondences that are relatively understandable within the smaller bunches, yet extremely complicated in between them. This is as far as lexicostatistics gets us, at this time.

Considering the lack of any Khoisan language material whatsoever that would be older than the late XIXth century (not to mention phonetically reliable language material, which, for Khoisan, is even younger), one reasonable way to get on with this situation is now to tackle the methodics of intermediate reconstruction. A direct comparison of, for instance, Zhu-hoan material with Nama material would almost certainly fail to take into account at least several important phonological changes that have taken place since these languages’ respective separation from North and Central Khoisan (e. g. the merger of the retroflex click with the alveolar click in Zhu-hoan or the loss of distinction between the zero and the voiced effluxes in Nama), not to mention changes that must have taken place even earlier, on the Proto-North and the Proto-Central stages. Only a gradual, step-by-step reconstruction, involving a detailed analysis of all the attested phonological oppositions and developments within as many Khoisan languages and dialects as possible, can qualify as a true attempt to penetrate into the nature of «Proto-Khoisan».

The intermediate reconstruction method by itself is not at all unusual; it is frequently employed by historical linguists whenever they have to deal with a language family of significant depth that also happens to be lacking in attested ancient stages of any of the languages (everything from Altaic to North Caucasian to Afroasiatic, etc.). In the Khoisan case, however, when it
comes to intermediate reconstruction, we are faced with a serious additional problem: not only are we devoid of «ancient» language material, we are also experiencing serious difficulties when it comes to «modern» material as well. Out of all the enormous variety of Khoisan languages that must have once been spread across Southern Africa, we are only familiar with around thirty of them; moreover, out of these thirty, only a small proportion can boast a more or less adequate quality of phonetic transcription, with the rest having been given only approximate phonetic descriptions in the first half of the XXth century and having since then completely died out. Finally, even out of those languages that were lucky to be described on an adequate level of linguistic competence, only a tiny portion is represented by extensive vocabularies (see below for more details).

Because of such severe limitations, intermediate reconstruction in Khoisan is predictably hampered. New data on «rare» languages usually comes in bits and pieces, often providing valuable clues but rarely giving any kind of full picture, whereas older data can only be used with numerous reservations about transcription quality. Nevertheless, even with all these extra problems, the amount of publicly available Khoisan material (both reliable and not too reliable) today allows us to make significant progress in tracing the prehistory of every major Khoisan subgroup, and the main goal of this paper is to try and summarize this progress, with the main emphasis on results obtained in the course of my work on comparative Khoisan within the Evolution of Human Languages project.

In accordance with lexicostatistical calculations and the ensuing genealogical tree of Khoisan, the paper will be structured «from bottom to top», i.e., I will start with the lower levels and advance from there in the following order:

a) Proto-North Khoisan (PNK, a.k.a. Proto-Zhu);

b) Proto-North Khoisan II, or Proto-North-/Hoan (PNH; this includes PNK and the closely related Eastern /Hoan);

c) Proto-South Khoisan (PSK; a.k.a. Proto-Taa-/Wi);

d) Proto-Peripheral Khoisan (PPeK, including PNH and PSK. The term is of my own making, emphasizing the geographical distribution of NK and SK languages in relation to Central Khoisan);

e) Proto-Central Khoisan (PCK, a.k.a. Proto-Khoe, comprising Proto-Khoekhoe [PKK] and Proto-Non-Khoekhoe [PNKK]);

f) Proto-Khoisan (PK, a.k.a. «Proto-South-African Khoisan» — I am not a huge supporter of this term, since it can easily get confused with «Proto-South Khoisan»; the family itself comprises PPeK and PCK);

g) Proto-Macro Khoisan (PK + Sandawe and Hadza).

It should be noted that the summaries and examples of phonological correspondences provided below by no means qualify as actual reconstructions
of the respective language families, but should rather be taken as guidelines for further work in this department. Detailed reconstructions would require far more space than is presupposed by the scope of this work, and far more data analysis than has so far been accomplished. The main goal of this article is to demonstrate how intermediate reconstructions may be used as a tool to uncover valid phonological oppositions in the respective proto-languages that have either been completely lost in modern dialects or crop up only occasionally as valuable archaisms; everything else really lies beyond its scope. For all we know, a large part of the etymologies proposed and discussed below, as well as linguistic conclusions based upon them, may turn out to be incorrect in the nearest future; there will be absolutely nothing wrong with that, under condition, of course, that the incorrectness is proven by showing how they may be replaced by different etymologies, more satisfactory from both the phonetic and the semantic points of view.

A final point, probably obvious, but one that I still feel is worth mentioning, is that this article, unlike [STAROSTIN 2003], is not primarily dedicated to proving the fact of genetic relationship between the various Khoisan subbranches. Rather, it assumes such a relationship as a given and proceeds from there. This may sound like a bold statement, considering that a general consensus on the issue has not been reached, but, when taken in relation to the goals of the article, it should be viewed as a methodological convenience rather than a categoric statement. The logic is as follows: a) there exists significant linguistic evidence for Khoisan and Macro-Khoisan, accumulated through lexicostatistical calculations, typological analogies, Greenberg’s ‘mass comparison’, and B. Sands’ various methods of testing; b) if, after having amassed the preliminary evidence, it can be shown that conducting proper comparative work on Khoisan and Macro-Khoisan, based on the rigorous application of the comparative method, is possible, this may in itself serve as the ultimate proof of genetic relationship.

0.2. Note on the principles of search for cognition. It is obvious that even the most ‘formulaic’ application of the comparative method to Khoisan material will inevitably have to deal with certain restrictions imposed on it by the nature and quality of the linguistic material subject to our analysis. Therefore, before proceeding to the main part of the work containing actual language data, I find it necessary to say a few words about what seems to me the optimal methodology of looking for potential cognates within Khoisan. This is particularly appropriate since many of the comparisons below will inevitably raise a lot of questions concerning the validity of phonetic correspondences between them.

In my previous paper on the subject I have indicated that one of the main problems of comparative research on Khoisan is that too often, em-
phasis is placed on similarity of the forms compared. Naturally, there are different degrees of similarity. Extreme cases — when the two forms are phonetically identical, e.g. Naro /kxa/ and Hoan /kxa/ 'to wash' — obviously represent either cognition or borrowing. They, however, are quite rare compared to cases of partial similarity, and this is when the comparison in question becomes highly subjective and intuitive, as is frequently evident from, for instance, J. Greenberg's comparative data [Greenberg 1966]. That approach has been justifiably criticized, among others, by E. Westphal [Westphal 1974], who, for instance, mentions Greenberg's comparison of North Khoisan /kxo/ 'elephant' with Hadza be/k"au id. as a typical example of overrating similarity. Indeed, while upon first glance the two forms appear to resemble each other, the resemblance is, in fact, limited to (a) both forms displaying labialised vocalism and (b) both forms having a click — although both the influx and the efflux of the click are quite different. (The be-element in Hadza is presumably a fossilized prefix). Moreover, Greenberg is quoting the form according to the old transcription of D. Bleek, the only one available at the time of writing; in reality, as has been shown with recent fieldwork by B. Sands and others, the actual Hadza form is be-klau, with an ejective velar stop, and does not contain any clicks at all.

Another inherent flaw of exclusive reliance upon similarity is that it leads to ignoring results of intermediate reconstructions. For instance, it would be very tempting to compare forms like Kua ǯu and !O!Kung ǯu, both meaning 'black'. However, while the !O!Kung form is indeed very similar to its PNK source (*ǯo), the Kua form should first be compared with its nearest East Central Khoisan relatives, such as Deti and Cara ǯu, Tsua ǯu, Danisi ndu, and Xaise rǯu, all stemming from Proto-ECK *rǯu [Vossen 1997, p. 488]; in its turn, PECK *rǯ- is known to be a regular reflex of the PCK nasalised palatal click (undergoing regular affricativisation like all palatal clicks), and, in fact, all the other CK languages have the same root as ǯu, which is safely reconstructed as the original protoform. Once again, the similarity turns out to be deceptive; it cannot, of course, be excluded that PNK *ǯo and PCK *ǯu, through some kind of early development similar to the one suffered by PECK several millennia later, do go back to the same Proto-Khoisan source, but it is already highly dubious that anyone would want to make such a positive statement without adducing further data in its support.

Likewise, just as looking for cognates based on the similarity principle can result in establishing heaps of false etymologies, so is it able to make us overlook quite a few authentic ones. Thus, forms like Hietšware tšee and !Ora kx̱ara ‘to spit’ are, on the surface, even more dissimilar than the above forms for ‘elephant’. Once, however, a careful investigation of the peculiarities of
Central Khoisan phonetics has been conducted by R. Vossen, it can be established that (a) Hietšware tšee, in S. Dornan's old transcription, corresponds to Kua and Tsua če (in R. Vossen's transcription); b) Kua and Tsua č- < Proto-Non-Khoekhoe [kx]-, with subsequent affricativisation of the click influx and loss of the «velar» feature of the click efflux [Vossen 1997: 492–493]. These developments, as well as the transition *-e- > *-a- in Proto-Khoekhoe, can easily be established on the basis of this and several other examples.

In the appendices to [Sands 1998], the principle of similarity is, to a certain degree, made absolute, with the basic rule being that click influxes in compared languages must always match, regardless of any other factors, while click effluxes may be different. This leads, for instance, to such oddities as separating !Xu lá ‘rain’ from Zhułhoan lgà id. (p. 238), even if the two forms obviously belong together, and the correspondence is further supported by numerous other examples (see section 1.2.1 below); both forms are then compared with different forms from !Xóó (låi ‘persistent rain’ and lhàà ‘water’), as if they really constituted different North Khoisan lexemes. It is true that such a rigid approach was chosen by Sands deliberately, in order to maximally formalise the procedure of evaluating genetic relationship between the compared languages (and also true that the possibility of a more «lax» approach, allowing for non-trivial correspondences, is admitted by the author in the main body of the work); there is, however, always the risk of mistaking this «testing» method for true etymological research, with which it actually has little in common.

It thus turns out that what we should be looking for is not so much similarity between the forms involved, but rather regular patterns of phonetic correspondences — provided, of course, that we assume Khoisan languages to behave like any other «normal» languages in that respect (and there is no clear reason why we should not). The !xo — be-ktau connection should be rejected not because the two forms are «dissimilar», which should not be considered an argument by itself, but because there are no other examples of North Khoisan !x corresponding to Hadza k- — examples that, when placed next to the ‘elephant’ etymology, would constitute a regular pattern for all to see. Even if we dissect the click and compare its two parts separately (which is actually quite recommendable when dealing with high level comparisons), North Khoisan -x- cannot be shown to correspond to the glottalised articulation in Hadza in any way.

Basically, this means that in order to prove — or, at least, support — any given etymology, we have to be able to come up with as many etymologies illustrating a single phonetic correspondence as possible. Obviously, this approach is severely undercut by such obstacles as lack of ma-
terial; poor or uncertain quality of transcription; morphonological variations obscuring the root’s original form; and the relative scarcity of quite a few phonemes and phoneme combinations in many of the compared languages. It can also hardly be determined exactly how many comparisons are necessary for a certain correspondence to become «acceptable» — some of the correspondences below are illustrated by dozens of examples, while others are limited to two or three. Nevertheless, the demand of regularity is essential in that it, from the very beginning, places us upon much firmer ground than we normally stand upon.

Exceptions from the regularity principle can only be made for the most rare of phonemes, such as, for instance, the labial click in #Hoan and South Khoisan, or some of the rarer types of affricates. In these cases we often have no choice but to rely on similarity; naturally, such correspondences will always be less reliable than the ones confirmed by other examples belonging to the same pattern. That said, if it can be shown that they actually form an integral part of a larger, well-coordinated system of correspondences, sometimes even one example may be enough.

Certain problems arise at the stage of summarising the attested correspondences with reconstructed proto-phonemes. Multiple sets of such correspondences seem to suggest that early ancestors of modern day Khoisan languages boasted phonological systems even more complex than their descendants, and that some of the early phonological oppositions could have been lost forever several millennia ago. Considering our complete lack of typological experience when it comes to click systems outside of the Khoisan areal, some of these oppositions can only be guessed at, or logically deduced on the basis of indirect evidence. Judging, however, from the classic comparativist point of view, it is certainly more correct to postulate phonetically unclear, but phonologically relevant «unknown» oppositions (such as */\text{\pi}*/ vs. */\text{\pi}1*/ in 4.2.1, etc.) rather than place too much emphasis on the possibility of irregular development through the so-called «lexical diffusion» (on the advocation of the principle for Khoisan see, for instance, [ARGYLE 1991, pp. 30–31]).

One other extremely important detail is the necessity to pay proper attention to differences in root semantics. With a system of phonetic correspondences as complex and twisted as in the Khoisan family, where phonemes number in multiple dozens and are frequently limited to just a tiny handful of lexical items, being too licentious in one’s semantic comparisons at the stage of identifying phonetic correspondences can eventually lead to catastrophic consequences. This is why in demonstrating the possible correspondences below I will be strictly limiting myself to either exact semantic matches between compared items or etymologies where only a very slight,
or a typologically common and understandable, shift of meaning has taken place (although even these should often be taken with a grain of salt); for instance, the shift ‘giraffe’ ↔ ‘springbok’ (‘big ungulate’) would be far more acceptable than a shift like ‘giraffe’ ↔ ‘lion’ (‘big animal’).

I firmly believe that bringing in semantically distant comparisons can only become acceptable after the genetic relationship between the various Khoisan subbranches has been proven and the basic phonetic correspondences already established, as has been the normal procedure with Indo-European and other long-recognized language families. Therefore, since the present article is entirely dedicated to finding these correspondences rather than building upon them, for the time being, it is necessary to keep semantic looseness at a minimum, thus allowing for less subjectivity in our choice of etymologies.

0.3. Note on transcription. The material, analyzed and discussed below, comes from a number of sources, many of which use their own individual transcription systems. In order to avoid confusion, especially among those not familiar with Khoisanology, I have attempted to unify the transcription throughout, with two major exceptions:

a) material quoted from [BLEEK 1956] remains mainly unchanged, because the general quality of the transcription is unreliable and unifying it would mean going beyond pure technical conventions and assuming extra responsibility for the phonology of the described languages;

b) Hottentot Nama forms are quoted in standard Nama orthography, although in a few cases ‘unified’ forms can accompany standard ones for convenience, e.g. Nama /xaru/ (= /xaru/).

Elsewhere, the transcriptional conventions are as follows (variants in parentheses represent the spellings of the corresponding phonemes in other sources):

**click influxes**: / = dental; f = palatal; l = alveolar; ʃ = lateral; ɬ = retroflex (in NK); ʘ = labial (in /Hoan and SK);

**click effluxes** (using / as an example): / = zero efflux (usually = /k in [BLEEK 1956]); ʔ = glottal stop efflux (usually = / in [BLEEK 1956]); g = voiced efflux; n = nasalised efflux; ɬh = preglottalised nasal efflux; ʃ = velar fricative efflux; ɬ = voiced velar fricative efflux (= gl); ʃk = velar ejective affricate efflux (= ʃkʔ = ʃk); gʃ = voiced velar ejective affricate efflux (= gʃk = gʃk); ɬh = aspirated efflux (= ɬh in [BLEEK 1956]); ɬh = aspirated glottal stop efflux (= ɬh in [BLEEK 1956]); ɬn = nasal aspirated efflux (= nɬh); ɬ = voiceless nasal efflux;

**affricates**: c = voiceless hissing (≡ ts); ʒ = voiced hissing (≡ dz); ʔc = voiceless hushing (≡ tʃ, tc); ʒ = voiced hushing (≡ dʒ); ʃ, ʒ, etc. = ejective affricates; ch, ʒh, etc. = aspirated affricates; ɬ = voiceless hushing fricative; ʃ = voiced hushing fricative;
uvular consonants and click effluxes: \( q \) = voiceless stop; \( g \) = voiced stop; \( q\text{h}, \ g\text{h} \) = aspirated stops; \( \chi \) = voiceless fricative (never actually met in documentally attested languages, but possible on some proto-levels); \( q\text{i} \) = ejective stop.

lateral consonants: \( \lambda \) = voiceless stop (affricate); \( \ell \) = voiced stop; \( \ell\text{i} \) = ejective stop; \( \lambda \text{h} \) = voiceless fricative;

evowels: \( \epsilon, \ ɔ \) = open variants of \( e, o \) (with possible phonemic status on some levels); \( g, \ ɔ \), etc. = pharyngealised vowels; \( a^v, o^v \), etc. = breathy vowels; \( a^v \text{h}, o^v \text{h} \), etc. = nasalised vowels; \( \ddot{a}, \ddot{a}, \ddot{a}, \ddot{a}, \ddot{a}, \ddot{a} \) = vowels with marked tone (tonal distinctions are not significant for the current article; see 4.2.4.3).

The remaining transcription signs are more or less self-evident; for more details on pronunciation, please check the referred sources.

**1.0. PROTO-NORTH KHOISAN (PNK).**

1.1. Overview. The North Khoisan (NK) subgroup consists of a bunch of closely related and, to a large extent, mutually intelligible dialects; the most serious phonological and lexical divisions are those that separate the Northern cluster of these dialects from the Central and South clusters (see [Snyman 1997] for more details). Lexicostatistical calculations show around 80% common basic vocabulary between these clusters, which sets the approximate date for their separation around the middle of the 1st millennium AD.

The only NK dialect so far to boast an extensive vocabulary is Zhu'hoan, today represented by the dictionaries of J. Snyman [Snyman 1975] and especially P. Dickens [Dickens 1994]. However, additional dialectal data, available in smaller quantities, amply demonstrates that Zhu'hoan should by no means be treated as the equivalent of PNK, because it contains a certain amount of phonological and lexical innovations that become clear through comparison. The principal additional sources are as follows:

(a) data compiled by D. Bleek on !Aulén (in her terminology — NI), !Kung (N2), and !O!Kung (N3), published in [Bleek 1956]. These materials are, of course, fairly variable in both quality and quantity; my experience shows that the most valuable information can be gotten out of D. Bleek’s own recordings of !O!Kung and of C. Doke’s recordings of an apparently Central dialect of !Xū (also available in [Doke 1925]);

(b) J. Snyman’s description of Angolan !Xū [Snyman 1980], with a short comparative vocabulary with Zhu’hoan;

(c) J. Snyman’s priceless comparative data on a dozen NK dialects, collected in [Snyman 1997];

(d) T. Heikkilä’s data on the !Xū spoken in Ovamboland [Heikkilä 1986].
1.2. Phonology. Any reconstruction of NK phonology must inevitably use Zhu’hoan as the starting point, since it is currently the best described representative of NK (for a detailed description see [DICKENS 1994, pp. 10–17]; [SNYMAN 1970, pp. 13–65]). However, additional dialectal data forces us to make certain important modifications.

1.2.1. Click influxes. Zhu’hoan demonstrates the «standard four» principal click articulations: dental (j), palatal (j), alveolar (j), lateral (j). Elsewhere, however [STAROSTIN 2003; STAROSTIN 2005], I have already argued in favour of reconstructing a fifth click influx for PNK — the retroflex one (j). In Zhu’hoan, as in most other dialects of the Southern cluster, the retroflex click merges with the alveolar one; in the Northern cluster it becomes the same with the lateral click; and only in the Central cluster does it regularly preserve the original articulation. (The fate of the retroflex click can thus be considered one of the most important phonological isoglosses separating the three dialect clusters.

Cf., for instance, PNK */ɡa/ ‘rain’ > [Au]̱.len ɡa, Zhu. íɡà, !Xū (LL) ǃɡa, !O!Kung ɡa; acc. to Snyman’s data — Tsum. íɡà, Ok. íɡà, Leeu. íɡà; PNK */xuí ‘tail’ > [Au]̱.len ǂkwí, Zhu. ǂuí, !Xū (LL)ǂkwí, !O!Kung ǂkwí; acc. to Snyman’s data — Tsum. ǂuí, Ok. ǂxúí, Leeu. ǂxúí, etc. (a complete list of roots for which we have to reconstruct PNK */ is given in [STAROSTIN 2005]). The articulation is not always stable (there is considerable variation within Snyman’s data, not to mention Bleeke’s vocabulary), but, given sufficient data, it is always possible to distinguish between cases of the PNK alveolar click (stable alveolar articulation throughout), the PNK lateral click (stable lateral articulation throughout), and the PNK retroflex click (variation between the three types).

Elsewhere Zhu’hoan seems to have preserved the original system. The only other more or less systematic discrepancy in dialectal data is a certain confusion between the alveolar (occasionally retroflex) and the palatal click before aspirated effluxes. Cf. for the palatal click: PNK */ghair/ ‘to wipe the mouth’ > Zhu. ǂghair, Ok., Leeu. ǂháir, Mpu. ǂháir, but Cui. !lhaï!, Cnd. !hâï!; PNK *ǂhuní ‘elbow’ > Zhu. ǂhuní, Kavango ǂhuní, Leeu., Mpu. ǂhuní, but Ok. ǂhuní, !Xū (Doke) ǂhuní; PNK */háre ‘eye-tooth’ > Zhu., Leeu. ǂháre, but Mpu. ǂháre, Cui., Cnd. ǂhâï, PNK */hô ‘to plug, stuff’ > Zhu., Leeu. ǂhô, but Ok., Mpu., Cnd. ǂhô. For the alveolar click: PNK */hû ‘to scrape open (coals of fire)’ > Zhu., Cnd. ǂhû, but Tsin. ǂhû; PNK */hû ‘to frown’ > Zhu. hû, but Tsin. ǂnêhû. These developments are sporadic (most roots with initial */h, */kh, etc., behave normally in all dialects) and may be confined to specific idiolects, but should nevertheless be paid attention, as should every example of articulation shift for click influxes. However, since the majority of dialects always agree with Zhu’hoan on the matter, the NK reconstruction in all these cases should follow the Zhu’hoan form and not be affected by these irregularities.
1.2.2. Click effluxes. For the most part, the Zhu’hoan system of click effluxes seems to preserve the phonological oppositions of NK; the majority of the changes takes part in the Northern cluster of dialects, where some of the more complex effluxes tend towards simplification (e.g. PNK */gʃx > /kx, */ŋʃ > */ŋx in Angolan !Xu, as in PNK */gχoro ‘dry leaf’ > /kxororo, PNK */ŋʃu ‘to lay down’ > */nxu, etc.). However, there is significant evidence to believe that at least in one area, namely, the nasal efflux subset, Zhu’hoan has undergone a series of mergers.

a) T. Heikkinen [Heikkinen 1986] records the existence of a special set of preglottalised nasal clicks, distinct from the regular nasal clicks, in the Western area of the dialect he describes (in the Eastern area there is no such opposition); cf., for instance, */nVault ‘between, in the middle’ (East *nVault) vs. *nVault ‘to take’, etc. Since this is the only case when preglottalisation of the nasal click is being set up as a distinctive phonological feature for any NK dialect, one might seriously doubt its validity; cases of overzealous hypercorrection in transcribing Khoisan are not unprecedented (although, of course, it is the opposite trend that is far more common).

However, a brief external comparison of these preglottalised items with NK’s closest relative, Eastern Hoan, which also displays preglottalised nasal clicks as part of its inventory [Bell–Collins 2001], shows that the relations between the effluxes of Ovamboland !Xū and those of Hoan are far from arbitrary. Cf. the following evidence: Zhu. nVault, Ov. nVault (W), nVault (E) ‘head’ — Hoan nVault (< *nVault) id. (on the click influx correspondences see 2.2.1); Zhu. nhVault, Ov. nhVault (W), nhVault (E) ‘to sit’ — Hoan nhVault id.; Zhu. nhVault, Ov. nhVault (W), nhVault (E) ‘springhare’ — Hoan nhVault id.; Zhu. nhVault, Ov. nhVault (W), nhVault (E) ‘aardvark’ — Hoan nhVault ‘ant-eater’; Zhu. nVault, Ov. nVault (W), nVault (E) ‘middle’ — Hoan nVault id. There is only one known case when this correspondence appears to be violated: cf. Zhu. nhVault, Ov. nhVault ‘to strike, hit’, but Hoan nhVault id.; however, given the presence of an inlaut glottal stop in NK, one might suppose a non-trivial development (either a glottal stop metathesis in Hoan, or, if the preglottalised nasal efflux is original, dissimilation of two stops in NK).

This can only mean that not only has the preglottalised nasal click been correctly noticed by Heikkinen, but it also has to be reconstructed for the PNK level, having been preserved exclusively in one dialect of that subgroup (or, to be more correct, having been attested exclusively in that one dialect). Unfortunately, since the amount of lexical items collected by Heikkinen is relatively small, we have no clue as to what should be reconstructed in a vast number of cases when Zhu’hoan has a nasal click and the corresponding Ovamboland item is missing.
b) Further difficulties are experienced when trying to establish dialectal correspondences for what is known as the Zhu’hoan nasal aspirated click (−nʰh). Here there is an amazing variability in J. Snyman’s data, with the exact correspondences practically impossible to determine; especially random-natured are reflexes that Snyman marks as -nh- (simple nasal aspirated) and -nPTH- (nasal aspirated with glottal stop). There is, however, a certain parameter according to which all these cases can be separated in two different groups, and that is lack or presence of nasalisation in the Mpu.-Cui.-Cnd. dialect cluster. Cf. the following cases:

* Zhu. ǃhâǃ ‘aardvark’ — Mpu. Ňhâо, Cui. Ňhê, Cnd. Ňhè; Zhu. ǃhâi ‘laughter’ — Mpu. Ňhî, Cui., Cnd. Ňhi; Zhu. ǃhui ‘mouse’ — Mpu., Cui., Cnd. Ňhüi; Zhu. Ňhaoh ‘to walk’ — Mpu., Cui., Cnd. Ňhào; Zhu. Ňhám ‘to hook (springhare)’ — Mpu. Ňhám, Cui., Cnd. Ňhám (< *nhám); Zhu. Ňhóbá ‘to speak a foreign language’ — Mpu., Cui., Cnd. Ňhóbá;

but Zhu. ǃhui ‘to take (pl. action)’ — Mpu., Cnd. Ňhúi, Cui. Ňhui; Ok. Ňnǔhái ‘to know’ (the Zhu’hoan form for this root is unavailable) — Mpu., Cui., Cnd. Ňnǔhài; Zhu. Ňhaò ‘to fall, descend’ — Cui., Cnd. Ňhàò; Zhu. Ňhài ‘lion’ — Mpu., Cui., Cnd. Ňhàì; Zhu. čhī-Šhâ ‘to shoot’ — Mpu., Cnd. čhī-Šhâ; Cui. čhī-Šhâ; Zhu. Ňngchóru ‘aloe’ — Cui. Ňnǔlù, Cnd. Ňnǔlù.

These two sets of correspondences are anything but coincidental. There is little reason to doubt the quality of J. Snyman’s transcription when it comes to marking the presence or absence of nasalisation, especially when several different dialects seem to be in agreement over the issue. Snyman’s data on Angolan !Xú, published earlier [Snyman 1980], seems to reflect the same opposition: cf. Ňhâa ‘aardvark’, Ňhô ‘laughter’, but Ňhùi ‘to take’, Ňhâo ‘to fall’, Ňhà ‘lion’ (there is, however, one exception: Ňhào ‘to walk’). It is also interesting to note that there are actual lexical minimal, or quasi-minimal, pairs involved, such as Ňhui ‘mouse’ — Ňhui ‘take’, or Ňhaoh ‘walk’ — Ňhâ ‘fall’.

All of this suggests that PNK had two types of the «nasal aspirated» click, distinguished by something like a ‘strong’ nasalisation (preserved in Mpu. et al.) and a ‘weak’ nasalisation (lost in these dialects). This fits in rather well with the idea of PNK having two types of the non-nasal aspirated click: simple aspirated (*h-) and glottalised aspirated (*ʔh-), still well distinguished in Zhu’hoan and other dialects. In this case, by superimposing the nasalisation feature, we respectively get PNK *nʰh- and *nʔh-, although it is not exactly clear which of the two possible effluxes corresponds to which of the cases described above. [Note: while this opposition is, phonetically, exactly the same as described by J. Snyman for his recordings of Zhu’hoan — see [Snyman 1970] — these two cases are, in fact, quite different. Snyman’s nʰh, nʰh, nʰh, nʰh actually correspond to both
PNK *珺- (*珺-, *珺-, *珺-) and PNK *珺ʔ- (*珺ʔ-, *珺ʔ-, *珺ʔ-); as for Snyman’s вшис, _INTEGER, :date, these are for the most part secondary formations, caused by the superimposition of the root vowel’s breathiness onto the click influx: cf. んkeyup ‘to strike of lightning’ (Dickens) — ˌnʃhju ˌdə. (Snyman) < PNK *珺au; ˌ雇佣 ‘tooth’ (Dickens) — ˌnʃhju ˌdə. (Snyman) < PNK *珺au, etc.]

c) Finally, it is not excluded that preglottalised nasal clicks in PNK could also be aspirated, although there is only one example that speaks strongly in favour of this hypothesis — the root for ‘aardvark’ (see above).

On one hand, Ovamboland material definitely shows a preglottalised nasal click (ʔ/INTEGER in the Western area), and the preglottalisation is confirmed externally by the ˌHoan form ʔ/INTEGER. On the other hand, practically all the other NK dialects agree in that the nasal click in this root is aspirated (cf. Zhu. ˌnaŋ, Ang. ˌXū ˌpaŋ, East Ovamboland ˌpaŋ, Ok. ˌpaŋ, Leeu. ˌpaŋ, etc.). This may point to a PNK form like ʔ/INTEGER.

Note that all of the suggested reconstructions are based only on the joint evidence of at least two sources (such as the agreement between Ovamboland and ˌHoan data, or between several of the dialects described by Snyman), which significantly decreases the probability of our dealing with random irregularities and/or transcription errors.

### 1.2.3. Non-click consonants

Here the main attention should be paid to the affricate and sibilant sub-system, which is, unsurprisingly, the most complex among all the known Khoisan languages. According to P. Dickens, the Zhu/hoan inventory is as follows.

**Hissing:** 䀐 (D. 䀐; voiceless affricate); 䀏 (D. 䀏; voiceless ejected affricate); 䀈 (D. 䀈; voiced ejected affricate); 䀇 (D. 䀇; voiceless aspirated affricate); 䀅h (D. 䀅h; prevoiced ejected aspirated affricate); 䀅 (D. 䀅; voiceless sibilant); 䀍 (D. 䀍; voiced sibilant);

**Hushing:** 䀒 (D. 䀒; voiceless affricate); 䀒 (D. 䀒; voiceless ejected affricate); 䀒 (D. 䀒; voiceless sibilant); 䀒 (D. 䀒; voiced sibilant); 䀒 (D. 䀒; voiceless sibilant); 䀒 (D. 䀒; voiced sibilant);

Clusters with velar fricative /-x/: 䀎 (D. 䀎), 䀎 (D. 䀎), 䀎 (D. 䀎), 䀎 (D. 䀎), 䀎 (D. 䀎).

Despite the seeming hugeness of the system and, in particular, its distinct preservation of the hissing/hushing opposition (which in many other NK dialects gets neutralised in either the ‘only hissing’ or ‘only hushing’ direction), some additional observations need to be made.

a) The absence of simple voiced affricates (䀅, 䀅) is exceedingly strange and begs for the conclusion that Zhu/hoan 䀍, 䀍 actually < 䀅, 䀅 (to which
they indeed correspond in many other dialects). There is, however, no evidence whatsoever for a з/ж phonological opposition in PNK.

b) The triple ejective opposition ч — Ҁ — щЃ, ћ — ѨЃ — њЃ is noticeably incomplete. Additional light may be shed on the problem if we consider cases like Zhu. ѳЃЃ 'hole' — Ang. !Xuí čhi, Ov. čhí (E), sì, shí (W) as opposed to, for instance, Zhu. ѳЃЃЃ 'woman' — Ov. ѳЃЃ (W), sháo (E). The first case may represent PNK *чЃ (which in Zhu'hoan has merged with *жЃ), while the second one clearly goes back to PNK *шЃ.

c) Ejective affricates in Zhu'hoan often — but not always — correspond to čкx-ifecycle-type clusters in other dialects. Cf. the following examples: Zhu. чЃЃ 'to run away from' — Ov. чЃЃ, čкx*- id.; Zhu. ѳЃЃ 'to steal' — Ov. чЃЃ, чкx*- id.; Zhu. ѳЃ 'wet, moist' — Ov. Ҁx, Mpu. čkx-, čкx- id., etc.; on the other hand, cf. Zhu. чź 'to sleep' — Ov. чź, Mpu. čź*- id., etc. This could evidently indicate yet another old opposition lost in Zhu'hoan (*ЧЃ, *Чkx > *Ч?), especially considering that Zhu'hoan does indeed lack čкx- and čкx-like clusters while at the same time possessing clusters like бкx- and дгx-.

d) In some cases Zhu'hoan displays an unusual variation between s- and ч-, reflected in several other dialects as well: cf., for instance, Zhu. si, čhi 'to laugh' — Ov. si, Ok. ĕ, Leeu., Mpu. si, Cnd. ĕ, ĕ, śi, Lister čhi; Zhu. sú, čhú 'to fart' — Tsin. cháng, Ok. śv, Leeu., Ďui. čhú*, sú*, čhú* id.; Zhu. sì, čhi 'younger brother' — Ov. chán (E), sān, šāŋ (W), Tsin. čhí*, Ok. śv*, Cnd. čhāng, čhè id. This fluctuation, although not entirely regular, is confined only to several roots, and may point to yet another older phoneme, presumably an aspirated *sh, which then merged either with the non-aspirated *s or the aspirated affricate *ch.

The resulting system would look something like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hissing</th>
<th>*c</th>
<th>*ч</th>
<th>*сʔ</th>
<th>*ţʔ</th>
<th>*čʔ</th>
<th>*ţx</th>
<th>*čx</th>
<th>*ckx</th>
<th>*ţg</th>
<th>*s</th>
<th>*sh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hushing</td>
<td>*č</td>
<td>*ч</td>
<td>*сʔ</td>
<td>*ţʔ</td>
<td>*čʔ</td>
<td>*ţx</td>
<td>*čx</td>
<td>*ckx</td>
<td>*ţg</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*sh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the following secondary developments in Zhu'hoan: a) *ţ > z, *ţ > ž; b) *čʔ > њЃ; c) *čкx > čł, *čkx > čł; d) *sh > s-ч. In most other dialects the system has undergone far more significant changes, often resulting in the complete loss of either the hissing or the hushing series.

1.2.4. Vocalism. Here there are two things that require special investigation: the fate of PNK *e, *i and the status of the so-called «syllabic nasals».

a) In Zhu'hoan, the vowels e and i, when not forming part of a diphthong, are rather frequently met after non-click consonants (primarily dentals and affricates); cf. ти 'heavy', си 'to come', зе 'new', etc. By contrast, they are never encountered after clicks, and judging by Zhu'hoan evidence alone, we would have to assume the same for PNK. A thorough
comparison with evidence provided by other dialects, however, shows that this situation is most probably secondary.

Cf. for PNK *e: Zhu. īné ‘head’ — Om. íné (W), íné (E), Tsin. ínæ, Ok., Leeu. íné, Mpu., Cui., Cnd. íne, North Om., Lister ínãi; Zhu. ínhait ‘lion’ — Tsin. ínè, Ok. ínthaë, Leeu., South Om. ínæ, Mpu., Cui. ínthaë, North Om., Kam., Lister ínthaï; Zhu. ígái ‘puff-adder’ — Tsin. ígāè, Ok. ígāè, Leeu. ígāè, Mpu., Cui., Cnd. íggàé, North Om., Lister ígáii, Kam. ígáè.

These and several other examples display a semi-regular alternation between e, ai, and ae, with Zhuˈhoan always choosing ai and the Ok.-Mpu. cluster leaning towards the ae — e variants. All of these cases should clearly be separated from instances of original *ai and *ae, diphthongs that are regularly preserved in all dialects (cf., for instance, PNK *fíæ ‘to hold’ > Zhu. fíæ, and fíæ in all of Śnyman’s dialects; PNK *fíhái ‘to pull, smoke’ > Zhu. fíhái, and fíhái in all of Śnyman’s dialects). The most reasonable solution here is to postulate PNK *e and assume a subsequent diphthongisation in most of the dialects, including Zhuˈhoan.

For PNK *i the situation is quite similar. Cf.: Zhu. fíhái ‘rhinoceros’ — Om., Lister fíhái, but Tsin., Ok., Leeu. fí; Zhu. fínhái ‘laughter’ — Om., Kam., Lister fínhái, but Tsin. fínhì, Ok., Mpu. fíhi, Cui., Cnd. fíhi; Zhu. fíhî ‘malaria’ — Om., Kam. fíhî, Lister fíhî, but Leeu., Cui., Cnd. fíhî, etc. Again, these examples can be contrasted with the original *ai, preserved throughout the entire area, cf. PNK *fíxái ‘foot’ > Zhu. fíxái, Tsin., Ok., Om. fíxáii, Leeu., Mpu., Cui., Cnd. fíxáii, etc.

A particularly interesting case is the NK root for ‘go out; come out, rise (of sun)’, that seems to display a directly opposite set of correspondences: Zhu. fígi, Tsin., Ok., Leeu., Mpu., Cui., Cnd. fígi, Om., Kam., Lister fígi. It should be noted that the Śnyman transcription for this root [ŚNyMAN 1975] in Zhuˈhoan also looks like fígi, differing from the more predictable fígi in Dickens’ dictionary. Whether we have to reconstruct PNK *fígi, *fígi, or something else in this particular occasion still remains to be seen. In any case, this does not prevent us from safely reconstructing *i in roots like *fíhi ‘rhinoceros’, *fíhî ‘laughter’, etc.

b) Zhuˈhoan is usually described as possessing at least two syllabic nasals, ŭ and ų (actually, only the latter is «fully» syllabic; ŭ is only met in conjunction with a preceding first vowel, thus accounting for phonological oppositions like -am — -am, -om — -om). Since their nature is phonological, it is natural to reconstruct syllabic nasals for PNK whenever one is encountered in Zhuˈhoan. However, it seems that there are at least several occasions where Zhuˈhoan does not have a syllabic nasal, yet it is still necessary to postulate one for the PNK level. Cf. the following examples:

These and a few other similar examples show mostly the same correspondences: an *ai-* or *au*-type nasised diphthong in Zhu/hoan vs. a syllabic nasal (marked as *ŋ* by Heikkinen and *ŋg* by Snyman) in the other dialects. Again, these cases should be kept separate from nasised diphthongs as such (cf. PNK *[kxau]* 'a k. of snake' > Zhu. *kxāi*, also *kxâu* in most of Snyman’s dialects), as well as from «plain» syllabic *ŋ* (which always stays the same in Zhu/hoan). Presumably these cases reflect PNK combinations «diphthong + syllabic nasal», i.e. PNK *awŋ* and *aiŋ* respectively. The complete system of such combinations, including the ones with the bilabial syllabic vowel, should look as follows:

- syllabic bilabial: *-am*, *-om*;
- syllabic velar: *-ay* (= *-ŋ*), *-awŋ*, *-aiŋ*.

1.3. **Lexics.** Just as it would be unwise to rely on Zhu/hoan as the only source of our knowledge of PNK phonology, it is also imprudent to consider the vocabulary of Zhu/hoan fully representative of PNK lexical inventory. This is, indeed, where the massive data archive of [Bleek 1956] turns out to be especially useful. Since Zhu/hoan speakers have for a long time been in tight contact with the Khoekhoe-speaking peoples, Nama elements have penetrated into almost every lexical area, including the basic lexicon as well, and it often takes some effort to tell between a lexical item that must have been already present in PNK and one that must have been borrowed into Zhu/hoan at a much later date.

For instance, the difference between Zhu. *kxam* and Zhu. *či* id., both meaning 'mouth' in P. Dickens’ dictionary, is that for *kxam*, no other parallels can be found in related NK dialects, while *či* is well confirmed as a PNK root (cf. ||Au||en *tsi*, !Xū *tsi* (Ll.), !O!Kung *tsi*, Ov. *či*, etc.). Likewise, Zhu. *ťao* 'heart' is isolated within NK, while Zhu. *kxâ* id. finds parallels in ||Au||en *kta*, !Xū *ta* (Doke), *kxa* (Ll.), Ov. *kxâ*, etc. Zhu. *kxam* and *ťao* thus can be viewed as borrowings from Khoekhoe (cf. PKK *kxam* 'mouth' > Nama *am*-id., !Ora *kxam* 'gate'; PKK *ťao* 'heart' > Nama *tgao*-b, !Ora *ţáo*-b id.) and excluded from any etymological applications of PNK material.

On the other hand, while Zhu. *šám* 'sun' at first glance also looks like a possible Khoekhoe borrowing (cf. PCK *šámn* 'sun, day'), the root turns out to be well represented throughout NK — cf. also ||Au||en *kam*, !Xū *kam* (Ll.), !O!Kung *kam*; also among Snyman’s dialects — Tsin. *šám*, Leeu. *šám*, etc. Addi-
tionally, within Khoekhoe itself the root does not even have the meaning 'sun'; Nama ŝam normally means 'to heat up, become hot'. Given the fact that there are no other NK roots with the meaning 'sun', there is no reason whatsoever to suggest a borrowing from Khoekhoe, despite the phonetic similarity.

Unfortunately, for quite a large number of Zhu'hoan roots the situation is far less clear. Since dialectal information is so scarce, it is impossible to establish the «age» of, for instance, Zhu. ŝórè 'rough-leaved raisin bush' and determine the exact probability of it being borrowed from Nama ŝôresid. The final decision on all these cases has to be postponed until the exact phonetic correspondences between PCK and PPeK have been ascertained.

Finally, there are numerous cases when a certain root, although present in multiple dialects, has obviously been lost (or, at least, left unattested) in Zhu'hoan; sometimes these roots turn out to have valuable external parallels, which would have remained undiscovered if all our attention were concentrated exclusively on Zhu'hoan. Cf., for instance, PNK *ûgai 'tortoise' > ŝûgai (Ll.), !Kung ûgai-ša, Ov. ûgai, Mpu., Cnd. ûgai; PNK *ûs 'to wear' > Tsin. ũs, Ok., Mpu., Cui. ũs; PNK *ûnoa 'reed' > Tsin. ūnoa, Ok., ūnoa, tinua (Ll.), Ov. ūnoa. Many of these roots are isoglosses separating the Northern dialect cluster of NK from the Central and Southern clusters; this fully agrees with glottochronological calculations and places a particular emphasis on data from these dialects, such as collected in [HEIKKINEN 1986] and [SNYMAN 1980].

2.0. PROTO-NORTH-HOAN (PNH).

2.1. Overview. A proper reconstruction of PNH, comprising PNK and Eastern Hoan, is, first and foremost, hindered by the extreme scarcity of published data on the latter. So far, the following data sources have been considered:

a) A. Traill’s article [TRAILL 1973], which contains the first significant wordlist for Hoan (unfortunately, the quality of transcription is somewhat less than adequate);

b) studies on several aspects of Hoan grammar by J. Gruber [GRUBER 1975] and C. Collins [COLLINS 1998, COLLINS 2001, COLLINS 2001a, COLLINS 2001b];

c) a brief description of Hoan click inventory in [BELL-COLLINS 2001];

d) lexical data on Hoan, publicly available at the Cornell University site on Khoisan syntax (http://ling.cornell.edu/Khoisan).

Even this severely limited amount of information, however, is sufficient not only to establish a close affinity between Hoan and PNK, but also to draw several important conclusions about the historical evolution of both subgroups after the disintegration of PNH.
2.2. Phonology.

2.2.1. Click influxes. The four principal click influxes seem to have undergone no serious changes in either PNK or Hoan, both subgroups usually agreeing with each other. Cf. the following examples:

for the dental click: Zhu. $\beta_{\ddot{\sigma}}$ 'to be dry' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\sigma}}$au id.; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\sigma}}$ 'to sit' — Hoan $\eta$na id.; PNK *$\eta$ 'aardwolf' — Hoan $\eta$ id.; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}$ui 'mouse' — Hoan $\eta$ge id., etc.;

for the palatal click: PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}b_{\ddot{\text{u}}}$n 'star' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{o}}}$n id.; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}$ai 'scorpion' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$i id.; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{ai}}}$ 'to ladle, scoop' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{a}}}t_{\ddot{\text{ai}}}$ 'to take (pl. action)'; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}\eta_{\ddot{\text{y}}}$ 'to think' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}\eta$ id., etc.;

for the alveolar click: PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}u_{\ddot{\text{e}}}$ 'name' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{e}}}$ id.; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}$he 'lion' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{h}}}\eta_{\ddot{\text{e}}}$ id.; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{ai}}}$ 'mortar' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{a}}}t_{\ddot{\text{ai}}}$ id.; PNK *$\eta_{\ddot{\text{no}}}$o 'fast' — Hoan $\eta_{\ddot{\text{it}}}$-bu 'to run', etc.;

for the lateral click: Zhu. $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}$harâ 'camelthorn tree' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$la id.; PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}$ai 'to pull; to smoke' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}$ai 'to pull'; PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}$u $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{bu}}}$ 'foam' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ho}}t_{\ddot{\text{bu}}}}$ id.; PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ku}}}$ 'to smell' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{kuo}}}$, etc.

The situation becomes far more complex when it comes to subbranch-exclusive clicks. For the PNK retroflex click Hoan yields at least three different correspondences:

a) alveolar click: PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ama}}}$ 'to enter' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$m id.; PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ge}}}$ 'puff-adder' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ai}}}$, $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}i$ id.; perhaps also PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$ $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{uru}}}$ 'fingernail' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{uo}}}$ id. (although lack of the inlaut resonant is somewhat puzzling);

b) labial click: PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ku}}}$ 'tail' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ku}}}i$ id.; perhaps also PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{a}}}v_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$ 'to kill' (pl.) — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$ $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$ id. (the etymology is somewhat problematic because of the glottal stop efflux in PNK);

c) hushing fricative (sic!): PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{h}}}l_{\ddot{\text{ai}}}$ 'to die' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{i}}}v_{\ddot{\text{i}}}$ id.; PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}au 'hand' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{iu}}}$ id.; Zhu. $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}u_{\ddot{\text{i}}}$ 'to dig' (< PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}au$?) — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{iu}}}$ id.; PNK *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}u_{\ddot{\text{a}}}$ 'rain', *$\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{g}}}u_{\ddot{\text{u}}}$ 'water' — Hoan $\dot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{ju}}}$ 'water'.

While correspondence (a) might suggest that the regular development for the PNH retroflex click in Hoan was to merge with the alveolar one (i. e. *$\ddot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{l}}} > \ddot{\eta}$), just as it happened in so many modern NK dialects, correspondences (b) and (c) are far trickier. Correspondence (c), in particular, seems to reflect a very specific phoneme (or several phonemes?), the exact articulation of which is undeterminable without bringing in external data. Given that in some NK dialects there seems to exist a specific link between the retroflex click and lateral articulation (see [TRAILL–VOSSEN 1997: 37]), and taking into consideration the possible parallels in CK and Sandawe (see below), we may assume that the correspondence «PNK *$\ddot{\eta}$ — Hoan $\ddot{\eta}_{\ddot{\text{l}}}$» goes back to PNH *$\lambda$ (a non-click lateral affricate or fricative).
Correspondence (b), meanwhile, can only be judged in conjunction with the other NK correspondences for the Hoan labial click. These are not easily established given the scarcity of Hoan items with the initial labial click; however, the most frequent seems to be PNK *]. Cf. the following examples:

PNK *ʔau ‘duiker’ — Hoan ʔu id.; PNK *ʃnai’at ‘sky’ — Hoan ʔəʔoa id.; PNK *ŋgni ‘brain’ — Hoan ʔəʔoa id.; PNK *ʔme ‘head’ — Hoan ʔənu id.; PNK *meθe ‘one’ — Hoan ʔənu id. (vocalic correspondences should not be too surprising, since in Hoan the labial click is always accompanied by a labialized vowel — an obviously secondary situation).

One might therefore make a valid assumption that PNH *θ > Hoan ʔ, but > PNK *. This, however, would leave unexplained the cases for ‘tail’ and ‘kill’, pointed out above; there are also a few other interesting examples where PNK displays still other click influxes, e. g. Hoan ʔoa ‘tortoise’ — PNK *loa id. Some of these might be dismissed as chance resemblances; however, in the light of a similar situation in the case of comparison between SK labial clicks and their equivalents in PNH, it seems more likely to suggest that there is no single correspondence for Hoan ʔ in PNK. This, in turn, implies one of the three following alternatives: (a) Hoan ʔ goes back to PNH *θ, while in PNK this influx could merge with at least three (if not more?) different «standard» influxes, probably depending on the root’s consonantal and vocalic context; (b) Hoan ʔ is always secondary; it is PNK that preserves the original situation, whereas in Hoan a certain set of lexical items has undergone secondary labialization; (c) a combination of (a) and (b), i. e. some of the Hoan items with ʔ — for instance, those that have PNK * as their correlate — are primary, while others are secondary.

Out of these three hypotheses, (b) seems to be the most reliable at the present stage. Were we to assume variant (a), it would be expected that the Hoan labial click would have at least a small amount of external confirmation. It, however, does not; the only Hoan root with an initial labial click that has a fully reliable θ-parallel in Xôô (the only well-described SK language with a sufficiently large amount of attested roots with an initial labial click) is ʔu ‘duiker’ — Xôô ʔän id. On the other hand, the very fact that, for instance, both the numerals for ‘one’ and ‘two’ have labial clicks in Hoan (ʔənu and ʔoa respectively) — no other Khoisan language has anything even remotely resembling a labial click or consonant in these two items, regardless of how many of the actual forms are genetically related — seems to be an indirect hint at the secondary character of this particular labialization. The exact reason for this change is at the present stage impossible to formulate precisely; most probably, it has to do with some old influencing factor, for
instance, a particular type of labial articulation after the click (either the click itself or the following vowel could be strongly labialized).

We can thus sum up the main developments from PNH to PNK involving click influxes as follows: a) PNH *p > (Hoan h); b) PNH *t > PNK *t, Hoan ṭ-; c) PNH *[Ih] > PNK *[I], Hoan θ, where L = some kind of lateral non-click, [I] — click influx, ["] — additional labializing factor.

2.2.2. Click effluxes. The Hoan click efflux system is notably richer than the corresponding NK system, primarily because Hoan distinguishes between velar and uvular effluxes, while in NK this opposition has never been noticed in any of the dialects. Some of the possible correspondences are as follows:

for Hoan -n(-o)-: a) PNK *q- (Hoan *qhu 'weaver bird' — Zhu, łuui 'red-billed quelea'); b) PNK *m- (Hoan ʔmäi 'to laugh' — PNK *nhi 'laughter');

for Hoan -q: a) PNK *n- (Hoan qhêi 'blood' — PNK *n̥i id.; Hoan qhâu 'dry, to dry up' — Zhu, ṭo 'to be dry'; Hoan ʔhô 'warmth' — PNK *ʔhv 'warm'; Hoan qhâi 'to take (pl.)' — PNK *ʔai 'to ladle, scoop'); b) PNK *k- (Hoan ʔkhoi 'heart' — PNK *kxo id.);

for Hoan -qh-: a) PNK *ʔh- (Hoan ʔhoe 'ear' — PNK *ʔhui id.; Hoan ʔhoi 'steenbok' — PNK *ʔhui id.); b) PNK *h- (Hoan ʔhoni 'elbow' — PNK *ʔhuni id.).

Although the currently available Hoan material is hardly sufficient to make adequate conclusions (notably, it has so far been impossible to find reliable NK parallels for the least marked Hoan uvular efflux -q-), it can be seen that for the most part, where Hoan has a uvular efflux, NK either presents a corresponding velar one (-o-: -q-) or simply drops it altogether, replacing it with zero (-q-: -ʔ-) or secondary glottalisation (-ʔh-: -ʔh-). The latter correspondence might, in particular, help to explain the NK phonological opposition of the simple aspirated efflux (-h-) vs. the glottalised aspirated efflux (-ʔh-), not present anywhere else in Khoisan. Given that, for the most part, PNK *h- always corresponds to Hoan -h-(cf. PNK *ʔhu 'horn' — Hoan ʔho id.; PNK *ʔhu 'to kill' — Hoan ʔho id.; PNK *ʔhui 'rope' — Hoan ʔhui id.; PNK *ʔhui 'to pull' — Hoan ʔhai id.; PNK *ʔhi 'many, much' — Hoan ʔhi 'wide, big'), it is reasonable to suggest that PNK *ʔh > PNK *ʔh, whereas PNK *h > PNK *h.

The lone exception, PNK *ʔhuni / Hoan qhoni 'elbow', might actually have featured a different click efflux in both PNH and PPeK, given its peculiar behaviour in NK dialects (cf. Ov., North Om. ʔhuni, with an unclear voicing), as well as the peculiar Xô dialectal glôhûli (= fchûli). Since Hoan seems to be lacking the voiced uvular aspirated efflux (*-ch-), it is possible that the correspondence PNK *ʔh- > PNK *ʔh-: Hoan *ʔh- goes back to PNH *-ch-.
As for what concerns the other isolated examples quoted above (\textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-}d\textit{- PNK} *\textit{-thb}-, \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-}q?- PNK *\textit{-kx}-), these can only be verified by additional data from \textit{\textsc{Hoan}}; at the present time, however, it is too early to firmly reject them as chance resemblances, since similar correspondences occasionally crop up between PNH and PSK as well (see below).

Apart from the uvular ones, most of the other effluxes in \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} and PNK normally display stable, one-to-one correspondences; even the \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} preglotalised nasal efflux, as we have seen in 1.2.2, is now revealed as an archaic trait of PNK, still preserved in one dialect at least.

One noticeable phenomenon that will become much more prominent when we examine the relations between PNH and PSK is the occasional alternation between lack and presence of voiced articulation. Cf., for example, PNK *\textit{gu} ‘stomach, belly’ — \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-} id.; PNK *\textit{ga} ‘eye’ — \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-} id.; PNK *\textit{gu} ‘red’ (?) [cf. also the form \textit{\textsc{gata}} in \textit{[DOKÊ 1925]}] — \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-} id.; PNK *\textit{galama} ‘to enter’ — \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-} id., vs. such ‘regular’ cases as PNK *\textit{gai} ‘wildebeest’ — \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-} id.; PNK *\textit{gui} ‘wood’ — \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} \textit{-} id.; PNK *\textit{gui} ‘forest’, etc. At the present stage it does not seem possible to offer any satisfactory explanation for this discrepancy; perhaps it is caused by the work of a hitherto undisclosed prosodic factor.

2.2.3. Non-click consonants.

Unlike NK, \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} actually boasts three series of affricates — in addition to the hissing (č, ž, etc.) and the hushing series (č, ž, etc.), there is also a series of palatal affricates which, depending on the dialect and the type of transcription used, are occasionally marked as hissing č, ž [TRAILL 1973; TRAIL 1980], palatalised dentals ty, dy [TRAILL 1980; TRAIL 1986], or palatalised velars ky, gy [COLLINS 2001; GRUBER 1975]. The original articulation for this series is unquestionably dental, as can be amply demonstrated by such parallels as \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} čččč ‘butterfly’ — PNK *\textit{dhadhama}–*\textit{dhadhaba} \textit{id.}; \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} čččč čččč ‘bullfrog’ — PNK *\textit{dxai} \textit{id.}; \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} ččč ččč ‘kinship term’ — PNK *\textit{txu} \textit{id.}; \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} ččč ččč ‘to enter’ — PNK *\textit{dpra} \textit{id.}. (probably the same root with different suffixes); \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} ččč ‘smoke’ — Žhu. ččč ‘to smoke out bees; to inhale smoke’; \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} ččč ččč ‘mother’ — PNK *\textit{de} ‘female’. Although a certain tendency to palatalise dental consonants can be found throughout the entire Khoisan region (cf., for example, in CK: Gwi ččč ččč ‘to stand’ [in R. VosSEN’s transcription] — but the same root as Gwi ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ččč ‘to be’ [in J. TANAKA’s transcription]), \textit{\textsc{Hoan}} — or at least some of its dialects — seems to be the only Khoisan language to have carried this tendency to its logical conclusion, having completely eliminated dental consonants from the system.
As for the hissing-hushing opposition, for the most part it corresponds to the same opposition in PNK, cf. the following examples (most of these are quoted from [HONKEN 1988]): Ḥoan ḍhama 'bird' — PNK *dama id.; Ḥoan ka ‘to hear’ — PNK *kala id.; Ḥoan či ‘louse’ — PNK *ći id.; Ḥoan čitu ‘tooth’ — PNK *čīu id., but Ḥoan ča ‘to come to’ — PNK *ča ‘to go and fetch’; Ḥoan ča ‘fat’ — PNK *čəj- *səj id.; Ḥoan či ‘to shoot’ — PNK *či ‘arrow’; Ḥoan čibo ‘kaross’ — PNK *čgəbu id.; Ḥoan čo ‘medicine’ — PNK *čo id. Occasional irregularities, like PNK *čhu ‘to vomit’ — Ḥoan čo id., are extremely limited in quantity.

Voiced affricates in Ḥoan normally seem to be developing into fricatives, just the way it happens in modern NK dialects (see 2.1.3): cf. Ḥoan zge ‘to fly (straight)’ — Zhu. zgi (< *zi?) ‘to swarm (of bees)’; Ḥoan za ‘new’ — PNK *ze id.; Ḥoan za ‘to tease’ — PNK *sa ‘to swear, insult’; Ḥoan za ‘husband’ — PNK *zu ‘person’; however, Ḥoan żi ‘wife’ — PNK *ʒhəu ‘woman’ (irregular hushing-hissing correspondence). Occasionally, however, we seem to be witnessing the same fluctuations of voicing as are evident in the click efflux subsystem: cf. PNK *ťgxi ‘wet, moist’ — Ḥoan čhi id.

One interesting feature of Ḥoan is the apparent lack of initial s- in the inherited lexicon; closer comparisons with PNK show this to be the reason of a late-period merger of both *c- and *s- into one phoneme (at least in some positions). Cf.: PNK *s(h)i ‘to see’ — Ḥoan ci id.; PNK *sí ‘3rd person pronoun’ — Ḥoan ci id. On the other hand, PNH *ci-, *ci> Ḥoan ši:: cf. PNK *či ‘mouth’ — Ḥoan šiv id. (if both words are related to Xóõ ši ‘to bite’, then both go back to PNH *ci); PNK *či ‘thing’ — Ḥoan ši ‘place’.

A couple interesting examples may hint at an original third row of affricate correspondences for PNH, or at least at some kind of non-trivial initial clusters: cf. PNK *təm ‘to throw, pour (pl. action)’ — Ḥoan čəm ‘to throw away (many things)’; Zhu. tə ‘to skin’ — Ḥoan čə ‘skin’ (the latter example is not very convincing per se, but becomes much more reliable with the addition of SK forms like Xóõ təm, Masarwa təm, [Xam təw, Ḥomani gjo = dəj ‘skin’). Cf. also, perhaps, Ḥoan čə ‘to do’ — Zhu. də ‘to do, make, cause’ (remembering the fluctuations in voicing).

Correspondences between initial velar stops and affricates are more or less predictable (cf. Ḥoan gu ‘flower’ — PNK *go id.; Ḥoan kora ‘to unroll’ — PNK *kora ‘to untie, release’; Ḥoan kxa ‘earth’ — PNK *kxa id.). However, for the few Ḥoan words with the initial uvular q- it has so far been impossible to find reliable NK correlates (although they do have some in SK, see below).

For the most part, then, it looks like the Ḥoan consonantal system in general is far more innovative than the PNK one, even if it does retain the
important distinction between hissing and hushing series as well as at least some of the initial uvulars.

2.2.4. Vocalism. Here again, the NK system overall looks more conservative than the Hoan one. Immediately noticeable in the latter is the lack of syllabic nasals, in most cases replaced by simple or nasalised vowels:

a) -i-: PNK *ñi' 'blood' — Hoan *(ñ)i id.; PNK *ñjfi 'house' — Hoan *(ñ)j id.; PNK *ñfi' 'to see' — Hoan *(ñ)i id.;

b) -e(ñ)-: PNK *ñe' 'to think' — Hoan *(ñ)e id.;

c) -a(ñ)-: PNK *ña' 'fat' — Hoan *(ñ)a id.; PNK *ñ/ñ 'to see' — Hoan *(ñ)/ñ id.; PNK *ñ/ñ 'to sit' — Hoan *(ñ)/ñ id.

For the syllabic *(ñ)-, no correspondences have been found so far, except for PNK *(ñ)n 'to eat' — Hoan *(ñ)n id., suggesting a similar treatment of the two syllabic (or «semi-syllabic») resonants in that language.

PNH vowels also tend to depend far more on their consonantal surroundings in Hoan than they do in NK. The obligatory labialization of all vowels after the labial click has already been mentioned (see 2.2.1); to this we could add a similarly obligatory transition *(ñu > iu) after initial affricates and fricatives, cf. ñiñ 'hand' — PNK *(ñ)iñ id., ñiñ 'tooth' — PNK *(ñ)iñ id., ñiñ 'woman' — PNK *(ñ)iñ id., whereas, on the other hand, *(ñu 'to move house' — PNK *(ñ)u id. Although there are no examples of a similar contextually determined transition *(ño > eo) that could be confirmed by NK data, one may safely assume such a transition based on external data; cf. ꦇë 'road' — ꦇë (SK) dào id.

Another interesting detail is the correspondence pattern between NK and Hoan labial vowels, with NK *(ñ)u mostly present where Hoan has o, and vice versa. Cf.:

PNK *(ñ)u 'stomach' — Hoan *(ñ)o; PNK *(ñ)hu 'horn' — Hoan *(ñ)ho id.; PNK *(ñ)hu 'to kill' — Hoan *(ñ)ho id.; PNK *(ñ)hu 'star' — Hoan *(ñ)ho id.; PNK *(ñ)hu 'steenbok' — Hoan *(ñ)ho id.; PNK *(ñ)tuu 'kinship term' — Hoan *(ñ)ho id.; but PNK *(ñ)u 'elephant' — Hoan *(ñ)u id.; PNK *(ñ)gu 'flower' — Hoan *(ñ)gu id.; PNK *(ñ)u 'pot' — Hoan *(ñ)u id.

Direct correspondences (PNK *(ñ)u : Hoan u, PNK *(ñ)o : Hoan o) are, on the other hand, mostly met in specific contexts — such as parts of diphthongs or bisyllabic roots with a second labial vowel — or in cultural lexics items commonly met in Khoisan languages and representing potential «Wanderworts», such as PNK *(ñ)u, Hoan *(ñ)iñ 'sheep'.

Unfortunately, at the present stage it seems impossible to determine which of the two subbranches more adequately reflects the original situation. External data does not help us either, since ꦇë parallels for these roots contain either -u- or -o- without any obvious signs of distribution (see below).
2.3. Lexics. An isogloss between PNK and !Hoan might not obligatorily serve as an argument in favour of their tight genetic connection — like the above-mentioned *gu 'sheep' and other similar cultural items that are also found in «donor» languages like Nama. However, there are currently at least 50 isoglosses between these two subgroups without any obvious parallels in any other Khoisan language, most of them belonging to the basic layer of the vocabulary (out of which the following 7 are found in the Swadesh 100-wordlist: 'ear', 'horn', 'louse', 'not', 'see', 'sleep', 'tooth' — this is, of course, not counting numerous other matches for which parallels are found either in SK or CK, as well as partial matches with different semantics). Given the extreme scarcity of currently available !Hoan material in the first place, this should be considered ample proof for our grouping PNK and !Hoan together.

Apart from the parallels already quoted above, cf. the following interesting PNK-!Hoan isoglosses: PNK *ße 'self' — !Hoan !ße id.; PNK *šu 'to insert, put in' — !Hoan šo 'to put in, enter'; PNK *ŋha 'ant-eater' — !Hoan ʔna id.; PNK *ŋaoh 'bow' — !Hoan !nao id.; PNK *šo 'to take out, take off (pl. action)' — !Hoan šu 'to drop off'; PNK *tu-i 'to rise' — !Hoan ĉu id., etc.

3.0. PROTO-SOUTH KHOISAN (PSK).

3.1. Overview. Strictly speaking, this section should be consisting of at least two subsections, dedicated to intermediate reconstruction perspectives of the two main subbranches of PSK — Taa and !Wi (!Wi is the main word for 'person' in !Xóõ, !vi — in Xam, the main representatives for each of the respective groups). The number of 100-wordlist matches between Xam and !Xóõ is around 50%, which places the bifurcation of PSK somewhere around 1000 BC. This is clearly a much earlier date than the split of PNK, meaning that independent intermediate reconstructions of Proto-Taa and Proto-!Wi would certainly be useful for us in order to arrive at PSK proper.

However, in the case of SK languages we are faced with even graver difficulties than in the case of comparing NK dialects. The Taa group, for instance, apart from !Xóõ (for which the excellent dictionary of A. TRAILL [TRAILL 1994] serves as main reference), is only represented by a seriously limited number of items from two languages, marked in [BЛЕЕК 1956] as SV (Masarwa or Sesarwa) and SVI (!Nuñen), with the data being highly unreliable in terms of transcription. Given the major disproportion between the quantity and quality of !Xóõ material, on one side, and the scarcity and poorly documented state of the rest of the dialects, on the other, there is very little probability of any version of «Proto-Taa», should it ever appear, being in any
way different from !Xóõ itself. (This, of course, does not mean that we do not have to take Bleek’s SV and SVI data into account — for one thing, they frequently preserve important lexical archaisms that !Xóõ appears to have lost).

As for the !Wi group, [BLEEK 1956] still remains the most common source of data on its languages, despite the presence of a small number of other descriptive works that could not have been incorporated in Bleek’s dictionary for chronological reasons ([LANHAM & HALLOWES 1956, 1956a], [ZIERVOGEL 1955]; [WESTPHAL 1965] includes an important list of !Wi items from his collection as well). Recent fieldwork, conducted by N. CRAWHALL, B. SANDS, and other researchers, with the last remaining speakers of the N|Ju (also known as N|huki or |Khomani) language, may shed some serious light on the historical phonology of the !Wi branch; however, the data remains as of yet largely unpublished, except for detailed 100-wordlists collected from all of the available informants [CRAWHALL 2004]. For now, any Proto-!Wi reconstruction should be primarily based on Bleek’s dictionary — which makes it an exceedingly hard task, given the additional necessity of establishing a certain «reliability coefficient» for each of the language sources, since we can never fully trust any given form, especially when it comes to click effluxes. It is well known, for instance, that not a single data source on Khoisan until at least the 1970s distinguishes between velar and uvular articulation; the only hint at something ‘uvular-related’ may come from occasional fluctuations between simple velar consonants/effluxes and the velar ejective affricate *kx (such as |Nusan, !Ga’ne /ka ‘hand’, but |Xam, |Ku’le, |Auni /kxa id. — cf. N|Ju /ʔaˈa id.), but, since such fluctuations can also sometimes occur in cases of original *kx, these correlations can by no means be judged diagnostic.

Another problem with rigidly separating SK into Taa and !Wi has to do with the still somewhat unclear classification of the latter. Glottochronological calculations for !Wi (only those languages for which it has been possible to assemble more than half of the items from the 100-wordlist are included) present us with the following percentages of matches:

| | Ng | N|Ju | Xegwi | Auni | Haasi |
|---------|------|------|--------|------|-------|
| Xam     | 0.79 | 0.69 | 0.63   | 0.61 | 0.46  |
| Ng      | 0.80 | 0.67 | 0.64   | 0.50 |       |
| N|Ju     | 0.71 | 0.71 | 0.60   |      |       |
| Xegwi   | 0.66 | 0.58 |        |      |       |
| Auni    | 0.69 |      |        |      |       |

This would suppose three main clusters of !Wi: a) the [Xam-][Ng-N|Ju] cluster (actually, the language referred to as «[Ng]» in [BLEEK 1956] and described in [BLEEK 2000] seems to be basically the same as MAINGARD's
for explained by the incompleteness of the list. The same cannot be excluded (and, in fact, has been proposed by several researchers) that |Auni-|Haasi cluster as the earliest offshoot of !Wi. However, these calculations are very rough; they are based on incomplete wordlists from most languages, and where the corresponding word has been located, it is very often unreliable and approximate both semantically and phonetically, not to mention that some of the proposed matches may eventually turn out to be look-alikes. Given that the percentage of matches between |Xam| and !Xóó (obviously a Taa language) currently stands at 52% — more than the number of matches between |Xam| and |Haasi| — it cannot be excluded (and, in fact, has been proposed by several researchers) that |Haasi| should actually constitute a branch of its own, although in reality the relatively low percentages for |Haasi| should be explained by the incompleteness of the list. The same cannot be excluded for |Xegwi|, considering this language's significant differences from |Xam| and |N|u in quite a few respects other than just basic lexicon.

It thus turns out that reconstructing «Proto-Taa», without any doubt a true subbranch of PSK, would be theoretically possible, but not very practical; whereas a reconstruction of «Proto-!Wi», while perhaps useful per se, might turn out to be completely fictitious. Keeping that in mind, we will concentrate on pointing out key moments in SK historical phonology without trying to specifically classify them into «Taa-related» and «!Wi-related».

All the lexical material on !Xóó is, naturally, taken from |Traill| 1994; the rest comes from |Bleek| 1929 and |Bleek| 1956, with the sole exception of a handful of additional sources listed above. I have also consulted some of the original sources for |Bleek| 1956, such as |Doke| 1936 and |Maingard| 1937 for |Khomani|, |Meinhof| 1929 for |Kxau| (another poorly described !Wi dialect, also known as |Unkwe|) and |Story| 1999 for |Haasi|.

3.2. Phonology.

3.2.1. Click influxes. In many cases, all SK languages are found in complete agreement with each other on the matter. Cf.:

!Xóó áha, Mas. áhwe, |Nu|len áhwi, |Xam|, |Ng| áhwe, |N|u áhó, |Xegwi| áha, |Auni| áhwe 'meat'; !Xóó áhuá, Mas. ákwáni, |Haasi| á, |Xam| hú, |Ng| ká, |N|u káke, |Xegwi| káwe, |Auni| káho 'hair'; !Xóó fán, |Xam| fánu, |Ng| fén 'to think'; !Xóó há 'tortoise shell container', |Xam| gáwe, |Ng| gáwe 'tortoise', |Khomani| go\! ?i 'sand tortoise'; !Xóó dá 'to set alight, torch, singe', Mas., |Nu|len, |Xam|, |Ng| fá 'to burn', |Xegwi|, |Auni| fá 'to cook'.

There are, however, numerous instances when roots that are quite probably related in different languages contain different influxes. Some of
these differences can be ascribed to poor transcription; but even more often the differences are too crucial or too systematic to be ignored. Below I shall try to illustrate all the known types of such «irregularities», choosing !Xóõ as a starting point.

### 3.2.1.1. Labial clicks

Words with initial θ- in !Xóõ are relatively scarce, which severely limits the number of reasonable common SK etymologies. Apart from the usual correspondence (Taa *θ — !Wi *θ), however, there is a small set of cases which might point at a more complicated picture. Cf.:

- !Xóõ θxàa 'elder brother' — [Xam ǁka], [Ng ǁkaŋ, ǁkaʊ], *Xóõ* ǁka, ǁXegwi ǁgaa, *Auni ǁka-si], [Nusan ǁgaa id.];
- !Xóõ θxãa 'child' — ǁXegwi ǁa-le, *Auni ǁha, ǁha-sa, Xóõ* ǁha-sa id. (? cf. also [Xam ǁka id.); not to be confused with !Xóõ ǁðàa 'young, small, child', for which cf. [Xam ǁha, [Ng ǁpré, Nl[ ːun id., etc.];
- !Xóõ ǁgxa ‘to chew’ — [Xam ǁkwe, ǁkwi-wai id.]

All of these cases may turn out to be chance resemblances; however, at the present moment there are no other available etymologies for these roots, especially for 'brother'. Note also some of the possible external correlates: a) in *Hoan, the root for 'child' is ǁqoč (reflecting the same influx as !Wi, but the same efflux as Taa); b) in PNK, both the root for 'elder brother' and for 'child, son' display retroflex influxes (*θo and *θwa respectively). The probability of cognition is therefore rather high; as for the problem of whether it is the labial articulation of the click that is primary or some other one (retroflex?), it is very similar to the one described in 2.2.1.

### 3.2.1.2. Dental clicks

In a few cases, [Xam shows an obvious affricate where !Xóõ has a dental click; cf. !Xóõ ǁqoq ‘small’ — [Xam ts’e- id.; !Xóõ ǁqo-sa ‘backwards, behind, rear’, Mas. jis-sa id. — [Xam ts’e, ts‘ir. Note that in both of these cases, !Xóõ also displays a uvular efflux, while the [Xam affricate is glottalised; this is in good agreement with some of the click/affricate correspondences between SK and NK (see 4.2.3). (There is a third possible parallel of the same type: !Xóõ ǁðha ‘to wink’ — [Xam ǁsun id.; however, !Xóõ does not have a uvular efflux here, which makes the comparison less effective.)

In another group of cases, the correspondence «!Xóõ ǁm — [Xam ǁm» is observable: !Xóõ ǁᵐhra ‘to blink, wink’ — [Xam dabh ‘to wink’; !Xóõ ǁⁿhlo ‘to limp’ — [Xam durr ‘to limp, walk slowly, painfully’; !Xóõ ǁⁿhū ‘throat’ — [Xam dom, KXhomani dom id. The latter case is particularly interesting, since the word for 'throat' regularly appears as *dom in both PNK and PCK (cf. Zhu. domh, Nama dommi, etc.), and one could easily mistake the !Xóõ-[Xam pair as a coincidental match, if only it did not fit so
well into a regular SK pattern. As it is, "Xóö", along with ñHoán ñingo id., seems to be preserving the more archaic form of the root.

On the other hand, no reliable examples of the Taa ("Xóö") dental click corresponding to any other type of click in any of the !Wi languages have been detected, which makes it overall the most stable type of click articulation in SK.

3.2.1.3. Palatal clicks. Correspondences involving the "Xóö" palatal click are inarguably the most complicated of the whole bunch, and therefore require a somewhat more detailed analysis. By all means, the palatal influx is the least stable of all influxes in SK; its presence in the !Wi family ranges from complete disappearance (in Xegwi) to being severely limited in use (in Xam). This, however, does not mean that we have to automatically assume that it is "Xóö" that preserves the original situation; chances of secondary palatal articulation in that language — in at least some cases — are also rather high.

The main types of correspondences are as follows (note that I do not rely upon the Masarwa and [Nul]en data given in [BLEEK 1956], due to an extreme confusion of variants which cannot be explained by poor transcription alone — most probably, the forms represent several different dialects):

a) "Xóö" / - in all !Wi languages (a relatively rare type, actually), cf.:

- "Xóö" fán 'to think' — [Xam] ñenn 'to know', [Ng] ñev 'to think', ñKhomani ñí 'thoughts'; "Xóö" ñũha 'to twitch, jerk' — [Xam], ñKhomani ña, [Ng] ñua 'to kick'; possibly also "Xóö" ñú-a 'elephant' — [Xam] ñuoa, [Ng] ñuwa, ñKhomani ñuoa (the dental click in [Ng] may have been a transcription error);

b) "Xóö" / - [Xam], [Ng], [Kułe] ! — ñKhomani, [Auni], [Haasi] /- [Xegwi] !; cf.:


- "Xóö" ñũñu 'wind' (Mas. ñũñu, [Nul]en ñũñu id.) — [Xam] ñũñu, [Ng] ñwei, ñKhomani ñkwiñ, [Auni] ñkwe id.;

- "Xóö" ñuñu 'bad, ugly' — [Xam] ñuñu, [Ng] ñwe, [Xegwi] ñuñu id.; also ñKhomani ñkô, but [Xegwi] ñkô 'man, male' (no parallels in Taa languages); possibly also "Xóö" ñuñu-ñid. 'egg' (Mas. ñuwa, [Nul]en ñuñu-ñid.) — [Xam] ñkai, [Ng] ññañ, ñKhomani ñguñ, [Auni] ñuñu id. (acceptable if the [Auni] form really = "ññañ");

c) "Xóö" / - [Xam] !- [Ng], ñKhomani, [Kułe], [Xegwi] !- [Auni] ñ-ñ! — [Haasi] !:
The systematic and recurring character of these patterns makes it obvious that we are dealing with several sets of real correspondences, reflecting authentic phonetic developments rather than errors in transcription. The problem, then, lies with the interpretation of these series. It can be noticed that the relatively rare series (a) only includes words that can be seen as results of borrowing from or contact with Central Khoisan. The same cannot be said about series (b) and (c), where next to no items can be found in more or less the same meaning in Khoekhoe: cf. Nama ǃkei (Mas. ǃnum, nu, [Nūlen ǃnu] id.), Xóõ kwe (Mas. ǃnum, num, [Nūlen num] id.) — Xam ku, Ng ku, ku, Ḳhomani, Ku le ku, Auni ku, Ḳegwi ku, ku id. (with Ḳegwi standing on its own in displaying a lateral click).

A completely unique case (so far) is the SK numeral for ‘two’: !Xóõ ǃnum-m (Mas. Ḳnum, num, [Nūlen num] id.) — Xam ku, Ng ku, ku, Ḳhomani, Ku le ku, Auni ku, Ḳegwi ku, ku id. (with Ḳegwi standing on its own in displaying a lateral click).

The phonetic nature of this «sixth» click is, of course, impossible to establish. In his work on Ḳxaω, C. Meinhold [Meinhof 1929] actually mentions a sixth type of click in it, which he calls «palatal» (as opposed to the «alveolar» and «cerebral»), according to older terminology) and which by its description reminds one of the retroflex click in NK (see 1.2.1). However, in his little vocabulary Meinhold only records three words as possessing that click, none of which fit into the (c) series of correspondences. (That said, some of Ḳxaω evidence does further support the phonological distinction between *t* and *t̚*; cf. Ḳxaω ñuni ‘dog’, ñege ‘wind’, ñe ‘man, male’ < PSK *t̚-, but ñe ‘one’, na-xun ‘leg’, ke-tn ‘bone’ < PSK *t̚-, etc.)
the absolute majority of cases — with the exception of and however, postulating yet it is most likely that an adequate interpretation will be impossible to offer until the problem of complex correspondences between click influxes has been decided on a higher (PPeK) level (see below).

As for what concerns series (b), some additional questions are raised by adding LANHAM & HALLOWES’ limited, but extremely important data on Xegwi into consideration [LANHAM–HALLOWES 1956]. It actually turns out that the regular Xegwi correspondence for PSK * iterable is not the lateral click , but rather the lateral non-click affricate ( = Kl in LANHAM & HALLOWES’ notation), with such transcriptions as Kl’o = Kl for ‘male’ and Kl’weng ( = Le’) for ‘dog’.

To this we should also add the following ‘Wi-only items (comparisons taken from [TRAILL–VOSSEN 1997: 41]: Xegwi Kl’lo ‘moon’ (Kl’lo in [BLEEK 1956]) — Xam Kl’kauru, Xegwi Kl’kauru id., Khomani Kl’k, Xkau Kl’k id.; Xegwi Kl’n ‘small’ (Kl’exen in [BLEEK 1956]) — Xam Kl’exi, Xegwi Kl’exi id., Ng Kl’ex, Kl’ex; Xegwi Le, Le ‘person’ — Xam Kl’e, Kl’e ‘people (pl.)’, Ng Kl’e, Kl’e id., Auni Kl’e ‘person, people’, Haasi Kl’e ‘person’. There is nothing surprising about the frequent confusion between the lateral click and the lateral affricate in [BLEEK 1956], given the phonetic proximity of the two phonemes; it is, however, notable that the one certain case of series (c) in Xegwi, the numeral ‘one’, definitely has a lateral click, confirmed by LANHAM & HALLOWES (Kl’lo).

There is, however, another correspondence (or even subset of correspondences) for PSK * iterable in Xegwi, namely, its replacement by the hushing affricate series. Cf. the following: Kl’wu ‘wind’ — Xegwi Kl’wwe (Kl’ex in [BLEEK 1956]) id.; Kl’wu ‘car’ — Xegwi Kl’wa; also Xam Kl’tu, Ng Kl’tu, Auni Kl’tu ‘pot’ — Xegwi Kl’tuu (Kl’tuu in [BLEEK 1956]) id. This means that in certain cases, PSK iterable undergoes secondary palatalisation in Xegwi, again, not unlike the one regularly taking place in the East Central Khoisan subgroup. However, the limited evidence available to us gives no clue whatsoever as to the possible distribution between the lateral and hushing reflexes. A few examples from BLEEK’s [Küle] recordings (such as Kl’lu ‘man, male’, Kl’lo ‘moon’, but de ‘ears’ [? = de]; see also below on other sources of initial Kl’ in [Küle]) may indicate that this splitting was not limited to the Xegwi area; however, postulating yet another archaic opposition based on so little Xegwi and [Küle] material would be somewhat far-fetched. Still, the problem stands.

3.2.14. Alveolar and lateral clicks. In sharp contrast to the palatal click (or, rather, the two palatal clicks), alveolar Kl and lateral Kl seem to behave quite normally in most of SK languages — with the exception of Xegwi, where in the absolute majority of cases Kl > 0; cf. Xam Kl, Xegwi Kl, Xkau Kl ‘man, person’ — Xegwi Kl id.; Xam Kl’wu-xu, Ng Kl-xu, Kl-xu, Kl’k id.;
‘sky’ — [[Xegwi gäã-gu, däã-gu id.; [Xam ikhwa, [Ng ikha ‘rain’ — [Xegwi gaa id.; [Xam ikua, ikhwa, [Ng ikha, ih, Nu çuua, etc. ‘water’ — [Xegwi qha id. The few cases of [Xegwi d, either in [BLEEK 1956] or in the LANHAM & HALLOWES data, mostly correspond to other clicks (such as ik ‘bone’ — [Xóõ ku id.) and should probably be considered dialectal (or misheard) variants.

Despite the scarcity of data on [Ku], it is important to observe that most of the cases of Proto-[Wi] ‘êt’ also seem to yield a non-click reflex in that language, although, unlike [Xegwi, [Ku] does not merely drop the click, but undergoes the development ‘êt > êt-: cf. [Xam ʰkau-gen ‘stone, mountain’, [Ng ʰkau id. — [Ku] do ‘rock’; [Xam ʰgë ‘tortoise’ — [Ku] go’ id.; [Xam ʰgwa-xu ‘sky’ — [Ku] dœn id.; [Xam ʰwanna ‘three’, [Ng ʰñna id. — [Ku] dwe ‘black wildebeest’ — [Ku] dê ‘id. This type of development, which seems to happen regardless of the nature of the click efflux, is rarely met in Khoisan, and should be taken into special consideration.

3.2.2. Click effluces. This is, inarguably, the weakest point in the SK comparison. On one hand, TRAILL’s description of !Xõô presents it as the most «efflux-rich» language, with no less than 17 phonological oppositions, including a whole subset of uvular effluces. On the other hand, most of the data that we currently possess on other SK languages displays, on the average, not more than 9 or 10 different effluces (often even less). If we also take into consideration all the innumerable cases of pattern-less efflux variation (cf. ʰka, ʰh, ʰkha for ‘water’ in [Ng; ʰkau, ʰxau, ʰkhau for ‘to fly’ in [Xam, etc.), the perspective of finding a SK click efflux opposition on the basis of some other language rather than !Xõô, not to mention one that is not actually reflected in !Xõô, becomes extremely unprobable.

The only descriptive work on the [Wi family which might seem of relative interest here is C. DOKÉ’s essay on [Khomani ([Nu) phonetics [DOKÉ 1936], in which he, among others, postulates such interesting efflux oppositions as ʰkh- vs. ʰh- and ʰn- (= -nh-) vs. ʰnh-, typical of North Khoisan but never mentioned by TRAILL in relation to !Xõô (although quite possibly present in other SK languages as well, see [TRAILL 1995: 517–518]. Unfortunately, there is so little lexical material to illustrate these oppositions that no conclusions about their validity can be drawn. Hopefully further descriptive work on [Nu will make the situation clearer; until then, we will assume that !Xõô is reflecting the PSK situation.

3.2.3. Non-click consonants.

Normally, the same problems that apply to click effluces also apply to non-click consonants (i.e., unmarked dialectal variation and poor transcription quality). The following details, however, should be noted specially:
a) where Wi languages have an initial affricate, !Xóö usually shows a fricative; cf. !Xóö sǐl ‘to bite’ — |Xam, |Ng tsí, ts‘i, |Xegwi, |Nusan ts‘i id., except for cases of correspondence between |Xam ts‘ and !Xóö (see 3.2.1.2); the source of !Xóö initial c-, on the other hand, still remains unclear;

b) in [BLEEK 1956] there are occasional cases of initial t!- for Masarwa and |Nu|en, as in Mas. t!ym, |Nu|en t!um ‘skin’ — !Xóö t!ym id. This could indicate that glottalisation in initial consonants could be more widespread on the PSK level than is evident from the !Xóö material (where glottalised consonants, especially dental ones, are extremely rare);

c) uvular consonants, presumably well preserved in !Xóö, display some rather peculiar correspondences as far as the !Wi subgroup is concerned. Cf. the two best examples: !Xóö qǔ-je ‘ostrich’ (|Nu|en koi id.) — |Ng kue, but |Xam toe, toi, |Khomani tse, tye, toi, |Kxaue toe, tue, |Ku|e toe, |Auni toi; !Xóö qǔ ‘beautiful, pretty, nice’ (|Nu|en kai ‘pretty’) — |Ng kiai ‘good’, |Auni xwe, xwoi id., but |Xam twai-ir, |Nusan toai id. Note that similar variation between dental and velar reflexes — albeit with a somewhat different distribution — is often seen in the case of original dentals (as in |Xam ta ‘to lie down’, |Ng tiā, kiā id., |Nu kī ‘to lay down’, |Auni to ‘to lie down’; |Xam tuv ‘skin’, |Ng tu-, tuv-, |Khomani gjo id.), but never with original velars. Dental consonants supposedly undergo that kind of shift due to their original strongly palatalised character (a feature common to the entire Khoisan areal — cf. palatalisation of dentals in |Hoan as well as various CK languages), which eventually brings the articulation backwards (see, for instance, the description in [DOKE 1936: 71]); by analogy the same could be supposed for the uvular series — although that still leaves the exact reason for palatalisation affecting uvulars instead of velars rather unclear.

3.2.4. Vocalism. Despite numerous cases in which !Wi and Taa are in perfect agreement with each other as far as vowel articulation is concerned, there are also numerous instances where the original phoneme is exceedingly hard to determine. This often has to do with the fact of strange vowel alternations in these subgroups, mostly in verbal roots — cf., for instance, variants like |na, |ne, |nei, |naa for the verb ‘to see’ in |Khomani ([MAINGARD 1937: 252]) — and has even led some previous researchers to suggest that the reason may lie in ‘the relative imprecision of Bushman speech’ ([IBID.: 253]). Today, observations made by A. TRAILL on the class system of !Xóö make it rather obvious that what we are dealing with in most of these cases has nothing to do with ‘speech imprecision’, but rather with traces of a class agreement system, which often obscure the original vocalism of the stem, replacing it with secondary developments of the «root vowel + class suffix» combination; considering that in Khoisan the
root always has a vocalic auslaut, this makes it almost impossible to determine the original situation in !Wi languages without a detailed and precise analysis of the respective languages’ morphonemic and morphological structures, which, unfortunately, is hardly available for any of them.

Nevertheless, this situation only reaches an extreme point with a limited set of verbal roots, such as * défini  *'see',  *sV 'come',  *tV 'lie down', *kV 'to say',  *qhvV 'to be not, to refuse', etc. In nominal roots, the correspondences are usually far less chaotic, with less variation within any one given language. It is roots like these that allow us to notice what might be really non-trivial vocalic correspondences between Taa and !Wi rather than morphonemic differences. Cf.:

(a) *ǃXóó jau⁻ 'name', pl. *jau⁼: Mas. *j'au⁹, [Nu]en *jaq⁹, but [Xam, Ng, Auni *keq⁹ id.]; *ǃXóó jau⁵ 'fire': Mas., [Nu]en *jaq⁵ id., but [Xam, Ku le *i, *e, Ng, Auni *Haasi *i, ḊKhomani *i id.; *ǃXóó *ja-li 'blue wildebeest': Mas. *kari, [Nu]en *gare id., but [Ng, ḊKhomani, Auni *ke, *Xkaa *keq⁹ id.; *ǃXóó *qg- 'small', but [Xam ts-e- id.;

(b) *ǃXóó *gg*e 'tortoise shell container', but [Xam *g'oe, [Ng *gwe *'tortoise', ḊKhomani *g*le⁵ 'sand tortoise'; *ǃXóó *ga *'father': Mas. *ga, [Nu]en a id., but [Xam, Ku le, [Nusan *aa id. (although [Ng, *Xegwi a id.); *ǃXóó *qhà-i 'dog': Mas. *xai, *xi, [Nu]en *khi id., but [Xam, [Ng *keq⁹, Nu *khon, *Xkaa *huni, [Ku]le *weq⁹, Seroa *kuq⁹, [Auni *kveq⁹ id. (although [Haasi *huq⁹), etc.

These as well as other examples demonstrate a curious tendency for *ǃXóó (and Proto-Taa) a to correspond not only to Proto-!Wi *a, but *e and *o as well. At the same time correspondences between Taa *e, *o and !Wi *e, *o (more frequently, *a) are also available: cf. *ǃXóó *qèchê *'breast, milk' — [Ng *keq⁹ id., [Auni *keq⁵:si *'breast'; *ǃXóó *?nuхаq⁹ *malevolent spirit(s)' — [Xam *nju *'dead, departed, spirit', etc.

It is, of course, possible that these differentiations are also secondary, having arisen from the same root being represented by different suffixal extensions in both subgroups. In that case, we would probably have to treat all the !Wi forms in group (a) as former structures of the [Ca + e] type, i. e. roots ending in -a- that have at one point received the extension *e-, after which *-ae > -e-, presumably on the Proto-!Wi level already, whereas the Taa subgroup retains the more archaic look of the root. The same approach hardly works for group (b), though, where the «secondary» apparition of a labialized vowel in !Wi is much harder to explain, especially since the vowel *e- is not known to function as a suffixal extension or class marker in any of SK.

An alternate — and, at the present stage of knowledge, somewhat more adequate — solution would be to suggest that groups (a) and (b) represent separate vocalic phonemes, namely, open vowels *e and *o, which, in FSK, were quite separate from *e and *o. Later on, their open character caused
them to merge with *a in Taa, whereas in !Wi they merged respectively with *e and *o (provided they did actually merge; there can be no guarantee that a subtle phonetic difference like that could not have gone unnoticed by some of the BLEEK-era researchers — many of whom, moreover, did distinguish between e/e and o/o, although based on the records of individual languages alone, this differentiation cannot be proven to be phonological).

Whatever might be the final solution, one thing is clear: the vocalism of !Xóõ can in no way be fully relied upon as representing the PSK state of affairs. Its archaicness is, at best, dubious in the case of group (a) and, at worst, impossible in the case of group (b): for instance, with forms like Nu /kho/ and ]Kxa /huni/, there is absolutely no way that the PSK root for 'dog' could have contained a simple *a on the PSK level — a fact further confirmed by external evidence (see below).

Additional vocalic discrepancies can also be noticed on lower levels, such as within !Wi itself. A few of these have been described by R. Hastings [HASTINGS 2001]; the most interesting one is the apparent «insertion» of the glide -w- in !Xam in a large amount of items which lack it in the other languages: cf. !Xam /kwe/ 'breast' — ]Auni /kvi*-si id.; ]Xam /kwa/ 'water' — ]Auni /ka id.; ]Xam /kwa/ 'to cry' — ]Auni /k*a id., etc. The glide in question, apart from !Xam, is frequently seen in !Ku and occasionally in !Khomani (kxəa, kxəwa 'cry'), but hardly anywhere else. Unlike the e and o vowels, however, !Xam -w- can be quite reasonably judged as an innovation; thus, it seems to appear almost automatically after the initial ejective affricate kx- (k̪-) as well as former uvular consonants or effluxes (for 'breast', cf. !Xoös /jčë/ id.; for 'water', cf. !Xoös /jla/ id.; cf. also !Xam /twiv* /'good' — !Xoös /qii*/ id.). There are some cases that do not fall under this condition — like !Xam /lloa/ 'liver' vs. ]N /lina/, !Xoös /na-m /id. — but they are too few to suggest a special phonological opposition based on !Xam evidence alone. (Besides, some of them could be accounted for by the already postulated opposition between *o and *r; if PSK 'liver' = *]no, then Proto-!Wi 'liver' = */na-a- > !Xam /lloa-*, but Proto-Taa 'liver' = */na-a- > !Xoös /na-*.)

3.3. Lexics. As has been pointed out earlier, !Xoös is the only Taa language that boasts an extensive and presumably well-transcribed vocabulary. Moreover, unlike Zhu'hoan, !Xoös seems to have incorporated a significantly smaller amount of CK lexics, which makes the material overall more reliable for external comparison. Nevertheless, any !Xoös form that can be confirmed with extra Taa or !Wi data, be it from BLEEK’s dictionary or from other sources, is automatically more treasurable than those forms that do not find their equivalents in those sources. Thankfully, the number of such parallels is reasonably high, although major work still has to be done about the extraction of valuable !Wi material from BLEEK’s dictionary and its proper etymologization.
Among the 100-word list the following items present us with !Wi-Taa
only isoglosses: 'all', 'blood' (/Xam, /Ng /xau, /Auni /xauʔu; not attested in
!Xóõ, but cf. Mas. /xuŋ), 'bone', 'breast', 'ear', 'foot', 'horn', 'lie', 'liver',
'neck', 'not', 'one', 'tooth', 'two'.

4.0. PROTO-PERIPHERAL KHOISAN (PPeK).

4.1. Overview. As we arrive at the significantly deeper level of Peripheral
Khoisan, comprising the two main branches of Proto-North-Hoan (PNH)
and Proto-South Khoisan (PSK), the situation immediately becomes both
easier and more complicated at the same time. Easier, because we finally
have the «right» to compare material from at least two major dictionaries,
one from each branch — the Zhu’hoan vocabulary of Dickens and the !Xóõ
vocabulary of Traill; this significantly enlarges our capacity for building up
an impressive comparative lexicon as well as permits us to check all of the
available data against at least two phonetically well-validated sources. More
complicated, because the increase in time depth also increases the discrepan-
cies between compared families, and thus diachronic phenomena that were
only occasional and disjointed on the lower levels assume an almost threat-
eningly systematic character on the higher ones.

It is, however, exactly the complicated system of correspondences
between NK and SK that ultimately serves as the best argument for the
close genetic ties between the two families. With the amount of material
available, there is certainly very little reason to doubt the existence of the
correspondence «PNH */ — PSK */» (dental click); however, there is almost
always a slight possibility that the words demonstrating that correspon-
dence have been borrowed from one family into another, or, even more
probable, that they have penetrated into both of them from a third source
(CK?). Yet if we also manage to demonstrate the validity of the correspon-
dence «PNH /* — PSK */», the probability of borrowing is eliminated
completely, which, of course, still leaves us with the problem of separating
traces of contact from true cognates, but at least we can say for certain that
we are dealing with two offshoots of a former proto-language.

Glottochronological evidence for postulating a family like PPeK has
been discussed in details in [Starostin 2003]; since then the lion’s share of
my work on comparative Khoisan has been dedicated to creating an ety-
mological database for PPeK and establishing patterns of possible corre-
spondences for that family, and it is only fair that the main part of this work
should be dedicated to that intermediate reconstruction as well. At the pre-
sent time I even do not exclude that PPeK is as far as we are really able to go
about reconstructing the earliest stages of Khoisan with sufficient precision
(although I still hold out hopes for the PPeK-PCK comparison; see 5.0). This makes the work on PPeK an object of particular importance.

Note on etymology sources: many of the comparisons listed below have been suggested earlier, particularly those where the phonetic resemblances between NK, SK, and Hoan are especially strong. Out of all the works involving etymological comparison between those branches, the most important are [EHRET 1986], [HONKEN 1988], and [HONKEN 1998]; somewhat more chaotic, but nevertheless noteworthy is the list presented by J. ARGYLE [ARGYLE 1991]; [SANDS 1998] and [TRAILL 1986] also list multiple parallels, although the aims of these two works do not include establishment of systematic phonetic correspondences.

4.2. Phonology.

4.2.1. Click influxes. The system of click influx correspondences between PNH and PSK can be briefly summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPeK</th>
<th>PNH</th>
<th>PSK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: this table does not take into consideration any occurrences of the labial click either in PSK or in Hoan; this matter will be discussed separately, in section 4.2.1.13).

The PPeK reconstructions in the table are, of course, highly provisional. Basically, they just show that the number of click influx correspondences that can be established with sufficient reliability between PNH and PSK is twice as high as the number of click influx in PNH, which, in turn, means that either all of these correspondences represent different PPeK phonemes (not very likely) or that the subscript «1» in those reconstructions actually stands for some kind of extra distinctive feature that must have been present in PPeK but got neutralised in its daughter languages — significantly affecting click influx articulation in the process (in different ways, depending on the subbranch).
As is obvious from this table, neither the PNH nor the PSK system can be deemed to be more archaic than the other. Different mergers and splittings have afflicted both of them, and no matter how much we «rearrange» the phonetic interpretations in PPeK, it will be impossible to realign the table so that one influx in PNH would always have but two corresponding influxes in PSK, or vice versa; the evidence firmly speaks against it. It is, however, interesting to notice that this table is indirectly confirmed by statistical evidence. The most frequent click influx in Zhuǃhoan is the alveolar ! (appr. 480 cases with the most obvious CK borrowings extracted from the list), which does indeed figure in 5 out of 10 cells in the above table (including the correspondences for the retroflex click, which in Zhuǃhoan merges with the alveolar one). In !Xóõ, on the other hand, the alveolar click is only second in frequency (appr. 30 cases) to the lateral click (appr. 60 cases) — whereas in Zhuǃhoan, on the other hand, the lateral click is significantly more rare (appr. 315 cases; the amount of counted lexical items is more or less equal in both dictionaries); this also perfectly corresponds to the data in the table, where the lateral click in is found in 4 cells in PSK, yet only in 1 cell in PNH. (See the diagrams in [TRAILL 1994a] for more details on statistics for classes of phonemes in Zhuǃhoan and !Xóõ).

The list of illustrative data that follows is by no means complete, but hopefully sufficient to demonstrate the validity of the correspondences. Since I am quite deliberately comparing click influxes and effluxes independently of each other, any commentary on the obvious discrepancies between click effluxes will be relegated to the corresponding section (4.3) with its own examples.

4.2.1.1. PPeK *.

[1] PNH *‘i ‘aardwolf’ (ǁHoan ḋi; Zhu. jaih ‘jackal sp.’; !Xů (Ll.) ƙgi ‘antbear’) — !Xóô ḋihi ‘aardwolf’.


[3] PNH *‘qùLI ‘(to be) dry’ (ǁHoan q̀au; Zhu. ṭò) — PSK *ȓo (ǁXóô ṭòo; |Xam ḏo-va ‘dry’; ||Xegwi ḏo-va ‘thirsty’).

[4] PNH *‘cui ‘a k. of bird’ (ǁHoan (n)cui ‘weaver bird’; Zhu. ɠ̀uí ‘red-billed quelea, finch’) — !Xóô ƙcui ‘reddheaded finch’.

[5] PNH *ńavt ‘to refuse’ (ǁHoan niŋt̪i; Zhu. ńavt̪i-ńavt̪i ‘to dissuade’) — !Xóô ńavt̪i-ńavt̪i kV ‘to reject, refuse’.

[6] PNH *ńnov ‘springhare’ (ǁHoan ńnov; Zhu. ńwem; ||Außen ńnem; !Xů (Ll.) ńnom; Ov. ńn̪em (W), ńn̪em (E)) — PT *ńv̪- id. (ǁXóô ńv̪i; |Nullen ńv̪o).

[7] PNH *ńau ‘green, blue’ (Zhu. jauh̪; ||Außen ƙau̪, £gau̪; !Xû (Ll.) ƙa̪, ƙa̪; !O!Kung ƙay̪) — PSK *ńg̪- id. (ǁXóô ńg̪i; Mas. ńg̪i; |Xam ƙa̪, ƙa̪, ƙa̪, ƙa̪;
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найдено; [Ng, ik-lá ‘yellow’]. Whether Ḥoan žáá ‘green, yellow’ has anything to do with this etymology is yet to be established (see ex. 24 in section 7.2.2 for more on the subject).


[10] PNK *ŋ̣i ‘rhinoceros’ (Zhu. ŋ̣i; [Aûû] ŋ̣i; !Xũ (Ll.) ḳi) — !Xũ ŋ̣i ‘buffalo’.

[11] PNK *ḳxaq ‘phlegm, cold’ (Zhu. ḳxoa; Tsum., Tsin., Ok. ḳxoa^, etc.) — !Xũ ḳq ‘phlegm’.

[12] PNK *ŋ̣am ‘to dance (of women)’ (Zhu. ŋ̣nam; Tsum., Tsin. ŋ̣am, etc.) — !Xũ ŋ̣n̄ ‘to play with, joke with; to hold a curing dance’.

[13] PNK *ŋ̣am ‘to bewitch; medicine’ (Zhu. ŋ̣am; [Aûû] ŋ̣am, ŋ̣am ‘medicine man’; O!Kung ŋ̣am ḳau id.; Ov. ŋ̣am ‘curse’) — PSK *ŋ̣̣i ‘spirit’ ([Xũ] ṇ̣̃ḥ̣a ‘spirits of an individual (malevolent)’; [Xãm] ŋ̣ ‘dead, departed, spirit’).

[14] Zhu. ḳx̣o ‘barn owl’ — !Xũ ḳḥo id.


[16] Zhu. ŋ̣ha ‘to shelter (from the weather)’ — !Xũ ŋ̣ha ḳv id.

[17] Zhu. ŋ̣ha ‘to hang, lay out (meat)’ — !Xũ ŋ̣hà ‘mat of branches (e. g. for meat)’.


[20] Zhu. ŋ̣x̣õrõ ‘brown hyaena’ — !Xũ ŋ̣x̣õrõ id.

[21] Ḥoan ḷ̣m ‘large snake’ — !Xũ ḷ̣m ‘python’.

[22] Ḥoan ŋ̣a ‘hare’ — [Xãm] ga^id.

[23] Ḥoan ŋ̣a ‘to try’ — !Xũ ŋ̣a ḳv ‘to try, exert oneself’.


[25] Ḥoan ŋ̣ha ‘women’ — PSK *la- id. (Xũ ŋ̣a; [Nûû] ñgãi); Proto-!Wi *la-i-ti ‘woman, girl’ > [Xãm] ŋãi; [Ng] ại; ại, ịại, ñgãi; Ḥomani ŋ̣ai-tje, ŋ̣ai-ti, ịai-ki; [Kxau] ŋ̣a-ti; [Kû] e ạ-ti; [Xegwi] ạ-ze; [Auni] ịge-ki).

4.2.1.2. PEK *l*.

[26] PNH *l* *name* ([Ḥoan l’; Zhu. l’; [Aûû] l’; !Xũ (Ll.) l’; l’; O!Kung l’; Ov. l’) — PSK *l* *l* * ([Xũ l’], pl. a; Mas. l’*a’; [Nûû]}
these are indeed two etymologically different roots, then cf. also who places the differentiation on the tone (le
son, behaviour'.

Auni nū-n (L1.) įgi! O!Kung įge, įgei) — PSK *į- id. (Xóõ ĭ-li; Mas. ĭkä-ri; Nuļļen ĭg-g-ri;
Ng, ĮAuni ĭc; Nuļ je; ĮXau ĭc).}

30] PNH *t̪ol[*]m ‘dew’ (Zhu. lohm; ĮXū (L1.) kummi) — Xóõ ĭ-h-li id.
31] PNH *t̪gami ‘to hide’ (Zhu. ĭgami; ĮAulen ĭgam; ĮXū (L1.) ĭgam) —
!Xóõ ĭgāhōdō / ĭgahBV ‘to hide, conceal’.
32] PNH *t̪kuxi ‘hair’ (Zhu. kksi; ĮAulen ĭkwe; ĮXū (L1.) ĭkwe, (Doke)
kkṣ̪wī; O!Kung ḱwe, k’we) — PSK *t̪chu- id. (Xóõ t̪chu- id. (Xóõ t̪chu-
pl. n̪h; Mas. ĭkau-ni; ĮXam, ĮNg ĭkū, ĭku; Nuļ ĭhu-ke; ĮKhomani ĭku, ĭku-ke; ĮXegwi ĭku; ĮAuni ĭku;
Haasi ĭ; Khattri ĭ; ĮNusan ĭw)).
33] PNH *t̪hUm ‘stone, mountain’ (Zhu. hōm; ĮAulen ĭhum; ĮXū (L1.) ĭhum, (Doke)
hn̪m, (Doke) ĭhum; O!Kung ĭhum; Įham) — PSK *t̪nu- id. (Xóõ ĭnu-
pl. n̪h; Mas. ĭnu-n ‘mountain’, ńy-le ‘stone’). Curiously enough, HEIKKI-
NEN distinguishes between Ov. ĭhum ‘stone’ and ĭhum ‘hill’; so does Doke,
who places the differentiation on the tone (ńhum ‘stone’, ĭhum ‘mountain’).
If these are indeed two etymologically different roots, then cf. also !Xóõ ĭhum
‘hill, niche for trees’ as an alternate etymology for the second one.
34] Zhu. ĭw ‘to ask for’ — !Xóõ ĭ-h-i kV ‘to beg, request, ask for’.
37] Zhu. ĭgāhāmi ‘to be stiff (of body)’ — !Xóõ ĭcāli ‘pins and needles,
crimp, numbness’.
38] Zhu. ĭgārū ‘to watch’ — !Xóõ ĭ-a id.
39] Zhu. ĭxārū ‘to gnaw, scrape’ — !Xóõ ĭxādle ‘to gnaw meat off a
bone’ (not very reliable due to differences in vocalism).
40] Zhu. ĭnā ‘to yearn for, mourn, wish’ — !Xóõ ĭnō kV ‘to desire
someone intensely’.
41] Zhu. ĭnom ‘sex, promiscuity’ — !Xóõ ĭnung-a ‘sex, over-sexed per-
son, behaviour’.
42] Zhu. ĭnōmā ‘to blink’ — PSK *t̪ngma id. (Xóõ ĭngma; ĮXam
 dabba).
[43] Zhu. ṭgu-ro 'to limp' — PSK *ṭingo-ro id. (ǃXóõ ṭgu-ro; Xam durru).
[44] Zhu. ṭódm 'to suck' — !Xóõ ṭódm 'to hold pips in the mouth'.
[45] Ūn. ṭıngue 'buttock' — !Xóõ ṭıngi kV 'to insult someone by raising the leg and showing off the anus'.

4.2.1.3. PPeK *.  Ūn. ṭ¼ 'spoon' (Hoan ṭam; Zhu. ṭhàm) — !Xóõ ṭgùm id.  
[46] PNH *ṭam 'spoon' (Hoan ṭam; Zhu. ṭhàm) — !Xóõ ṭgùm id.
[47] PNH *ṭhuni 'elbow' (Hoan ṭhoni; Zhu. ṭhùnì; [Au]en ñoni; !Xû (Ll.) ṭkxúmì, ṭkxùmì, (Doke) ṭkùmì; !O!Kung ṭkùmì, ṭkñì, ṭkùnì; Ov. ṭhùnì, etc.) — PSK *ṭeu RV (ǃXóõ ṭchùlì; Nu[en ṭgunì; !Xam ṭgünì; !Auni ṭgni-.ke). See [HONKEN 1998: 176].
[48] PNH *ṭhó- 'dog' (Zhu. ṭhù-é, ṭhó-á; !Xû (Ll.) ṭkwé, (Doke) ṭhòwì; !O!Kung ṭkwé; Ov. ṭhòwì) — PSK *ṭhó- (ǃXóõ ṭhù-é, pl. ṭhù-á-té; Mas. ṭxi, ṭxi; Nu[en ṭkhi; !Xam, !Ng ṭjw-ì; Nu ṭkho-ù, ṭkhu-ù; !Ku[e ṭjw-ì; !Serā̄ ṭkvi-ù; Xegwi (Bleek) ṭkwé-i, (Lanham & Hallowes) ṭkwé; !Auni ṭkòw; !Haasi ṭhàn).
[49] PNH *ṭhùnì 'rotten egg' (Zhu. ṭhùnì; Tsum. ṭhùnì, Tsin., Ok., Leeu. ṭhùnì, Mpu., Cui., Cnd. ṭhùnì, etc.) — PSK *ṭwó- 'egg' (ǃXóõ ṭhùnì, pl. ṭhù-á-té; Mas. ṭxi, ṭxi; Nu[en ṭkwi, ṭkwé-i; !Ng ṭhau, !Hxûmi ṭkwi 'ostrich egg'; !Auni ṭhuw) id. See [HONKEN 1998: 176].

4.2.1.4. PPeK *.  Ūn. ṭkwó- 'care, slowness' (Zhu. ṭkwó-si; Tsum., Leeu. ṭkù; Tsin., Ok. ṭkùsè) — !Xóõ ṭkwó kV 'to be careful, conserve, do gently').
[50] PNH *ṭwó- 'care, slowness' (Zhu. ṭwó-si; Tsum., Leeu. ṭwó; Tsin., Ok. ṭwó-sè) — !Xóõ ṭkwó kV 'to be careful, conserve, do gently').

4.2.1.5. PPeK *.  Ūn. ṭkù 'caracal' (Zhu. ṭkù; [Au]en ñwi; Tsum., Tsin., Ok. ṭkùsè, etc.) — PSK *ṭu- id. (ǃXóõ ṭhàa ṭkù; !Khomani ṭkù 'rooikat'). See [HONKEN 1998: 181].
[51] PNH *ṭhu 'to travel by night' (Zhu. ṭhu, !Xû (Ll.) ṭhu) — !Xóõ ṭhuw id.

4.2.1.6. PPeK *.  Ūn. ṭkù 'reed mat' — !Xóõ ṭha 'sleeping mat'. See [HONKEN 1998: 180].
[52] PNH *ṭrau 'care, slowness' (Zhu. ṭrú-si; Tsum., Leeu. ṭrú; Tsin., Ok. ṭrú-sè) — !Xóõ ṭrú kV 'to be careful, conserve, do gently').

4.2.1.7. PPeK *.  Ūn. ṭu 'care, slowness' (Zhu. ṭu-si; Tsum., Leeu. ṭu; Tsin., Ok. ṭu-sè) — !Xóõ ṭu kV 'to be careful, conserve, do gently').
[60] Zhu. Ḳoče ‘to strangle, throttle’ — !Xóó Ḳoče ‘to throttle’.


[62] Zhu. ḳhú ‘banded spitting cobra’ — !Xóó ḳhú-e ‘cape cobra’ (better semantically) or ḳhú ‘small python’ (better phonetically).

[63] Zhu. ḳhári ‘to become chipped (of enamel)’ — !Xóó ḳhári ‘chipped, flaked, have a blemished surface’.


[65] Zhu. ḳábi ‘shoulder joint’ — !Xóó ḳábi ‘radius and ulna’. (Cf. also Xam ḳá ‘inner bone of forearm, ulna’ for a potentially different suffixal extension).

[66] Zhu. ḳéri ‘to stir (liquid)’ — !Xóó ḳéri ‘to stir up the coals’.

[67] Zhu. ḳábi ‘to lift up (something flat)’ — !Xóó ḳábi ‘to be raised up; to raise (pl.)’.


[69] Zhu. ḳóma ‘to kiss’ — !Xóó ḳóma ‘kV id.

[70] Zhu. ḳóre ‘biceps’ — !Xóó ḳólo ‘bicep, upper arm muscle’.

[71] Hoan ḳolo ‘to be blind’ — !Xóó ḳolo ‘blind’.


[73] Hoan ḳáua ‘wing’ — !Xóó ḳáua id.

[74] Hoan ḳáhoan ‘Hoan person’ — !Xóó ḳáhoan ‘south’.

[75] Hoan ḳáhuĩ-ṱhù ‘gray’ — !Xóó ḳáho ‘yellow’.

[76] Hoan ḳáu ‘wind’ — PSK *ḥu- ‘wind’ (!Xóó ḳáu ‘bile’. Mas. ḳáwe, ḳwe; [Nu]en ḳáwe, ḳwe, ḳwe; Xam ḳáwe, ḳáwe; Ng ḳáwe; Xóõ ḳáwe, ḳáwe; Xegwi ḳáwe; Auni ḳáwe).

[77] Hoan ḳàwe ‘to whistle’ — !Xóó ḳàwe ‘right (hand)’ — !Xóó ḳàwe ‘right side’.

4.2.1.4. PPeK *h₁.

[79] PNH *hṝib ‘steenbok’ (Hoan ṭihr; Zhum. ṭhürü; [A]llen ṭhürü; !Xú (Doke) ṭhwe; !Kung ṭhüm) — Proto-Wi *t₄l(i)’ id. (Xam ṭhùi; Ng ṭhùi; Xóõ ṭhùi; Xóõ Xóõ, ṭhùi; Xóõ Xóõ, ṭhùi; Xóõ ṭhùi; Xóõ ṭhùi)

[80] PNH *huyi ‘mouse’ (Hoan ṭhuy; Zhum. ṭhùi; !Xù (Ll.) ṭhùi, (Doke) ṭhùi) — !Xóó ṭhùi-je ‘mouse, muscle’.

[81] PNH *jani ‘to shake’ (Zhum. ṭàv-jani; Ang. !Xù jani) — !Xóó ṭgàni ‘to tremble (of a limb), shake’.

[82] PNH *jù ‘gall’ (Zhum. jù; Ang. !Xù jù) — !Xóó ṭgàni ‘bile’.

[83] PNH *ży ‘African wild dog’ (Zhum. ḳyǔ; Tsin., Ok., Leeu. ḳyǔ, etc.) — !Xóó ḳyǔ ‘hunting dog’.
[84] PNK *'nuːi* 'to swallow with difficulty, choke' (Zhu. [:niː'uiː; :Xû (Ll.) niui*) — !Xôô fiqînhu fiú kV 'to choke on food'.
[85] Zhu. lahm 'to pour out, to leak very much' — !Xôô ŋiha ꝱ fiú 'to leak, drip'.
[86] Zhu. jaboh 'to pile things on top of each other' — !Xôô fiçâbo kV 'to pile up'.
[87] Zhu. ːgàr 'umbrella thorn tree, Acacia heteracantha' — !Xôô fiçâbli 'sp. of thornbush, Acacia Fleckii'.
[88] Zhu. gaːdì 'armpit' — !Xôô fiçåhn ꝱ kV 'to hold under the arm'.
[89] Zhu. juːtû ꝱ 'to tighten (knot)' — !Xôô tûni ꝱ 'knot'.
[90] Zhu. gàm ꝱ 'k. of grass (Hermannia sp.)' — !Xôô fiqûf–fiqûn ꝱ 'Hermannia aethiopica'.
[91] Zhu. ꝱí 'to drown' — !Xôô fiqâni ꝱi ꝱ 'to be enveloped, drown' (assuming a metathesis of nasality in Zhu'hoan).
[92] Zhu. fiú ꝱ 'foot-prints, hoof-prints' — !Xôô fiûa kV 'to run after, follow tracks while running'.
[93] fHoan gëb ꝱ 'belly' (TRAILL 1973) — PT *fiçâba ꝱ 'wall of the stomach'; [Nûl]en gàba-n ꝱ 'belly').
[94] fHoan ke ꝱ 'shoulder' — !Xôô iû ꝱ 'collar bone'.
[95] fHoan iû ꝱ, iû ꝱi ꝱ' ꝱat' (TRAILL 1973) — !Xôô iû ꝱi ꝱ' fat on the waist'.

4.2.1.5. PeKe ꝱ.
[96] PNK *lëv ꝱ' to wait' (Zhu. ꝱ; :Xû (Ll.) ka ꝱ); Tsum., Tsin., Ok., Leeu., Mpu., Cui., Cnd. ꝱ, etc.) — PSK *lëv ꝱ id. (Xôô ꝱ; Xam ka ꝱ; [Aunûi ka] ꝱ).
[98] PNK *laːd ꝱ 'cheetah' (Zhu. laːd ꝱ; :Xû (Ll.) kau ꝱ 'hunting leopard') — !Xôô lâhû ꝱ 'cheetah'. Cf., perhaps, also fHoan iyu ꝱ id. (although ꝱ would be really expected).
[99] PNK *le ꝱ' to hunt' (Zhu. iu ꝱ; [Aunûl]en lâi, lâi) — !Xôô lâhe ꝱ id.
[100] PNK *lôm ꝱ' cheek' (Zhu. lom ꝱ; :Xû (Ll.) lûm ꝱ, (Dôke) lûm ꝱ) — !Xôô lûm ꝱ 'jaw muscle'.
[103] PNK *nau ꝱ' to load' (Zhu. nàu ꝱ; [Aunûl]en nàu, nàu) — !Xôô nàho ꝱ kV 'to load up'.
[104] PNK *nu ꝱ' inside' (Zhu. náng ꝱ; :Xû (Dôke) lî ꝱ) — !Xôô lîn ꝱ 'inside, centre'.
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PNK *lhaː ‘to dodge, duck, escape’ (Zhu. lhaː; Ang. *kxóba) — *Xóō ḱgählen. *kV ‘to avoid, evade; to watch out for, fear’.

PNK *klaː ‘to yawn’ (Zhu. klaː; [Aulen] *klaː; *Xu (Lloyd, Doke) klaː; Ov. *m-klaː) — *Xóō hía id. — Proto-!Wi *gao id. ([Xam] *gao-ken; Nju *gao). (No PSDK reconstruction is provided because the exact click efflux is hard to establish). See [Honken 1998: 176].

PNK *ruː ‘to take care of’ (Zhu. rū; *Xu (L) *kwi) — *Xóō rū ‘kV id.

Zhu. laː ‘dry season’ — *Xóō lá e ‘cold dry season, winter’.

Zhu. sabō ‘tracks of many people together’ — *Xóō ḱaba kV ‘to follow in the spoor, tracks; retrace one’s tracks’.

Zhu. la ‘wild pear, Ochna pulchra’ — *Xóō läh-la id.

Zhu. laih ‘to shake something out of a container’ — *Xóō lähi ‘kV ‘to beat (as a blanket)’.

Zhu. la ‘bag (from springhare, steenbok or duiker skin)’ — *Xóō lā ‘large sack, bag made from two steenbok skins’.

Zhu. bō-zh ‘toktokkie beetle’ — *Xóō bō-∅∅ id.

Zhu. bō ‘red-billed francolin’ — *Xóō bōo ‘quail’.

Zhu. ḱgū ‘vein, artery’ — *Xóō ḱhọ∅∅ id.

Zhu. ḱgor ‘trachea’ — *Xóō ḱgū ‘id.

Zhu. li ‘back apron’ — *Xóō ḱgu ‘front apron’. (Cf. also *Hoan gu ‘apron’, although the loss of click influx is puzzling).

Zhu. ḱhūm ‘bottom, buttock’ — *Xóō ḱhū, pl. ḱm-tē ‘buttocks’.

Zhu. ḱm ‘to make porridge’ — *Xóō ḱm kV ‘to stir (e.g. mealie meal)’.

Zhu. kxóbó ‘to heal, be healed, cool down (of food)’ — *Xóō kxóbha ‘to cool down (of sun in the afternoon)’.

Zhu. ḱm ‘space, room, opening’ — *Xóō ḱm ‘clearing, clear place’.

Zhu. ḱmhm ‘to reconnoitre, spy out’ — *Xóō ḱm- ‘to notice, investigate’.

Zhu. ḱnày ‘to wade, walk in water’ — *Xóō ḱnày ‘to flow’ (alternatively, cf. in NK: Ang. Xû ḱhô ‘to swim’ — or is that the same root?).

Zhu. ḱnóm ‘to be cripple, lame’ — *Xóō ḱnûm ‘limp’.

Zhu. ḱnûtû ‘to throw away’ — *Xóō ḱnûhû ‘to remove, move off’.

*Hoan ḱr ‘to sit (legs straight)’ — *Xóō ḱr ‘to be straight’.

*Hoan ḱm ‘to carry’ — *Xóō ḱm id. Cf., perhaps, also PNK *tac id. (if the original root form is *tac?)

*Hoan ḱgam ‘left side’ — *Xóō ḱgahm id.
[129] Hoan ʈʂʊnˈme 'bent around' — !Xôô ʈʂʊˈu ‘hunched, stooped, crouched’.
[131] Hoan ʈʂʊˈma ‘to snore’ — !Xôô ʨaˈma id. (Unclear if PNK ʈʂʊˈnV id. belongs here as well, but see section 6.1 on more details).
[133] Hoan ʦo ˈto destroy’ — !Xôô ʦoˈni ‘to spoil, waste’.
[134] Hoan ʦaˈe ‘outside’ — !Xôô ʦaˈni, ʦaˈni ‘outside, out’.

4.2.1.6. PPeK *!.
[135] PNK *ʈʂa ˈbird sp. (korhaan)’ (Zhu. ʈʂa ˈred-crested korhaan’; !Xû (Ll.) ʈʂa ‘a bird’; !O!Kung ʈʂa ˈbustard’) — !Xôô ʈʂaˈba, pl. ʈʂaˈni ‘black korhaan’.
[136] PNK *ʈʂaˈma ˈshort’ (Zhu. ʈʂaˈna; PPeK ʈʂaˈni; !Xû (Ll.) ʨa ˈkneecap’; !O!Kung ʨaˈna) — !Xôô ʨaˈma ‘light, soft, insubstantial in weight’. (The etymology is somewhat dubious due to both semantic and phonetic reasons. The PNK root is clearly just *ʈʂa, with *ʈʂaˈma interpreted as the frequent nominal/adjectival diminutive suffix; whether the final -m in !Xôô reflects the same suffix or has a different origin is unclear. However, the forms are comparable even if PNK *ʈʂa and SK *ʈʂa are proven to be of a different nature. As for the semantic shift, cf. also the possibly related PCK form *ʈʂaˈm ‘short’).
[137] PNK *ʈʂaˈtʃa ˈchest’ (Zhu. ʈʂaˈtʃa; PPeK ʈʂaˈna) — !Xôô ʈʂaˈtʃa id. (if the PNH form really = *ʈʂaˈtʃa, the comparison should rather be filed under 4.1.8).
[138] PNK *ʈʂaˈ proprio ˈknee’ (Zhu. ʈʂaˈrho; PPeK ʈʂaˈna; !Xû (Ll.) ʨa ˈkneecap’; !O!Kung ʨaˈna) — PSK *ʈʂaˈma id. (Xôô ʈʂaˈmaˈna; Mas. ʈʂaˈmaˈna; !Nû ʈʂaˈnaˈna; !Aûn ҭaˈna). In all Taa dialects the root is always used as first component within the compound *ʈʂaˈmaˈnaV, which can be compared to the respective PPeK form ʈʂaˈnaˈna. (The meaning of the second component, however, remains unclear).
[139] PNK *ʈʂaˈ uˈ to be pregnant’ (Zhu. ʈʂaˈu; !Xû (Döke) ʈʂaˈu, منهج; Ang. !Xû ʈʂaˈu) — !Xôô ʈʂaˈuˈu — ʈʂaˈuˈu ‘to be pregnant’ (also with the meaning ‘to put a skin across the shoulder for gathering’ — two homophonous roots?).
[140] PNK *ʈʂaˈ uˈ to stand’ (Zhu. ʈʂaˈu; PPeK ʈʂaˈu; !Xû (Ll.) ʈʂaˈu; !O!Kung ʈʂaˈu; Ov. ʈʂaˈuˈ (W), ʈʂaˈuˈ (E)) — PT *ʈʂaˈuˈ id. (Xôô ʈʂaˈuˈ; Mas. ʈʂaˈuˈ; !O!Kung ʈʂaˈuˈ; !Nû ʈʂaˈuˈ; !Aûn ҭaˈuˈ).
[143] Zhu. ʈʂaˈtʃɪˈuˈ ˈto swell, be bloated’ — !Xôô ʈʂaˈtʃɪˈuˈ ‘to swell up’.
[145] Zhu. *qɔxàrai* 'monitor lizard, leguan' — Xóɔ ñaŋhni-kà 'sp. of lizard'.
[146] Zhu. hydí 'crowned plover' — Xóɔ hyde' id. See [Honken 1998: 175].
[147] Zhu. hydú 'mongoose species' — Xóɔ hydú-be 'yellow mongoose'.
[148] ýHoan ɓ 'to be afraid' — PT ɓi 'to fear' (!Xóɔ ɓi-a; Mas. ikwö-i).
[149] ýHoan ki-inò 'to run' — Xóɔ ɓiùù id. Cf., perhaps, also Zhu. ɓoò 'to do fast'.

4.2.1.7. PPeK *-li*.
[150] PNH *ìgàtɔm- 'to enter' (ÌHoan ɓam 'to enter (pl. action)'; Zhu. ɓgàmà 'to enter'; Xû (Ll.) ɓgabba, ɓgabba; ÌO!Kung ɓgaba; Ok. ɓgabà) — Xóɔ ɓgādo / ɓgàBV 'to put in; to enter (pl. action)'.
[151] PNH *%-ɓma*? 'big' (ÌHoan ɓna; ÌAulên ɓna; Xû (Ll.) ɓna-a 'to be large', (ÌO!Kung ɓna; ÌOv. ɓnàdà) — PSK *%-ɓma*? 'big, to grow' (!Xóɔ ɓnàdà-ni 'to grow physically, mature'; ÌNg ɓnài, ɓnà 'big, many'; ÌKxàu ɓnài 'big, ɓnài-n 'many').
[152] PNH *%-ɓm* 'to put down, sit down' (ÌHoan ɓmàng; Xû (Ll.) ɓnìi, ɓnìì; ÌO!Kung ɓnìi, ɓnìi) — Xóɔ ɓnàhàr 'to lay horizontal'.
[153] PNH *%-ɓxa* 'rough; thorn' (ÌHoan ɓxa; Xû (Ll.) ɓłka 'rough'; Ang. ɓłkà ɓkɔa 'be coarse') — Xóɔ ɓchàe', ɓchà 'quill, straight thorn'.

4.2.1.8. PPeK *-li*.
[154] PNH *%-ɓkùrə* 'fingernail' (ÌHoan ɓkùrì; ÌAulên ɓkuru; Xû (Ll.) ɓkuru; ÌO!Kung ɓkùnu, ɓkulu; cf. also ÌHoan ɓgò id. — is ÌHoan preserving the old suffixless form here?) — PSK *%-ɓkùrV* id. (!Xóɔ ɓgù-ле, pl. ɓgù-n-sà; ÌXam ɓkùru; ÌNg ɓkùrisi; ÌKhömàni (Mg.) ɓkù-si; ÌXegwì ɓkola; ÌAuñi ɓkòàsa).
[155] PNH *%-ɓgù* 'foot' (ÌHoan ɓgùah 'footwear', ɓgùch 'shoe, sandal, footwear'; ÌAulên ɓgùa 'shoe'; Xû (Ll.) ɓgoa, ɓgùa; Ang. ɓgù ɓgòe) — Xóɔ ɓgùà 'to put on sandals, shoes'. See [Honken 1998: 175].
[156] PNH *%-ɓx* 'be unlucky' (ÌHoan ɓx; ÌOv. ɓxò 'bad luck') — Xóɔ ɓxò 'to be out of luck'.
[157] PNH *%-ɓxoa* 'reed' (ÌAulên ɓxoa; Xû (Ll.) ɓxoa, ɓxua; ÌOv. ɓxɔa) — ÌXam ɓxoa 'reed, arrow'.

4.2.1.9. PPeK *-

[158] PNH *%-ɓhla-ra 'camelthorn tree' (ÌHoan ɓala; Zhu. ɓhàrá) — Xóɔ ɓala id.
[159] PNH *%-ɓha 'to show' (ÌHoan ɓha; Zhu. ɓhàɗɓhà; Ang. ɓXû ɓhà; ÌOv. ɓhàɗ) — Xóɔ ɓgàhà kV id.
[160] PNH *%-ɓhû 'to go' (ÌHoan ɓhûdû; Zhu. ɓhûbû; Ang. ɓXû ɓhûbû) — Xóɔ ɓhûbu 'froth, spray'. (Cf. also such forms as ÌOv. ɓhûrû id. — indicating that *-bu may be just one of several possible PPeK extensions). See [Honken 1998: 176].
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[161] PNH * díaːro ‘whirlwind’ (Hoan ɗthoːlo; Zhu. ɗorɔ; Mpu. ɗuri ‘wind’) — !Xóó ɗthoːlo id.

[162] PNH * þnVbV ‘stork’ (Hoan ɗn-ƚnhoː; Zhu. ɗnâbâ) — !Xóó ɗnûdbe id.

[163] PNH * fɔaba ‘shoulderblade’ (Hoan ɗkaba ‘point between shoulder blades’; Zhu. ɗxâbâ ‘hump; shoulderblade’) — !Xóó ɗɮhâba ‘thoracic vertebra’.

[164] PNH * fɔxu ‘to smell’ (Hoan ɗkxo; Zhu. ɗkxû; ɗAuļen ɗk ‘o’; !Xû (LL) ɗku, (Doke) ɗku-sa; Ang. !Xû ɗkxu ‘to stink’) — !Xóó ɗɮxavn ‘smell, scent (n.).

[165] PNH * fɔh ‘hat, cap’ (Zhu. ɗah; ɗAuļen, !Xû (LL), Ang. !Xû ɗka) — !Xóó ɗkâ ‘to put on (a hat, a necklace’). See [Honken 1998: 181].

[166] PNH * ɗa ‘to appeal to, beg for’ (Zhu. ɗà; !Xû (LL) ɗka ‘to ask for by speaking’) — !Xóó ɗgà ‘to beg for’.

[167] PNH * ɗabe ‘to be hungry; hunger’ (Zhu. ɗåbè; ɗAuļen ɗkabe) — !Xóó ɗåba ‘deprivation, hunger’.

[168] PNH * ɗama-’ ɗaba ‘to wear, get dressed’ (Zhu. ɗmà; ɗAuļen ɗkamma, ɗkamma; !Xû (LL) ɗkaba, ɗkaba ‘to sling on’, (Doke) ɗava ‘to dress’; !O!Kung ɗkaba ‘to wear’) — !Xóó ɗgàhm — ɗgàhBV ‘to tie onto the body (e. g. a skin, blanket’).

[169] PNH * ɗoeb ‘still’ (Hoan ɗoe; Zhu. ɗoeh tè ‘but, but in fact’) — !Xóó ɗoè ‘still’.


[172] PNH * ɗnîdorV ‘bark’ (Zhu. ɗnîdorɔ; !O!Kung ɗnîli, ɗnîli id.; Ov. ɗnîr ‘peel or bark’) — PSK * ɗcorV id. (Xóó ɗcîle ‘to peel, strip, remove bark’; Mas. ɗgole ‘bark’).

[173] PNH * ɗnîdorU ‘aloe’ (Zhu. ɗnîdorû; Tsî. ɗnîdûrû; Leeu. ɗnîdûrû; Cui. ɗnîdû; Cnd. ɗnîlû; North Om. ɗnûrû) — PT * ɗcorV (Xóó ɗcûlu ‘a sp. of aloe’; Mas. ɗgôlu ‘acacia’).

[174] PNH * ɗxâ ‘again’ (Ang. !Xû ɗxà; Ov. ɗxà) — !Xóó ɗxâ-le id.

[175] PNH * ɗxâi ‘to sweep’ (Zhu. ɗxài; ɗAuļen ɗxì) — !Xóó ɗxâi kV ‘to clear, sweep’.


[177] PNH * ɗxui ‘to ignore, belittle’ (Zhu. ɗxûi; Ang. !Xû ɗxùi ‘to hate’) — !Xóó ɗxàv — ɗxuV ‘to berate, criticize, find fault with’.

[178] PNH * ɗkxa ‘to be satiated’ (Zhu. ɗkxâ; ɗAuļen ɗa; !Xû (Doke) ɗa) — !Xóó ɗkxàv ‘to finish’. (Some of the NK forms may be influenced by or directly borrowed from Nama ɗi < PCK * ɗkxâ id.).
[179] PNK *ɓkxom 'to punch (with fist)' (Zhu. ɓkxɔm; Xû (Doke) ɓkɔm; Ang. Xû ɓkxɔm) — !Xöö ɓkxûm — ɓkxûBV 'to bore, drill; to hit, punch'.
[180] PNK *ɓgxanV 'gristle, cartilage' (Zhu. ɓgxɔnû; Tsum. ɓgxûlinû; Tsin., Leeu. ɓgxûni etc.) — !Xöö ɓkxûnu 'bridge of the nose, nasal bone'.
[181] PNK *ɓkxom 'upper arm' (Zhu. ɓkxôm; [Au]lûn ɓgûm; Tsin., Cui. ɓkkxôm, etc.) — PT *ɓkxo- id. (!Xöö ɓkxo-ä 'upper arm, humerus'; Mas. ɓkxo-i 'upper arm').
[182] PNK *ɓŋʊðbo 'to wade' (Zhu. ɓŋʊðû; Ang. !Xû ɓŋʊbo) — !Xöö ɓŋûða kV 'to walk on something wet'.
[183] PNK *ɓˈâba 'to step over' (Zhu. ɓâbâ; Ov. ɓâbâ) — !Xöö ɓkâðû kâ id.
[184] PNK *ɓˈpû 'to tie up' (Zhu. ɓpûng; [Au]lûn ɓûn, ɓën, ɓîn; Xû (L.) ɓûn, (Doke) ɓûn, ɓën; !Xöö ɓpûn) — !Xöö ɓèhâñ 'to tie, knot'.
[185] Zhu. ɓâlah 'to warm (one's hands) at the fire' — PSK *ɓal 'to burn' (!Xöö ɓâha 'to set alight, set on fire'; Mas. ɓkâ 'to burn'; [Nûlûn] ɓkâ 'to tattoo, burn'; Xam, [Ng] ɓka, ɓke 'to burn'; [Kûlû] ɓka id.; Xegwi, [Auni] ɓka 'to cook').
[186] Zhu. ɓûù 'well, good' — !Xöö ɓîm 'well, nicely'.
[188] Zhu. ɓoâ-ná 'francolin' — !Xöö ɓoa-ɓîsa 'red-billed francolin'.
[189] Zhu. ɓgàa 'to spend the day' — !Xöö ɓgàr id.
[190] Zhu. ɓgàðáni 'spotted, piebald' — !Xöö ɓgàa kâ sîi 'flecked, spotted, striped'.
[191] Zhu. ɓgùbi 'to pull between the legs' — !Xöö ɓgûbî kV 'to put between the legs'.
[192] Zhu. ɓxîr 'to breathe heavily, pant' — PT *ɓỹhɔlã 'to breathe' (!Xöö ɓỹhóta); Mas. ɓkão).
[193] Zhu. ɓkxâi 'to be wrinkled' — !Xöö ɓgxâi 'wrinkled (of skin or berry)'.
[194] Zhu. ɓkxûbi 'to shake (a person), twitch (of the skin)' — !Xöö ɓgôbi sV 'to shake up a liquid'.
[195] Zhu. ɓnâng 'tuber of the morama bean' — !Xöö ɓnâhn 'morama nut creeper'.
[196] Zhu. ɓnôbô 'to beckon, call towards oneself' — !Xöö ɓnûbo 'to talk softly, murmur, talk to oneself'.
[197] Zhu. ɓnûbû 'to peel (of one's skin)' — !Xöö ɓyûðbû 'to peel off, become separated'.
[198] Zhu. ɓhâlhng 'to scrape, sharpen (blade)' — !Xöö ɓnâhn sV 'to sharpen, file'. See [Honken 1998: 176].
[199] ɓHoan ɓôbo 'to jump over' — !Xöö ɓôhô id.
[20] Ḥoan ḡa in giri-ḡa ‘woman’ — PSK *ḡa- ‘female’ ([Xóô ḡa; Ḥomani ḡai-ka ‘girl’; Seroa ḡai-ke ‘woman, female’).

[21] Ḥoan ḡa’oa ‘black beetle’ — Ḫoô ḡa’ha ‘long horn beetle’. Cf., perhaps, also Zhu. ḡon ‘jewel beetle’?

[22] Ḥoan ḡao ‘dense bush’ — Ḫoô ḡiu ‘bushy area without heavy sand’.

[23] Ḥoan ḡou ‘bushpig’ — Ḫoô ḡóu ‘warthog’.

[24] Ḥoan ḡao ‘to chop’ — Ḫoô ḡa, pl. ḡaή id. (Cf., perhaps, also PNH *ṭho id.?).

[25] Ḥoan ḡa ‘dry, treeless plain’ — Ḫoô ḡa’i ‘drought; dry area’.

[26] Ḥoan ḡau ‘ice, cold’ — Ḫoô ḡa ‘ice, frost’.

[27] Ḥoan ḡhori-ga ‘to be amazed’ — Ḫoô ḡhuli kV ‘to be surprised, disappointed’.

[28] Ḥoan ḡo[a] ‘to be open’ — Ḫoô ḡa [V ‘to open’]. (Cf., perhaps, also Zhu. ḡa ‘to open, uncover’, the form can be easily compared to the SK one, in which case the etymology should be grouped in 4.1.6, but disagrees with the lateral click in Ḥoan).

4.2.1.10. PPeKh *j*.

[29] PNH *jli* ‘star’ ([Hoan ḡo; Zhu. ḡu; [Außen ḡoe; Xû (Ll.) ḡo; ḡw, (Dok) ḡu); OJKung ḡu] — PSK *j*[n]- (Xûô ḡa; Mas. ḡawa-te ‘stars’; [Nuûn ḡḁn-te id.; [Ng ḡw-e-sa, ḡwai-sa ‘star’; Ḥomani ḡwai-ke; [Kule ḡante ‘stars’). Many of the SK forms can be explained as products of secondary diphthongization: *j̯-an > *jhan- > *jha- *jana-.

[30] PNH *jhi ‘big, many’ ([Hoan ḡî ‘wide, big’; Zhu. ḡî ‘many, much’, [Außen ḡhî, Xû (Ll.) ḡi, (Dok) ḡhî, OJKung ḡhî, etc.) — PSK *jha- ‘many, big’ (Xûô ḡa-li ‘many, big’; Mas. ḡḁ-ri id.; [Nuûn ḡḁnte ‘many’, ḡḁ-ri ‘big, all’; Xegwi ḡa-in ‘many, all’; [Auni ḡani, ḡḁri id.). The comparison is acceptable if PSK *jha- is really *jha- (the diagnostic forms in Xam are not attested).

[31] PNH *jhai ‘scorpion’ ([Hoan ḡai; Zhu. ḡaî; [Außen ḡai; Xû (Ll.) ḡi) — PT ḡa-a id. (Xûô ḡe, pl. ḡe-ма-те; [Nuûn ḡai).

[32] PNH *jau ‘cold’ (Zhu. ḡà; Xû (Ll.) ḡao, ḡa-ao id.; cf. also Ḥoan ḡu id.) — PSK *jau id. (Xûô ḡu; Mas. ḡau; [Nuûn ḡau; cf. also Xam ḡewe, [Auni ḡau id.).

[33] PNH *jau ‘giraffe’ (Zhu. ḡu; [Außen ḡu; Xû (Ll.) ḡau, ḡwu, (Dok) ḡo; Ang. Xû ٫a) — PT ḡu-a ‘springbok’ (Xûô ḡu-a, pl. ḡû; Mas. ḡwu). Cf., perhaps, also Ḥoan ḡa ‘gimsbok’ (although the click efflux correspondence would be rather unique).

[34] PNH *jau ‘old (of things)’ (Zhu. ḡa; [Außen ḡa; Xû (Ll.) ḡa, (Dok) ḡu; Ang. Xû ḡa) — Xûô ḡa ‘old, mature’.

[35] PNH *jau ‘to roast’ (Zhu. ḡá; Tsûn, Ok., Leeu. ḡo, etc.) — Xûô ḡo ‘to heat up, roast, bake’.
[26] PNK *ľxəbo 'to trample, pound' (Zhu. ľxəbô; Ok., Mpu. ľxəbô; Lister ľəbô) — ![Xóò ñxùm — ñxuBV 'to flatten, trample, squash'. (The etymology is somewhat dubious since the efflux correspondence NK *-kx-: SK *-x- is highly irregular.)

[27] PNK *ñgm 'small frog' (Zhu. ⁹ñgm; !Xù (LL) ⁹ñmm; Tsin., Leeu., Mpu. ⁹ñm, etc.) — ![Xóò ?żnáhm id.

[28] Zhu. žahé 'loincloth, underpants' — ![Xóò çgábi 'woman’s rear apron'.

[29] Zhu. žàù 'giraffe' — ![Xóò çghû, dimin. çghûu-bâ id. (Etymology somewhat dubious due to the lack of aspiration in Zhu’hoan).

[30] Zhu. žóà 'pelvis' — ![Xóò ³loho 'male G-string of skin'.

[31] Zhu. ³he 'young man, youth' — PSK *[ŋu[e] 'new, young, fresh' (Xóò ³ŋuV; Mas. ³xwe; Xam ³kwe).

[32] Zhu. çghôô 'to urinate' — ![Xóò ³ala 'to have diarrhoea'.

[33] Zhu. žû-ţû 'sp. of black ant' — ![Xóò ³û-³û 'sp. of grasshopper'. (The semantics is not ideal, but note the reduplication in both cases).

[34] Zhu. çgôôà 'devil thorn' — ![Xóò ³ţa-ba id. (the comparison is acceptable if the PPEK vowel is *o > PNK *o, PT *a).

[35] Zhu. çghôôà 'arrow-marked babbler' — ![Xóò çgûlu kâ çûhm-sè 'giant eagle owl' (çûhm = 'owl', i. e. 'çgûlu-like owl').

[36] Zhu. çghâô 'to fall asleep' — ![Xóò çgà 'to be dizzy, giddy'.

[37] Zhu. çxûû 'to brush aside, brush away' — ![Xóò çxû- çxuV 'to throw away, discard'. (Note the interesting minimal pair — for ![Xóò — that this PPEK root constitutes with Zhu. çxû 'ignore' — ![Xóò çxuV 'berate, criticize').

[38] Zhu. çhâbu-çhâbu 'to twitch, flutter' — ![Xóò çûbû kâ 'to flutter (as bird in snare)'.

[39] Zhu. çhûmm 'to lose leaves in autumn' — ![Xóò çhûm ³û 'to be leafless'.

[40] Zhu. çhâ 'to throw (liquid) away' — ![Xóò çhû-i sV 'to throw out, get rid of, spill out'.

[41] Zhu. çhîng 'plate-thorn acacia, Acacia fleckii' — ![Xóò çhûha 'candle acacia, Acacia hebeclada'.

[42] Zhu. çhuûbhô 'to swing one arm while running' — ![Xóò çhû³hûbi tšôe 'armpit' (lit. ‘the inside of çhû³hûbi', where çhû³hûbi possibly = 'arm').

[43] !Hoan çghû 'ant-eater' — ![Xóò çûm, dimin. çûmu-bâ 'pangolin'. (Cf., perhaps, also PNK *³nhô?i 'pangolin?').

4.2.1.11. To these correspondences I would feel tempted to add one more series, that of PNH *i corresponding to PSK *l. It does not fit too well into the already proposed scheme, and the examples are significantly less
numerous; however, dismissing them completely would not be reasonable at this preliminary stage. Perhaps some of these examples can be looked upon as occasional irregular (dialectal?) variants of PPeK ǂ.

[234] PNH *ǂxU- 'elephant' ([Hoan ǂxui; Zhu. ǂxô; |Au|len ǂxo; ǂXû (LL) ǂxo; !Kung ǂxo) — PSK ǂxu- id. (ǂXóô ǂxô-a; |Xam ǂxoa; !Khomani ǂxôa). Cf., however, above (3.2.1.3) on the SK forms of this root and how they could actually represent borrowings from CK. It is not excluded that what we are dealing here is cognition between PNH *ǂxU- and PCK ǂxoa on a higher level, while the SK forms are secondary.

[235] PNK *ǃno̅̄d̅̄m 'navel' (Zhu. ǃno̅̄d̅̄m; |Au|len ǃnum; !Xû (DOKE) ǃnô̅̄m; Ang. !Xû ǃnô̅̄̄m) — !Xóô ǃnû́̅̄ id.

[236] Zhu. ǃgô̅̄m 'penis, sting' — !Xóô ǃnû́̅̄ id.

[237] Zhu. ǃgô̅̄m 'vagina' — !Xóô ǃgáдают 'woman's sexual organs'.

Speaking of the palatal click, it would certainly be of interest to check if there are any reliable external confirmations for the SK opposition of ǂ and ǂ (see 3.2.1.3); unfortunately, fully reliable parallels [ex. 48, 76] can only be found for SK ǂ, which in both cases < PPeK ǂ; as of now, it remains unclear if PSK ǂ < PPeK ǂ or if the SK opposition is «local» and has nothing to do with the earlier stages of development.

4.2.1.12. It can be easily seen that in general, «one-to-one» correspondences with well-matching semantics are more numerous than «non-trivial» ones. At first glance, this could throw suspicion upon at least some of the latter, causing us to raise the question whether we are not actually taking isolated chance resemblances and passing them off for cognates. This, however, can be easily refuted through the following considerations.

a) Since we are still lacking a formal method of separating genuine cognates from results of contacts and borrowing, a large part of the lexical examples grouped under the «one to one» sections may, in fact, turn out to represent such contacts and nothing else. This is particularly actual for cases where the segmental structures of compared forms match completely and find phonetically identical parallels outside PeK, most notably, in Khoekhoe or other CK languages. Cf., for instance, [203], which is obviously tied in with PCK ǂ ‘wart-hog’ — yet the nature of this connection cannot, at present, be fully ascertained. Needless to say, examples on «non-trivial» correspondences are much safer when it comes to strict filtering through the «potential borrowings» sieve.

b) If the «non-trivial» correspondences presented above really were chance resemblances, we would expect to be able to construct similar «series» for every possible click influx correspondence between Zhu’hoan and !Xóô, or, wider, PNH and PSK; that is, «series» involving at least 10 to 15 different examples boasting strong semantic ties, and with at least a couple of them
belonging to the Swadesh 100-wordlist as well. This, however, has so far proved impossible. There is, for instance, no such connection between PNH */p/ and PSK */ê/; nor are there any good examples on PNH */ê/ corresponding to PSK *// or *//. In other words, the correspondences presented above should not by any means give one the idea that «any North Khoisan click can correspond to any South Khoisan click», which is clearly not the case.

c) Finally, one has to consider the fact that the somewhat smaller proportion of «non-trivial» correspondences may simply indicate that the clicks marked as */p/, */ê/, etc., were considered as more highly marked in PPeK (possessing an «extra» phonological feature) and were therefore less frequently used.

Out of all the above series, only 4.2.1.7 and 4.2.1.8 (involving retroflex clicks in NK) stand out as very scarcely represented; this is, however, illusory, since practically every etymology under 4.2.1.5 and 4.2.1.6 in which the Zhu/hoan form is not confirmed by Heikkinen’s or Snyman’s dialectal data can be regarded as potentially containing a retroflex click instead of an alveolar one; should there happen to be any additional data with lateral or retroflex reflexes for these etymologies, they will be immediately transferred to subgroups 4.2.1.7 and 4.2.1.8 respectively. It is interesting to note that items with retroflex clicks yield exactly the same reflexes as the ones with alveolar clicks in PSK; note also, however, that PPeK */ê/ always yields *// in PNK, never a retroflex */ê/.

4.2.1.13. Correspondences involving labial clicks.

PSK, and even !Xóö, etyma containing labial clicks are extremely scarce when compared to the rest of the click-containing material; nevertheless, they often represent important roots from the basic lexicon, including even such Swadesh 100-wordlist items as ‘meat’, ‘tree’, and ‘sleep’, and most probably go directly back to PPeK. Yet so far, no attempts to find just a single working correspondence for these roots in PNH have been successful.

Out of the 50-something roots with initial </x> in !Xóö, around 15 can be offered semantically reliable and phonologically reasonable correlates in either NK or Hoan, which is more or less proportionate with the amount of parallels for all the other clicks. The problem, however, is that, unlike all of those, the !Xóö (PSK) labial click truly seems to be able to correspond to almost every other click influx in the North Khoisan II subgroup. Cf.:

a) !Xóö </x> : PNH */ê/:

[238] Zhu. lâà ‘wild cucumber, Coccinea rehmannii’ — PT */ânê/ ‘a k. of cucumber’ (!Xóö </x>nê, pl. </x>nê ‘edible cucumber (Coccinea rehman-
also id. (very'. Cf., in particular, the possible root-for-root match between Zhu.
Xóõ, lit. the pure people'. (On the źu — túu connection see below).

[240] ǃHoan go 'tree' — PSH *ʔnjo- 'tree, wood' (Xóõ źnàje; Mas. ñnoce, ñnoi; Nu|len źño; Xam źho; Ng źho, źbó, źho; Ḩhomani źgo; Ḩxau źo; Xegwi źho; Auni źhvwa, źhvwa, źpo; Ḩasa źboe).

b) ǃXóó źe: PNK *j-:
[242] Zhu. ṣhàró ‘to peel’ — ǃXóó ṣmála ‘to chip, peel, remove seeds from a pod’.
[243] Zhu. Ḩà ‘louse’ — PSH *θnú- id. (Xóó źnú, pl. źnà-té; Xam źntwé, źntwén; Ng źntoejá). See [EHRET 1986: ex. 174].
[244] Zhu. ṣhò ‘to take a pinch of smth.’ — Xóó źnálu ‘squash between the fingers’, źnú kV ‘squash, collapse’.

c) ǃXóó źe: PNK *j-:
[245] PNK *inhoba ‘to speak a foreign language’ (Zhu. Ḩhobá; Ov. Ḩhòbá) — Xóó źném — źná ‘to misunderstand, speak at the same time’.
[246] Zhu. Ḩúm-śe ‘edible hairless caterpillar’ — Xóó _VCăr’.
[248] Zhu. Ḩard ‘to learn, teach, educate’ — Xóó Ḩvále ‘to instruct, teach’ (also in the meaning ‘to twirl (as an eggbeater)’; probably two omo-
nymous roots).

d) ǃXóó źe: PNK *j-:
[249] PNK *θha ‘meat’ (Zhu. Ḩha; ḨuÁen Ḩa, Ḩha, Ḩwa; Ḩu (L.1) Ḩha, Ḩha, Ḩhá; Ḩoke Ḩha, Ḩa; ḨuÁiŋ Ḩha, Ḩa; ḨaÁiŋ Ḩha, Ḩa; Ang. Ḩu Ḩha; Ov. Ḩhá) — PSH *θV id. (Xóó Ḩa-je; Mas. Ḩraew; Nu|len Ḩraew, Ḩraew; Xam, Ng Ḩraew; Ḩu Ḩrhoi; ḨHomani Ḩkwá; Xegwi Ḩa; Auni Ḩraew; Ḩasa Ḩtwí).
[250] PNK *θhar ‘son, child’ (Zhu. Ḩáán; ḨuÁen Ḩar; Ḩu (L.1) Ḩar, Ḩa, Ḩar, Ḩar; ḨuÁiŋ Ḩar, Ḩa; Ḩiŋ Áiŋ Ḩar; Ang. Ḩmar Ḩá and Ḩmar Ḩá and Ḩmar Ḩá — Xóó Ḩála ‘child’. (See also 3.2.1.1 about further possible SK — and even Ḩoan — cognates).
[251] PNK *θgarn ‘Kalahari raisin bush, Grevia retinervis’ (Zhu. Ḩgànn; Ov. Ḩgànn) — Xóó Ḩchà ‘sp. of bush (wild currant or Kalahari sand raisin)’.
[252] PNK *θgu ‘to sleep, be sleepy’ (Zhu. Ḩu; Ḩu (L.1) Ḩu; ḨuÁiŋ Ḩu, Ḩu; Nu|len Ḩu; Xam źoen; Ng Ḩeowe, Ḩeowe, Ḩeowe; Ḩu źoem; ḨHomani źká Ḩu ‘to dream’; Ḩxau źun; Xegwi źi; Auni Ḩeowe(á); Ḩasa ḨuÁ aí).
Not a single one of these four groups is really ‘preferable’ over the other one, unless it becomes possible to prove that examples [246–248] actually represent PNK *ǃ/ and group (c) is thus left represented by only one example. It might be argued that group (d) presents a slightly better case, since it contains at least two stable 100-wordlist items; moreover, having as many as four cases of potential cognation between the most statistically rare North Khoisan click (retroflex) and the most statistically rare South Khoisan click (labial) is certainly extremely noteworthy. Nevertheless, this does not automatically invalidate the other series.

In order to put forward a trustworthy hypothesis, we should probably compare this situation with the one observable within PNH itself, i.e. those cases where we have the labial click in Hoan corresponding to non-labial clicks in North Khoisan proper. As has already been shown in 2.2.1, the prevailing NK correspondence here is the dental influx /; however, there are also those dubious cases where Hoan /θ/ can be shown to potentially correspond to NK ǃ/ and maybe even */ as well, meaning that essentially the situation is quite similar to the one observable for Peripheral Khoisan overall.

It should also be noted that, although both Hoan and PSK have the labial click (in more or less the same proportions), Hoan /θ/ and !Xôô /θ/-almost never correspond to each other. The only case where such a correspondence is possible is as follows:

[253] PNH *ʔBU ~ *ʔU ‘duiker’ (Hoan ʔū; Zhu, ʔâû; !Xû (LL) ǀou, (Doke) ǀau; !O!Kung ǀau) — PT *ʔYV ‘a k. of antelope’ (!Xôô ũħân ‘duiker’; Mas. ʔho ‘steenkob’, ʔpyn ‘duikerbok’; [Nu]len ʔho ‘duiker’).

The other two possible PPeK etymologies involving the labial click in Hoan are:

[254] PNH *ʔme ~ *ʔme ‘head’ (Hoan ūmû-n; Zhu, ūnai; [Au]len ūn; !Xû (LL) ūn, (Doke) ūn; ūnai; !O!Kung ūn; Ov. ūn) — PSK *ná- id. (!Xôô ūn; Mas. ūn; [Nu]len ūn; !Xam, [Ng], Khomani, [Kxau], [Ku]le, Seroa, [Xegwi], [Auni] ūn).

[255] PNH *ʔda ~ *ʔda ‘tortoise’ (Hoan ʔæa; Zhu, ʔdâ; !Xû (LL) ʔkøa, ʔkøa; (Doke) ʔøa; Ang. ǃXû ǂgâ; Ov. ǂgâ) — PSK /ǂgo- id. (!Xôô ǂgâ ‘plastron of a tortoise, sternum’; !Xam ǂgo ‘tortoise’; [Ng] ǂgo ‘large mountain tortoise’; Khomani ǂgou ‘tortoise’; [Auni] ǂgo ‘tortoise-shell’).

Finally, it is interesting to note the anlaut parallelism in the following two cases: Hoan ʔɔa ‘an edible nut’ — !Xôô ūm, dimin. ūn-ju bâ ‘Morama nuts’; Hoan ʔɔa ‘two’ — !Xôô ūm id. Whether or not, however, the last two comparisons are justified, one thing is clear: there is no systematic
connection whatsoever between the labial clicks in ḠHoan and !Xõõ, and most probably, ḠHoan θ- has got numerous correspondences in !Xõõ just as it has numerous correspondences in Zhu’hoan — and just as the !Xõõ labial click has numerous correspondences of its own in Zhu’hoan as well.

All of this begs for an obvious conclusion — namely, that most, or, quite possibly, even all occurrences of the labial click, both in ḠHoan and SK, are an innovation, and that Proto-Peripheral Khoisan, despite having been an extremely «click-abundant» language, never had any labial clicks. What it could have, for instance, is a set of click-containing roots distinguished from the rest through extra «strong» labialization, e. g. a -w-like glide in between the click and the main vowel. Later on, depending on the vocalic (or prosodic?) environment, some of these roots had transferred this labialization onto the click influx itself, with the process happening independently in «Proto-ḠHoan» and Proto South-Khoisan. The labial click would thus turn out to be a relatively recent development, which accords well enough with external evidence — such as the complete and utter lack of labial click articulation beyond the borders of Peripheral Khoisan, be it the rest of the Khoisan family or Khoisan-influenced Bantu languages that had «adopted» clicks.

In North Khoisan proper this «extra» labialization has seemingly vanished without a trace. There is, however, one specific root where it might have been preserved due to outstanding circumstances. Cf.:

[256] PNK *ma 'little one, child; dim. suffix' (Zhu. mà; Auçen ma; !Xû (Lloyd, Doke) ma; !Kung mà) — PSK *ña id. (ǃXõõ ñà 'young (of animals); child'; Mas. ñra 'grandson, granddaughter'; Xam ñva, ñwa 'little, young'; Ng ñwa 'little'; Xegwi ña 'son'; Auni ñra, ñwa, ñwà 'son'; ñwone, ñwà-xe 'daughter'; Haasi ñwa 'child').

The correspondence here is completely unique and therefore rather questionable. However, it gets additional semantic confirmation due to the frequent use of the morpheme as a diminutive suffix in both NK and SK; cf. even such bimorphemic correlations as Zhu. ñàma 'animal' < PNK *ña-ma (lit. ‘meat-small’) — !Xõõ ñàje ñà id. (for the first part of the component see [249]). If the original phoneme here was a «labialized» click, it is this function of the morpheme as a semi-auxiliary one that may have triggered the irregular development into a labial nasal in NK; since the root was mainly used in the intervocal position, it would be rather natural for it to undergo a «declickification» process. (Cf. also the facultative variant -bà in !Xõõ, e. g. ñàbàje-ðàà, ñàbàje-bà 'little tree').

The main practical problem tied in with the hypothesis of secondary labialization, of course, is that this solution gives us way too much free-
dom in etymologizing the available labial click-containing material. This makes it all the more important not only to pay closer attention to semantics, but also to trace down the possible patterns of click efflux correspondences in order to filter out at least some of the multiple etymologies that can be thus offered for !Xóö and !Hoan words beginning with ǂ-

4.2.2. Click effluxes. Correspondences between PNH and PSK click effluxes are even more complex and variegated than those between click influxes, and it can be stated with certainty that even after careful analysis of the available material from Zhu|hoan and !Xóö some of them still remain to be ascertained.

As far as we can tell, there are two main factors responsible for this tremendous diversity. One is that there may have been click effluxes in PPeK that have not been preserved — or, rather, attested — in any of the modern languages. Cf.: ‘When we consider the wide variety of click accompaniments that do occur, then a number of other possibilities must be considered as just accidental gaps that might have occurred but are not attested. Combinations using additional phonation types would be possible. We should also consider other airstream mechanisms that might be used... We must constantly remember that although the world’s languages contain, from our ethnocentric point of view, many unusual sounds, there are many other possible sounds that have not been found — yet.' [LADEFOGED–TRAILL 1994, p. 62]. It is quite possible that certain non-trivial efflux correspondences established between PNH and PSK can be shown to have at one time filled some of the ‘accidental gaps’ mentioned in LADEFOGED and TRAILL’s overview of the existing click systems.

The other factor — an extremely important one, although studied only very superficially so far — is influence on the part of the surrounding vocalism. Concerning click influxes, it has so far been impossible to demonstrate any potential connections between them and the root vocalism — all of the correspondences presented above demonstrate few, if any, traces of distribution depending on the following vowel. Click effluxes, however, come into far more direct contact with the vowel, and numerous examples amply demonstrate how influxes and vowels are capable of «trading» phonological features between each other. At their most extensive (like in !Xóö), Khoisan vowels can pack up to four extra distinctive features (rarely met all at the same time, though), and all of these can, to certain extent, influence the original character of the efflux. Thus, nasalised vowels (aⁿ, oⁿ, uⁿ, etc.) can «force» the efflux to become nasalised; pharyngealized vowels (a, o, u, etc.) — to become ‘uvularized’; breathy vowels (aʰ, oʰ, uʰ, etc.) — to become aspirated; glottalised vowels (aʔ, oʔ, uʔ, etc.) — to develop an extra glottal stop.
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The exact rules are often extremely hard to formulate, since the developments involved can theoretically belong to either one of at least four categories: a) vocalism influencing the efflux, with preservation of features everywhere (e. g. */kat* > */nath*); b) vocalism influencing the efflux with subsequent dissimilation, i. e. the vocalic feature gets «transferred» onto the consonant (e. g. */kat* > */nath* > */na*); c) efflux influencing the vocalism, with preservation of features (e. g. */nath* > */na*); d) efflux influencing the vocalism with dissimilation (e. g. */nath* > */kat*). Moreover, different developments can occur separately in both subbranches, further obscuring the original situation.

A particularly actual question is whether it is fully justified to treat click effluxes as entities completely independent from the accompanying click influx; to be more precise — whether it can be up to the click influx to influence the articulation of the efflux (and do that in several different ways depending on the subbranch). The answer is that so far, I have not been able to perceive any obvious signs of complementary distribution between any of the correspondences below that could be attributed to assimilative or dissimilative influence of the influx (although certain patterns do indeed occur more frequently with some types of click influxes than with others; see below). This means that, although on the synchronous level the click efflux forms a tight unity with the first part of the click, diachronically click effluxes are far tighter connected to the following segments of the root, i. e. its vocalism.

Below I am listing several types of correspondences and potential developments between the click efflux systems of PNH and PSK. It should, however, be noted that this list is by no means exhaustive; with all the possible types of efflux/vowel interaction, we may be sure that further correlations will eventually be brought to light as well. The following list, then, only includes the most frequently encountered correspondences that can be grouped into patterns, with emphasis on the non-trivial ones.

4.2.2.1. «Trivial» correspondences (identical effluxes in NK and SK). This is the most frequently encountered group of correspondences, accounting for about an entire half of the material presented above. Again, though, it should be noted that a certain part of this material, especially the one where the influxes are identical as well, may actually represent cultural lexicon that has recently penetrated into both NK and SK from a third source (such as Central Khoisan). Another factor is that «trivial» correspondences are much more easily seen than «non-trivial» ones, meaning that future, more detailed, research will probably yield more of the latter than of the former.

«One-to-one» correspondences involve practically every click efflux that is commonly shared by PNH and PSK. Most numerous are cases involving the zero efflux, the voiced efflux ⟨*g*⟩, and the nasal efflux ⟨*n*⟩; the
rare PNH effluxes *-gh* and *-nh* correspond to simply *-g* and *-n* in !Xóó (although it is unclear whether the aspiration disappeared on the PSK level already or is only characteristic of !Xóó). Surprisingly enough, cases of «one-to-one» correspondences for the glottal stop efflux (ʔ-) are extremely rare, considering its rather high frequency. Somewhat more reliable are the velar fricative (*-v-*) and affricate (*-kv-, *-gx-*) accompaniments.

Uvular and preglottalised nasalised effluxes are, of course, only identifiable in PNH if the corresponding !Hoan etymon is present. It should be noted, however, that preglottalisation of the nasal efflux in !Hoan and !Xóó is not always match (see below).

Zero efflux: PNH *i* — !Xóó [jáhi] [1]; !Hoan [jóma] — !Xóó [júma] [21]; !Hoan [jó] — [Xám [jo] [22]; PNH *l~u* — PSK *[jóu*] [26]; PNH *[l]*-m — !Xóó [jáh-li] [30]; Zhu. *ln* — !Xóó [ jái] [34]; Zhu. ýjájé — !Xóó [jába] [54]; Zhu. ýjá — !Xóó [jái] [55]; Zhu. jò — !Xóó [jú] [57]; Zhu. jahm — !Xóó [jáha] [85]; !Hoan [joe — !Xóó [jái] [94]; PNH *la* — PSK *la* [96]; PNH *ulu* — PT *lo [101]; Zhu. là — !Xóó [la-e] [108]; Zhu. lài — !Xóó [láh-la] [110]; Zhu. làih — !Xóó [láh] [111]; Zhu. là — !Xóó [tò] [112]; Zhu. loo-loo — !Xóó [bóo-bóo] [113]; Zhu. lóbo — !Xóó [bóbo] [114]; Zhu. [jáv] — !Xóó [jóv] [115]; !Hoan [jáv] — !Xóó [jivar] [126]; !Hoan lam — !Xóó [lam] [127]; PNH *la* — !Xóó [tába] [135]; PNH *[l]a*— !Xóó [láh-tin] [136]; !Hoan [l] — PT *[lü] [148]; PNH *[l*]a — !Xóó [lá] [165]; PNH *[l]a* — !Xóó [láha] [167]; PNH *[l]a* — !Xóó [ló] [169]; Zhu. lá — PSK *[l*a*] [185]; Zhu. [já] — !Xóó [lám] [186]; Zhu. [já] — !Xóó [bó] [188]; !Hoan [bó] — !Xóó [bóbo] [199]; PNH *[l*]a — PSK *[l*]a — [209]; PNH *[l*ul] — PSK *[l*ul] [212]; PNH *la*— PT *[l*u-a] [213]; Zhu. [já] — !Xóó [bóho] [220]; Zhu. [jóbo] — !Xóó [bóla] [222]; Zhu. [já] — !Xóó [áv] [223].


Nasal efflux: PNH *[n*] — !Xóó [ná] [5]; PNH *[n*] — !Xóó [ná] [12]; PNH *[n] — PSK *[n] [33]; Zhu. [n] — !Xóó [nó] [40]; PNH *[n*] — !Xóó [ná] [51]; Zhu. [n] — !Xóó [ná] [66]; PNH *[n] —
voiceless variants as well, namely, uvulars (PSK voiced one. The reverse situation is also encountered, although much fre
quent «non-trivial» type of correspondences involves a large group of

Preglottalised nasalised efflux (only Hoan-!Xóö matches): Hoan ŋhngne — !Xóö ŋnhgi [45]; Hoan ŋhg — !Xóö ŋnâw [78].

Velar fricative: Zh. fâvī — !Xóö fâvī [65]; Zh. fâm — !Xóö fâm [119]; PNK *fâo — !Xóö fâo [156]; PNK *fâa — !Xóö fââ-le [174]; PNK *fâai — !Xóö fââi [175]; PNK *fâau — !Xóö fââu [176]; PNK *fâui — !Xóö fââuV [177]; Hoan fâao — !Xóö fââo [202]; Hoan fâau — !Xóö fââu [203]; Zh. fâvi —!Xóö fââV [227]; PNK *fâU — PSK *fâu- [234]; PNK *fâu — !Xóö fââ-i [83]; PNK *fâa — PSK *fâU- [138]; Zh. fââm — !Xóö fââm [229].

Velar affricates: PNK *fâkum — !Xóö fâkum [50]; Zh. fâkô — !Xóö fâkô [120]; PNK *fâku — !Xóö fâkû [164]; PNK *fâkâ — !Xóö fâkâ [178]; PNK *fâkm — !Xóö fâkûm [179]; Zh. fâku — !Xóö fâkûm [247]; Zh. fâkâ — !Xóö fâkû [39]; PNK *fâko — !Xóö fâkûV [139].

Uvular effluxes (only Hoan-!Xóö matches): Hoan fû — !Xóö fûa [205]; Hoan fûau — !Xóö fûâi [206]; Hoan fûhoan — !Xóö fûhûâ [74]; Hoan fûhôri-ga — !Xóö fûhûlî [207]; Hoan fûce —!Xóö fûâni [77]; Hoan fûncâma —!Xóö fûncâmâ [130].

Glottal stop: PNK *fû — PSK *fû- [53]; Zh. fûmá — !Xóö fûmâ* [69]; Zh. fûrê — !Xóö fûrûlo [70]; Zh. fû — !Xóö fûa [92]; PNK *fûin — !Xóö fûinT [107]; Hoan fæ —!Xóö fæm- [134].

4.2.2.2. Random behaviour of the voiced/voiceless feature. The most frequent «non-trivial» type of correspondences involves a large group of cases in which PNH displays a voiceless efflux as opposed to a respective PSK voiced one. The reverse situation is also encountered, although much more rarely. This does not merely concern the «zero — *g-» opposition, but almost every single other efflux that distinguishes between voiced and voiceless variants as well, namely, uvulars (*g- — *G-), aspirated uvulars (*gh- — *Gh-), and velar affricates (*kx- — *Gx-). C.f.: 

PNH voiceless — PSK voiced: PNK *fâunu — PSK *fûda [7]; Zh. fûdi —!Xóö fûda [35]; PNK *famu — !Xóö fâmâ [46]; PNH *fâmûni — PSK *fâmûRV
opposition by tonal distinctions [B
the root; in fact, occasional connections between tone registers and initial
PNK ǃ [89]; Hoan labe — PT *leba [93]; PNK *lai — !Xóò ìgái [97]; PNK *lom — !Xóò ìgùm [100]; Zhu. ìgùrù — !Xóò ìgùnu [116]; Zhu. ìu — !Xóò ìgùu [117];
Hoan lam — !Xóò ìgàBV [150] (but cf. PNK *gàdama); PNK *láv — !Xóò ìgàv [166]; PNK *làma-*laba — !Xóò ìgàBV [168]; Zhu. ìgà — !Xóò ìgàu
[187]; Zhu. ìkxài — !Xóò ìkxài [193]; Zhu. jàbè — !Xóò ìgàbì [218].

PNH voiced — PSK voiceless: PNK *gu — PSK *[o]h [27] (but cf. Hoan lo); PNH *gai — PSK *[i]; Zhu. igùv — !Xóò [u-a [38]; Zhu. johu — !Xóò [i]e [118]; Zhu. igùvù — !Xóò jùhbu [143]; PNK *gùnxu — !Xóò jkùnxíu [180]; PNK *gùnxom — PT *jksx- [181]; PNK *gha — !Xóò jìha [214]; PNK *gau — !Xóò jìo [215]; Zhu. jìdèn — !Xóò já-ba [224]; Zhu. jìdò — !Xóò där [241]; PNK *gùr — PSK *[θ]-[i]n [252].

The reason underlying this strange variation is unclear. Seemingly irregular alternations between voiced and voiceless variants occasionally crop up on the lower levels as well (see 2.2.2, as well as isolated cases like Zhu. jòta ’tortoise’ — Ang. !Xù jòta id.; not to be confused with the regular devoicing of certain effluxes in a series of NK dialects, such as *g-x- > *k-x-, etc.). However, it is only on the PPeK level that this phenomenon assumes almost «epidemic» proportions. It would be tempting to try to relate it to certain prosodic features of the roots involved, most importantly tones (which are typologically often tied in with the laryngeal features of the root; in fact, occasional connections between tone registers and initial voiced/voiceless consonants have been noticed for Khoisan — Nama, in particular, is known to have replaced the original voiced/voiceless efflux opposition by tonal distinctions [BEACH 1938, p. 251]; see also [HÖNKEN 1998: 184–188]), but neither !Xóò nor Zhu’hoan, the only PeK languages with a more or less adequate tonal system description, provide us with any clues on the matter. The validity of this type of correspondences, however, will be further confirmed when we arrive at the correspondences for non-click consonants, where the fluctuation between voiced and voiceless variants is even more obvious.

4.2.2.3. Preglottalised nasalised clicks. In most cases, the !Xóò preglottalised nasalised efflux corresponde to simple nasalisation in PNK. Cf.:

Note that the Ovamboland [Heikkinnen 1986] form for many of these NK etyma is unknown; however, where it is actually present, it does not feature preglottalisation: \[\text{ŋòm} [13], \text{ŋòm} [41], \text{ŋàdà} [151], etc.\]. This means that preglottalisation in PNH must have eventually stemmed from a different source than in !Xôô (SK), and the occasional coincidence (as between !Hoan and !Xôô in examples [45] and [78]) is just a coincidence, as far as that element of the phonetic structure is concerned. This can be further demonstrated by several examples which — vice versa — demonstrate preglottalisation in PNH (!Hoan and Ov.), but not in !Xôô, cf.:

PNH *[ŋʊm] — PT *[ŋu-] [6]; PNH *[ŋone-*[ŋe] — PSK *[ŋa-] [254].

4.2.2.4. «Extra» nasalisation. A consistently emerging pattern is one where PNH seems to replace whatever efflux there has been in PSK with a nasalised release — or, occasionally, vice versa. Cf. the following:

PNH «+nasalisation» — PSK «-nasalisation»: Zhu. \[\text{ŋìgò} — !Xôô \text{ŋìho} [14]; PNK *[ŋu-même] — !Xôô \text{ŋéghnu} [84]; Zhu. \[\text{ŋí} — !Xôô \text{ŋéndi} [91]; PNK *[ŋí] — !Xôô \text{ŋììn} [104]; PNK *[ŋun] — PT *[ŋhue] [140]; PNH *[[nì]la-ra] — !Xôô \text{bìa} [158]; PNK *[ŋuðorV] — PSK *[ŋCorV] [172]; PNK *[ŋuðor] — PT *[ŋCorV] [173]; Zhu. \[\text{ŋìbì} — !Xôô \text{ŋòììrhù} [197]; Zhu. \text{nììnd} — !Xôô \text{ŋòìle} [248].

PNH «-nasalisation» — PSK «+nasalisation»: Zhu. \[\text{ŋììghò} — !Xôô \text{ŋììgho} [64]; !Hoan \text{ŋììna} — !Xôô \text{ŋììnìna} [131]; PNK *[ŋuhaba] — !Xôô \text{ŋììba} [170]; PNK *[ŋuhy] — !Xôô \text{ŋììha} [171]; PNK *[ŋhy] — !Xôô \text{ŋììha} [184]; Zhu. \text{lad} — PT *[ŋðnV-] [238]; !Hoan \text{ra} — PSK *[ŋðHo-] [240].

In the majority of these cases, the most plausible explanation is assimilation under the influence of an inlaut nasal. Sometimes this assimilation takes on the form of a metathese (\[ŋéndi \rightarrow \text{ŋnogò} \rightarrow \text{ŋndi}\]), but more often we see the final form containing two nasal segments — either a nasal efflux and an inlaut nasal consonant (!Xôô \text{ŋììha} < *\text{ŋììna}, \text{ŋììha} < *\text{ŋììhy}) or a nasal efflux and an inlaut nasalised vowel (PNK *[ŋu-même] < *[ŋììna], \text{ŋììhu} < *\text{ŋììhu}, etc.). The degree of regularity of this process has yet to be established.

In another number of cases, however, the nasal efflux seems to be cropping up for no apparent reason ([14], [158], [172], [173], [197], [248], [64], [170]). For [64], we may suggest metathesis of aspiration in Zhu. (see below), resulting in *[ŋu]- > *[ŋo]-, i.e. the original efflux articulation gets replaced by the former vowel breathiness. This leaves us mostly with «extra» unmotivated nasalisation cases in NK rather than SK, and their origin has yet to be established.

«Extra» nasalisation factor may actually explain some of the intricate correspondences involving preglottalised nasal effuxes as described in the previous section. Thus, one can easily see that the absolute majority of the examples listed there involve a nasal consonant and/or nasalised vowel in the inlaut po-
sition. It is therefore possible that some of these words, in fact, originally con-
tained just a glottal stop as the efflux, while the nasal release has been de-
veloped later under the influence of this inlaut segment. Others, however, may
actually reflect an «authentic» preglottalised nasal click, inherited from PPeK.

4.2.2.5. PNH *g* — PSK *ʔ-n*. A small, but interesting, group of cases
is one where the preglottalised nasal efflux of PSK seems to correspond to
a voiced efflux in PNK. Cf. the best examples:
PNK *lغا* — PSK *ʔنىَهَا* [8]; PNK *لغي* — PSK *ʔنَعَم* [9]; Zhu.
لغَةَاءَ — Xóõ ةْنَعَم [36].

Note that in all three cases, PSK has an inlaut nasal consonant or na-
salised vowel (the Xóõ form in [8] is actually ةْنَعَم). This does not constitute
an exhaustive explanation all by itself, since there are numerous cases in Xóõ
when the voiced efflux is followed by a nasalised vowel without any assimili-
tative tendencies; moreover, assuming a simple assimilation *g* > *-n* would
not account for the preglottalisation. The correspondence may thus point to a
special kind of efflux, not preserved in daughter languages, e. g. something
like a glottal stop with prevoicing — (so the forms could be reconstructed as
*gil*, *gil*- etc., with subsequent nasalisation in Xóõ before nasal phonemes).
This kind of articulatory mechanism is theoretically possible, considering that
prevoicing in Xóõ and other languages does not always predetermine the ex-
act quality of the efflux itself (cf., for instance, Xóõ clicks like gix, gi, repre-
senting a voiceless velar fricative efflux paired with prevoicing).

4.2.2.6. Loss of uvular articulation in PNK. As has been already stated in
2.2.2, PNK lacks both uvular effluxes and consonants, which implies that
they must have been simplified sometime after the split between PNK and Hoan.
Indeed, in an absolute majority of cases PSK and Xóõ uvular effluxes corre-
spond to PNK and Zhu|hoan simple velar effluxes (voiced or voiceless, based
either on the «trivial» subset of correspondences or the seemingly irregular al-
ternation of both variants as described in 4.2.2.2). Cf. the following examples:

Simple voiced/voiceless uvular effluxes: Zhu. الجَيِ — Xóõ كُؤَي [4]; Zhu.
ِْجَّذِمَعِ — Xóõ كُذِلِ [37]; Zhu. للْجَيِ — Xóõ َّجَمْو َّ [56]; Zhu. الْجَمْمِ — Xóõ َّجَمْم َّ [58]; Zhu. للْجَمْمِ — Xóõ َّجَمْم َّ [59]; Zhu. اللْجُ — Xóõ كُذَبَو َّ [86]; Zhu. الجَرَي —
ِْجَذِلِ — Xóõ كُذِلِ [87]; Zhu. للْجَذِلِ — Xóõ َّجَذِل َّ [88]; Zhu. للْجِمْمِ — !Xóõ َّجَمْم َّ [90];
PNK *للْجَذِلِ — Xóõ َّجَذِل َّ [98]; PNK *للْجَذِلِ — Xóõ َّجَذِل َّ [99]; Zhu. للْجُ — Xóõ َّجَا َّ [109]; PNK *للْجُ — PSK *لىَرَوِ َّ [154]; Zhu. للْجَرَي — PSK *لىَرَوِ َّ [221];
PNK *للْجُ — Xóõ رُغَّضَ [250]; PNH *للْجُ — PSK *لىَرَوِ َّ [255].

Aspirated effluxes: PNK *للْجِ — Xóõ لُجَيِ [10]; Zhu. للْجُ — Xóõ َّجَيِ [18]; Zhu. للْجُ — Xóõ َّجَيِ [19]; PNK *للْجِ — PSK *لىَر َّ [48]; Zhu. للْجُ — Xóõ َّجَا َّ [61]; Zhu. للْجُ — Xóõ للْجُ —
but cf. that this correspondence is systematically tied in with the next one. fricative efflux, is harder to explain that way). In any case, it is quite probable positively looks like a borrowing, but the Zhu through borrowing or genetic relationship is hard to say (the following examples: PNH velar affricates can correlate with PSK uvular effluxes. Cf. the following examples:

4.2.2.7. PNH *-x- — PSK *-qh-. This correspondence appears in two reliable cases: PNH *faxa — !Xóö *qhála [163]; Zhu, *fxöà — PT *fhada [192]. A third one can possibly been seen in Zhu. *fkarà 'to plant, cultivate' — !Xóö *qhála 'field for cultivation, garden', although this lexeme is clearly a cultural term; it is obviously connected with PCK *fharà 'field, garden', but whether through borrowing or genetic relationship is hard to say (the !Xóö form positively looks like a borrowing, but the Zhu form, with its velar fricative efflux, is harder to explain that way). In any case, it is quite probable that this correspondence is systematically tied in with the next one.

4.2.2.8. PNH velar affricate (*-kx-, *-gx-) — PSK uvular stop (*-q-, *-q2-, *-g-, *-clh-). There is a relatively small, but important group of cases where PNH velar affricates can correlate with PSK uvular effluxes. Cf. the following examples:

In [STAROSTIN 2003], where I have briefly discussed cases [29] and [32] due to their belonging to the 100-wordlist, it was suggested that NK velar affricates may turn out to be the only phonemes to correspond to such rare !Xóö effluxes as -q?- and -clh-. Since then, however, new material has cropped up showing that this kind of correspondence is not actually limited to these two effluxes, but also involves material with !Xóö -g- at least (whereas it would normally be expected for !Xóö -g- to correspond to
PNK *-θ- or *-χ-, see 4.2.2.6). All of this means that what we are dealing with here possibly represents yet another PPeK click efflux (or even subset of click effluxes), one that can be realized as a velar affricate or a uvular stop depending on the subbranch. In PPeK, this could have, for instance, been a uvular fricative, voiceless (*-χ-) or voiced (*-v-).

4.2.2.9. PNH glottal stop — aspiration in PSK. It has already been noted above that «one-to-one» correspondences for the glottal stop efflux are surprisingly rare in PeK. Even more rare are «one-to-one» correspondences for the glottal stop efflux are above that «one-to-one» correspondences for the glottal stop efflux are eventually ushering out the original efflux. One such feature — nasalization in Zhu — has already been discussed in 4.2.2.4; two others are glottalization (glottal stop efflux) and breathiness (aspirated efflux). Cf.:


We may conclude that normally, PPeK *-h- > *ʔh, but > PNH *-ʔ-; in this case, all, or most of the material with *-h- and *-ʔ- in PNK probably go back to roots with uvular effluxes (see 4.2.2.6) or «pre-metathesis» forms (see 4.2.2.10). This makes somewhat difficult the position of *ʔU — PSK *ʔh [76], where the main release is uvular, but the basic opposition stays the same; however, it is but one example and needs to be further investigated.

4.2.2.10. «Metatheses». Some of the most interesting examples on non-trivial correspondences are provided by roots in which a formerly vocalic feature seems to have «shifted» towards the beginning of the word, eventually ushering out the original efflux. One such feature — nasality — has already been discussed in 4.2.2.4; two others are glottalisation (glottal stop efflux) and breathiness (aspirated efflux). Cf.:

Glottal stop vs. zero: PNH *ʔU — *ʔU [2]; if *ʔU belongs here as well, one might suppose an original *ʔU with subsequent dissimilation in Zhu (*ʔU (since the velar affricate is always phonetically ejective, *ʔU > *ʔU) and assimilation in Xóô (*ʔU > *ʔU); *ʔU — *ʔU [95]; Zhu. *ʔm — *ʔU [236].

Glottal stop vs. uvular stop: PNH *ʔu — *ʔu [52] (normally we would expect PNK *ʔu (or *ʔu), but the glottal stop has shifted to efflux position); PNH *ʔa — *ʔa (same type of correlation); *ʔa — *ʔa [208].

Aspiration vs. breathiness: PNH *ʔu — *ʔU [160]; PNH *ʔu — *ʔU [161]; Zhu. *ʔa — *ʔU [239].

In most cases it is difficult to establish which form is the primary one; the relatively complex individual structure of most of the roots involved also prevents us from finding out the degree of regularity of these changes.
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(It is not even excluded that the PPeK form of some or all of them contained the feature in question in both the efflux and the vowel — i.e., what we are dealing here is PPeK */ʔuʔi, */ʔuʔu, */ʔuʔ(ʔ)u, etc. — in which case the witnessed process is dissimilation rather than «metathese»). That said, the connection between click effluxes and vocalic features is obvious, and further research may yet bring more precise results and reconstructions.

4.2.2.11. To sum up, one may say that, although upon first sight the general picture may look absolutely chaotic, with everything in the efflux series corresponding to everything else, a stricter analysis reveals certain unmistakable patterns, which may be used as a basic foundation for further research. These patterns are as follows:

a) «One-to-one» correspondences between PNH and PSK are numerous and involve items from all the levels of the lexicon. Therefore, an item whose click effluxes show an exact match between PNH and PSK may well go back to an old PPeK root rather than constitute a cultural borrowing from a third source. That said, words with «one-to-one» correspondences still need to undergo a very serious «borrowing check» each time one is encountered.

b) The feature of voice can, and, in fact, should be overlooked in our search for PPeK etymologies, at least, until a solid enough etymological base has been built up in order for us to be able to look for prosodic and other patterns which could explain the «juggling» of this feature between NH and SK.

c) On the other hand, such inlaut consonants/vocalic features as nasal consonants/nasalised vowels, glottal stops/glottalised vowels, and aspiration/breathy vowels, should never be overlooked, since they might often provide an explanation for a particularly non-trivial efflux correspondence; particularly in those cases where the correspondence in question does not seem to be forming a pattern, but the etymology still looks reliable (4.2.2.10).

d) Finally, not every efflux can correspond to any other efflux. There are certain types of potentially real correspondences that are practically never encountered (except in case of really poor transcription). The most important rule is that a glottalised efflux can never correspond to a «simple» efflux, unless, of course, there is «extra» motivation for it like an inlaut glottal stop (as in case [2]); the only exception is PNH *ʔ — PSK *-h, but, since !Xóö at least does not distinguish between *-h- and *-ʔh-, we may suggest that historically the aspiration simply followed the glottal stop before finally replacing it.

The final results may be summed up in the following table (preglottalised nasals, «extra» nasalisation, and «metatheses» have been excluded due to their secondary nature):
2.3. Non-click consonants. For correspondences involving non-click consonants, it will be convenient to set up two sub-sections: one involving non-click consonants corresponding to non-click consonants in both sub-branches of PPeK, and one in which non-click consonants in PNH correspond to clicks in PSK, and vice versa. The first group should naturally be regarded as representing the non-click consonant inventory of PPeK; in the second group, the situation is more difficult, since there is reason to believe that development from PPeK could include processes of secondary «clickification» as well as «declickification».

Note that this section is dedicated exclusively to the word-initial consonants of PPeK. Unlike clicks, non-click consonants are not restricted to the anlaut position in any Khoisan language; however, the inventory of allowed inlaut consonants is always extremely limited, and there is reason to believe that this reflects the original situation. It is, therefore, preferable to briefly touch upon the problem in the section dealing with PPeK vocalism and root structure problems (4.2.4).

4.2.3.1. Non-click consonants in both subgroups.

4.2.3.1. Labials. It is well known that initial labial consonants are extremely rare in both PeK and CK languages, and in most cases are found only in external borrowings from Bantu or European languages. In particular, phonemes like *p- or *b- cannot be reconstructed for PPeK. There is, however, a small group of cases speaking in favour of an initial *m-, cf.:

[256] Zhu. mànì 'to turn, answer, change' — !Xóó màli kV 'to turn, return, answer'.
Yet another etymology involving initial labials should also draw our attention:

[259] PNK *ba ‘father’ (Zhu. bà; [Au]en ba; !Xū (Ll.) bha, ba, (Doke) ba; !O!Kung ba; Ang. [Xû pa]) — PSK *ba id. (!Xóō ɓa; Mas. ɓa; [Nu]en a; [Xam oa]; [Ng a]; [Kule a]; Seroa aǂw; [Xegwi a]; [Nusan a]).

Here, a certain labial element in SK (reflected as initial o- in [Xam and [Kule] and vowel labialisation in Seroa) is paired with initial *b- in PNK; this could hint at a PPeK form like *wa-. The root is, of course, fairly widespread in the area (as well as elsewhere in the world), but there is nothing inherently wrong about supposing straightforward genetic relationship between the forms above.

4.2.3.1.2. Dentals.

Normally, dental consonants in PNH correspond to dentals in PSK. One thing that is immediately noticeable, however, are the seemingly random correspondences between voiced and voiceless variants — rendering the system more loose than one would wish for, but also perfectly correlating to the same type of correspondences between click efluxes (see 4.2.2.2). Cf. the following examples for PPeK *t~*d (as well as initial clusters *tx~*dx and *tx̌~*gx).

«One-to-one» correspondences:

[260] PNK *taประหย ‘to win, beat, conquer’ (Zhu. tảh; Tsum., Tsin., Ok. tảh, etc.) — !Xóō tâha kV ‘to be overcome by, baffled by’.

[261] Zhu. tǎm ‘to feel (like)’ — !Xóō tǐŋ ‘to intend; to resemble’.

[262] Zhu. tà ‘to be shy, ashamed’ — !Xóō tǎh restitution kV ‘to calm, console, pacify, scold’.

[263] Ḥoan cam ‘near’ — !Xóō tảhm chọe ‘in front of, vicinity of’. (Cf., perhaps, also PNK *tảma ‘near’, although the vocalism is unclear).

[264] Zhu. txôm ‘to thread closed, darn’ — !Xóō txôm — txoBV ‘to space regularly, i. e. thread (beads)’.

[265] PNK *dʒ ‘striped mongoose’ (Zhu. ḍg; !Xū (Ll.) ḍg ‘polecat’) — !Xóō ḍŋ ‘striped polecat’.
[266] PNK *dxoro ‘to peel, remove beans from pod’ (Zhu. dxóró; Tsum. dxoro ‘thresh grain’) — !Xóö dxóʔa ‘to strip off berries, leaves’.

«Reverse» correspondences:

[267] PNK *taʰ ‘Bushman orange, Strychnos pungens’ (Zhu. tah; Tsum., Tsin. tā; Ok., Mpu. tāa, etc.) — !Xóö dáha ‘Kgalagadi domestic melon’.

[268] PNK *talhuʰ ‘to be slack (of rope)’ (Zhu. taʰ; Ang. !Xů tábo) — !Xóö dābu ‘to be slack, loose’.


[270] Zhu. txóan ‘stretch-marks (from pregnancy)’ — !Xóö dxóʔa ‘stretch marks on breasts or thighs’.

[271] PNH *da-~*d- ‘child’ (Hoan ʔam; Zhu. daʔa-mà, pl. daʔa-bì; Auʔen daba; !Xů (Ll.) daba; !OKung daba; Ang. !Xů dāʔabà) — !Xóö táli ‘young of, infant, weakling’.

Equally «unstable» is the additional feature of aspiration; since aspirated dentals are quite rare in NK and even more rare in SK, only a couple reliable examples can be found, and even these are contradicting each other, cf.:

[272] PNK *thui ‘boil, abscess’ (Zhu. thúi; Tsum. thúi; Ok. thúi, etc.) — PSK *thu- ‘wound, sore’ (Xóö thúa-tè ‘pox, sores, leprosy’; Mas. twi ‘wound, sore’; Xam twi, ttwi id.); but

[273] PNK *thara ‘flash of lightning’ (Zhu. thará; Auʔen tara ‘to lighten’; !Xů (Ll.) tara, tarrə, (Dórke) thaTa ‘lightning’; Ang. !Xů thala) — !Xóö táli ‘lightning’.

In addition to the more or less expected ‘dental vs. dental’ type of correspondences, however, comparison of NK material with possible cognates in SK yields several more patterns. Cf., first of all, the following comparisons:

[274] PNK *ta ‘alone, apart’ (Zhu. täa; Ang. !Xů tə; Tsum., Tsin., Ok. tāa, etc.) — !Xóö táa ‘to be alone, distinct, separate’.

[275] PNK *thuru ‘to slough’ (Zhu. thürü; Tsum. thuru; N. Om., Kam. thürü) — !Xóö hulí kv ‘to cast off skin, change into another creature’.

[276] Zhu. tiŋŋoŋjódo ‘to stand on tip-toes to reach something’ — !Xóö hólo ‘to stand on tiptoe’.

[277] Zhu. tāʔabí ‘to peep under, lift something up’ — !Xóö ʔaʔi bi tV ‘to lift the edge of something and peep under it’. See [Hónken 1998: 175].

In each of these cases, initial t- or th- in Zhu’hoan corresponds to a zero-type or h-type reflex in !Xóö. (The only dubitable case is PNK *thuru, whose
phonetic similarity to PCK *thuru 'to skin, plume, shed skin' may hint at borrowing — even in that case, however, the !Xóõ form would have to stay as a possible cognate with the PCK form on a higher level). This «lenition» of the initial consonant might, of course, be perceived as a semi-irregular dialectal feature, but even more probable is that this correspondence may go back to PPeK glottalised *tʔ — especially considering such supporting evidence as the presence of a «leftover» glottal stop in Zhu’hoan in cases [267] and [268], as well as the possible *tʔ > θ- development in Nama (see 5.0), which is quite analogical to the one that must have taken place in !Xóõ.

Next, it would be useful to consider the following group of cases:

[278] PNK *txom 'to pull closed (e. g. a slip-knot)' (Zhu. txôm; Tsum., Tsin., Ok. txêm, etc.) — !Xóõ ʒxâʔm kV 'to tie by drawing closed, tighten'.
[279] PNK *txuru 'to pull loose (a knot)' (Tsum. txûrû; Tsin., Mpu. txûrû, etc.) — !Xóõ ʒxôli kV tûm 'to undo, loosen the noose, pull out'.
[280] Zhu. txûtxûbi 'to submerge (e. g. a bottle to fill it)' — !Xóõ cxômû ñlu 'to slosh into'.
[281] Zhu. txâtxâbê 'to be irritated (of eyes)' — !Xóõ ʒxâlã 'to experience stinging or burning pain'.
[282] PNK *tkxona 'to fold, twist' (Zhu. tkxoânã 'fold into (e. g. a seam of clothing)'; Ang. iXû tkxoânã 'twist around') — !Xóõ ʒgxânì 'compacted, tight', ʒgxânì kV 'twist, wring out, tighten'.
[283] Zhu. tkxam 'to soak' — !Xóõ cxâûa 'soaking wet'.
[284] Zhu. dxô 'to skewer (esp. meat on a stick)' — !Xóõ ʒxôhi 'to stick something into, spec. into one’s hair'.
[285] Zhu. dxûbû 'bald, featherless' — !Xóõ cxûm — cxûBV 'to pluck, rip off hair'.

In each of these, we find a PNK dental-plus-velar cluster (*tx-~*dx-, *tkx-) paired with a !Xóõ affricate-plus-velar cluster (cx-~3x-, ckx-~3gx-). However, they cannot reflect either PPeK *tl(k)x-~*dl(g)x (presumably reflected in examples [264] and [266]) or PPeK *c(k)x-~j:g)x (see 4.2.3.1.3); one has to assume that they are pointing to a different series of PPeK phonemes, for instance, a special «palatalised dental» series like *ćx, *ćx, *ćkx, *ćgx, which had later on merged with the simple dentals in PNK, but with the affricate series in PSK.

It is, of course, rather strange to postulate a special consonantal series consisting exclusively of clusters; however, the fact remains that there is much more material with PNK *tx, *tkx, etc. corresponding to !Xóõ items with cx, ckx, etc., than there are instances of PNK *t, *d corresponding to !Xóõ c, ʒ. The only interesting example that could hint at the latter is
[286] PNK *duʔuⁿ* 'to bleed from the nose' (Zhu. dūʔuⁿ; Tsum., Tsin. duʔuⁿ, etc.) — !Xóó ṭụwⁿ kV id. See [HONKEN 1998: 172] (although H. HONKEN himself dismisses the comparison as too unreliable).

Future research may yet throw additional light on this problem; running a little ahead, one may note that, although not a single example of !Xóó c corresponding to PNK *tʰ* or *dʰ* is available so far, this does not actually enlighten us on the subject of the origins of !Xóó c anyway, since there are next to no instances of it corresponding to PNK affricates either.

Initial *n*- is almost as rare in PPeK as initial labials, but the number of reliable cognates is still somewhat higher, cf.:

[287] Zhu. nārì 'creamy, fatty, greasy' — !Xóó ṭāli 'smooth, soft (of hair').

[288] Zhu. nqâ-be 'to beckon, lure' — !Xóó ṭâni tV 'to beckon'.

[289] Zhu. nàn 'to be how?, do how?' — !Xóó ṭâV 'to appear, seem to be, be like'.

[290] Zhu. nè 'to be which one, what kind of' — !Xóó nê 'like this, be this way'.

[291] Zhu. noah 'to expose one’s glans penis, pull back the foreskin' — !Xóó ṭâ 'to leave the genitals exposed'.

In addition, cf. the following examples:

[292] PNK *dâ[e]h* 'gums' (Zhu. dâ[e]-dâ[e]; Ang. !Xû dâng) — !Xóó ṭâm-ṭâh-tē id.

[293] ||Auîen ṭâni 'a plant (tragia duoica) of which the berries are eaten' — !Xóó ṭâm 'a sp. of plant (Cassia italica)'.

[294] PNK *daʔa* 'fire' (Zhu. dâʔa; ||Auîen ñâ; !Xû (Ll.) ñâ, ṭâlu, (Doke) ñâlu; !O!Kung ñâ; Ang. !Xû dàlu) — !Xóó ṭâni-ni-kâ 'flame'.

The first two forms [292] obviously belong together (cf. even the same reduplication in both subgroups) and suggest the correspondence «PNK *dʰ : PSeK *ńV : PPeK *ń>» (and for NK is only attested in [BLEEK 1956]) but is nevertheless in perfect phonetic agreement with the first one. Finally, the last example can also belong here if one suggests a late-period dissimilation in !Xóó: *ńghî-ni > *ńghî-ni.

4.2.3.1.3. Affricates.

A detailed analysis of the patterns of correspondences between Khoisan affricates has already been conducted by H. HONKEN [HONKEN 1988].
His main purpose, however, was to use these patterns as evidence for the general relationship between all branches of Khoisan rather than just PeK, with particular emphasis placed on the fate of the series in Hadza and Sandawe; this, of course, means that certain «local» parallels between NK and SK have been neglected.

In general it can be said that the !Xóõ affricate system has been greatly simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been relatively more complex than the !Xóõ one (see 3.2.3; detailed correspondences between !Xóõ and the other SK languages have yet to be studied). This simplification can be said to have taken place along two main lines: a) the merger of hissing and hushing consonants in one series; b) deaf-se, si correspondences between simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been neglected.

In general it can be said that the !Xóõ affricate system has been greatly simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been relatively more complex than the !Xóõ one (see 3.2.3; detailed correspondences between !Xóõ and the other SK languages have yet to be studied). This simplification can be said to have taken place along two main lines: a) the merger of hissing and hushing consonants in one series; b) deaf-se, si correspondences between simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been neglected.

In general it can be said that the !Xóõ affricate system has been greatly simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been relatively more complex than the !Xóõ one (see 3.2.3; detailed correspondences between !Xóõ and the other SK languages have yet to be studied). This simplification can be said to have taken place along two main lines: a) the merger of hissing and hushing consonants in one series; b) deaf-se, si correspondences between simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been neglected.

In general it can be said that the !Xóõ affricate system has been greatly simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been relatively more complex than the !Xóõ one (see 3.2.3; detailed correspondences between !Xóõ and the other SK languages have yet to be studied). This simplification can be said to have taken place along two main lines: a) the merger of hissing and hushing consonants in one series; b) deaf-se, si correspondences between simplified from the PPeK level; moreover, even the PSK system seems to have been neglected.
PNH (PNK) *c — PSK *c? (only one case) (< PPeK *c? ?):
[303] PNK *ca* ‘to taste’ (Zhu. caâh; !Xù (LL) sha*sha*, tcha*tcha*) — !Xóô sáâm kV id.

PNH (PNK) *s — PSK *s (surprisingly enough, also only one case, and not very reliable at that) (< PPeK *s?):
[304] PNK *sa[u] ‘to set a dog on someone’ (Zhu. sg; Ov. sàu) — !Xóô sàu kV id.

PNK *sh — PSK *ṣh (< PPeK *sh):
[305] PNK *ṣh* ‘to fart’ (Zhu. sú, chú; Tsum. chú; Tsin. chàng; Ok. ʃim; Leeu. chúv, etc.) — !Xóô sâa ‘to secrete a substance, break wind, fart’.

PNK *č — PSK *č (< PPeK *č):
[306] PNH *ča ‘to come to’ (Hoan ča; Zhu. ča ‘to go and fetch’; Ov. cá id.) — !Xóô sâa ‘to go’.
[307] PNH *či ‘fat’ (Hoan ča; Zhu. ši, či; Koroen tshi; !Xù (LL) tchan, dzhan, (Doke) šay; !O!Kung tši; Ang. !Xù čàng) — PSK *ṣe* (Xóô sê; Mas. šat; !Xam soen; !Ng soa, sya; !Khomani sove; !Xegwi swi); [Haasi tswoa]).
[308] PNH *čgabu ‘a k. of bag’ (Hoan čibo ‘kaross’; Zhu. čgâbû) — !Xóô sâbi ‘blanket, pelt, kaross’.
[309] PNH *či ‘thing; place’ (Hoan ši ‘place’; Zhu. či ‘thing’; Koroen tshi; !Xù (LL) tchi; !O!Kung tši; Ov. či) — !Xóô sî ‘generic locative, side, place, it’.
[310] PNH *čo ‘medicine’ (Hoan čo; Zhu. čo; Ov. čo ‘practice magic’) — !Xóô sôo ‘medicine, potent forces’.
[311] PNH *ča* ‘gravy, sauce’ (Zhu. ča; Ov. cwe) — !Xóô sâe ‘gravy, soup’.
[312] PNH *ču ‘yellow-billed hornbill’ (Zhu. ču; Ov. cù) — !Xóô sêtu ‘red-crested korhaan (Europodotis ruficrista)’.
[313] Zhu. čâm ‘to sip (a hot liquid)’ — !Xóô sâm kV id.
[314] Zhu. čâmâm ‘to wag the tail (of dog)’ — !Xóô sâm-sâm kV ‘to flick the tail (as a lion)’.
[315] Zhu. čâa ‘to eat ritually’ — !Xóô söo kV ‘ritual feeding’.
[316] Zhu. čâni ‘to peel’ — !Xóô sêi* kV ‘to flay, skin’.

PNH *čh — PSK *ch (< PPeK *čh):
[317] PNH *čoa ‘to begin’ (Hoan čioa; Ov. choachoa) — !Xóô čhoa id.

PNH *ž — PSK *ʒ (< PPeK *ʒ):
[318] PNH *žgâni ‘helicopter toy’ (Hoan zini; Zhu. žgni; Tsum. žgni; Leeu. džâni, etc.) — !Xóô žâni id.
[319] PNH *ža ‘thin’ (Zhu. ża; Koroen zem; !Xù (LL) zshamm, (Doke) zam; Ov. !Xù žam) — !Xóô žâba ‘emaciated, thin’.
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[320] PNK *ʒoːma ‘millipede’ (Zhu. žoːmã; ṚAuʃen ḳšumã; !Xū (Wilhelm) džuba) — !Xoõ žuʔma‘snouted harvester termite’.

[321] Zhu. žabû ‘to rotate, spin’ — !Xoõ žûbi tâ ‘to turn round suddenly while moving’.

PNK *ʒá — PSK *ʒh (< PPeK *ʒh):

[322] PNK *ʒhùù ‘to blow (with the mouth)’ (Zhu. žhùù; ṚAuʃen czùù, tšw; !Xū (Ll.) czhùù, tchù; !O!Kung tsù; Ang. !Xū čhùù, čhù) — PSK *ʒhù- id. (!Xoõ žhùm; Mas. čzum; !Xam su; !Dasi tsù ‘to blow into’).

[323] Zhu. žhùu ‘to bump, knock’ — !Xoõ žhùhu ‘kV ‘to bash into, to punch’.

PNK *ʒgx — PSK *c? (< PPeK *c?/s? ?):

[324] PNK *ʒgxa ‘to steal’ (Zhu. žgâ; ṚAuʃen tša; !Xū (Ll.) tchu, (Doke) ntsâa; !O!Kung tšâa; Ang. !Xū čââa; !Ov. čââa, ckxâ) — !Xoõ čââa ‘to hide away, conceal, steal’.

PNK *ʃ — PSK *s (< PPeK *ʃ):

[325] Zhu. šâbi ‘to turn, spin, revolve’ — !Xoõ sâmi ‘to spin (e. g. a top’).

[326] Zhu. šà ‘to fall (of rain)’ — !Xoõ sà lûa ‘to fall (of the first rains)’.

[327] PNK *ʃui ‘swelling’ (Zhu. šûi; ṚMp. suí; Cui. šûi, etc.) — !Xoõ sûi ‘wart’.

PNK *ʃ — PSK *ch (< PPeK *ʃh):

[328] PNK *ʃâo ‘wide, broad’ (Zhu. šâo; Ang. !Xū šâo) — !Xoõ čhâo id.

Obviously, these correspondences do not present us with the full picture; more details will be evident in the «non-click to click correspondences» section (see 4.2.3.2), and still others remain completely obscure, since the affricate inventory of PNK is so large that many of the phonemes/clusters are only represented by a few items for which there remain no correlates in modern day !Xoõ. Still, one may draw several important conclusions:

a) The differentiation between the hissing affricate *c and the hissing fricative *s is, at best, vague. Initial *s- in PNK is rather rare and has almost no correlates in !Xoõ; the exact same thing can be said about !Xoõ *c, whereas the other SK languages seem to have positionally conditioned reflexes of c and s. There is, therefore, a strong possibility of the two phonemes not having been distinguished in PPeK.
b) No evidence whatsoever seems to suggest that !Xóõ, or any other SK language, have at one point known the difference between the hissing and hushing series; this opposition must have been eliminated already on the PSK level.

c) Correspondences involving PNH glottalised affricates; aspirated affricates; and initial clusters with velar fricatives and affricates, are extremely rare ([301], [302], [317], [324]), despite the relative importance of some of these phonemes in that subbranch (well represented in the basic lexicon, etc.). It is therefore not unreasonable — and, in fact, necessary — to look for their correlates elsewhere.

Finally, there is one very specific correspondence between PNK and PSK that needs to be discussed separately. Cf.:

[329] PNK *ʒo 'black, dark' (Zhu. žó; ŠX (LL) dzho, zho; !O!Kung dʒo, dʒu; Ang. !Xú žo; Ov. zô) — !Xóõ tóho 'to be dark'.

[330] PNK *ʒu 'person' (Zhu. žû; ŠX (LL) dʒu, džu, zu, (DOKE) dʒu; !O!Kung dʒu, źu; Ang. !Xú žu; Ov. źu) — PSK *tu 'person' (!Xóõ tůu 'people'; Mas. tu; [N]ußen tu; [X]am tu-kên «males»; [Ng] tu, tu; [Auni tu-ke 'men, boys').

[331] Zhu. žoba 'to be shortened' — !Xóõ tům-tům 'to have contractions, tighten (of sphincter)'.

[332] Zhu. žom 'paw, fist' — !Xóõ tůh-i, pl. tůh-bá-tê 'pad (of lion or dog), ball of human foot' (Zhu. o : !Xóõ a < PPeK šʒ).

[333] Zhu. žomm 'to roll, wrap up' — Mas. tom-ke, tum-ke 'to wrap'.

While the latter three comparisons may be found somewhat problematic (semantic reasons in [331], phonetic in [332], underrepresentation in [333]), the first two, especially the parallelism between PNK *ʒu and !Xóõ tůu, constitute extremely powerful evidence in favour of this correspondence. That said, it hardly fits into any of the «slots» left open in the system presented above (especially since there is some evidence for PPeK šʒ regularly > PNH šʒ, PSK šʒ).

Note that !Xóõ tůu is the plural form; the suppletive singular stem is tôa. If this alternation represents some kind of archaic ablaut-like gradation and both forms originally stem from this root, then it is also worth noticing the other parallels for tôa: !Xóõ dialectal lôa; Mas. źa, la, lʒ; [N]ußen da; [Auni da, de; and perhaps also — outside PSK — ŤHoan ža 'husband'.

(According to [WESTPHAL 1965, p. 139], the form lôa is typical of the dialect he calls Ťhôa, and the form lʒôa for what he calls N|amani).
Initial lateral *l*- in words of obviously Khoisan origin is practically unique for this root, yet it may turn out to be an extremely important archaism, preserved in a few dialects due to the root frequency. This does not necessarily mean that the five forms above have to be reconstructed with PPeK *l*; it may have, with equal probability, been a lateral fricative (*λ*- or some kind of retroflex resonant. In any case, this phoneme's affricate-like character in PNK is most probably secondary.

4.2.3.1.4. Velars. Correspondences involving PNH and PSK velar stops are generally fairly predictable; note only the usual «randomness» between voiced and voiceless reflexes. It is interesting to note, however, that

a) only very few Zhu’hoan items with initial *k* are involved in these correspondences, despite initial *k*- being much more frequent in Zhu’hoan than it is in Xóõ; this is explained by Zhu’hoan *k*- actually resulting from several extra sources, including uvular stops and «declickification» (see below);

b) the few examples that we have of aspirated *kh*- regularly display aspiration in both PNH and PSK (unlike the situation in, say, the dental series).

Cf. the following material:

[334] PNH *kaRe* 'to want, wish' (Hoan kini; Zhu. kàrè; Tsum. kàrè; Ok. kàlè, etc.) — !Xóõ kàne/kání *kV* 'to want'.

[335] PNK *gani* 'to roll' (Zhu. gâni; !Xû (LL) ganne, ganni, (Doke) gani; !O!Kung gale; Ang. !Xû gârê) — !Xóõ gâni *kV* id. See [Honken 1998: 181].

[336] PNK *ge* 'to stay, remain, be (in a place)' (Zhu. ge; [Au]en ge, ga; !Xû (Lloyd, Doke) ge; !O!Kung ge) — PSK 'kV' 'copula (to be)' (!Xóõ *kV*; Ng, Xegwi, [Auni ki; Khomani kja, kje, kja).

[337] Zhu. gâbi 'to walk with feet turned toward each other' — !Xóõ gâba 'to walk pigeon toed'.

[338] Zhu. gârô 'to lie in a curled up position' — PT *garo* 'to knead into a lump, clench as fist' (!Xóõ gâlo *kV*; Mas. garu-ba).

[339] Zhu. gâbirô 'to drink too little' — !Xóõ gôlo 'to drink or eat an inadequate amount to still one’s hunger'.

[340] Zhu. gam 'to wake someone up' — !Xóõ gâhôn — gahîV id.

[341] Zhu. gaarâh 'erect (of hair)' — !Xóõ kôhla 'to erect the dorsal crest of hair (of a springbok)'. See [Honken 1998: 176].

[342] Zhu. gôbô 'navel' — !Xóõ gôbo 'umbilical cord, navel'.

[343] Zhu. gûi 'to hold up (weapon) in threatening attitude' — !Xóõ gûî *kV* 'to lift up'. (Cf. also Xam uî 'to lift?).

[344] Zhu. gûrûgûrû 'sty of the eye' — !Xóõ gûle 'to be irritated (of one’s eyes)'.
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two examples speak in favour of a direct correspondence between PNK and PSK, where for possible correspondences. Three of the most «basic» common SK roots with initial *kx- display rather interesting matches within PNK, cf.:

[353] PNK *kxa[i] ‘first’ (Zhu. kxài-sè; Ng. Xû (Ll.) k’e’iya; Ang. Xû kxàkaxkè) — !Xôô kxàm id.


Given that at least one of these cases can be a Khoekhoeism (cf. Nama ai-, !Ora kxài-si ‘first’), it becomes rather evident that we must look elsewhere for possible correspondences. Three of the most «basic» common SK roots with initial *kx- display rather interesting matches within PNK, cf.:

[355] PNK *či(¼) ‘to drink’ (Zhu. či; Ng. Xû (Ll.) shîŋ, tchin, (Dke) šî; Ang. Xû čîŋ, čiŋ; Ov. čîŋ (East), sšîŋ, šîŋ (West)) — PSK *kx(o)š id. (!Xôô kxâha; Mas. k’a, k’e, k’α; Ng. Xû k’a, k’a; [Xam k’a], k’a; [Khomani k’wa, k’wa, k’wa, k’wá]; [Ku] k’u; [K] k’wâ; Seroa θα; [Xegwi k’a, k’e, k’α; [Auni k’a, k’e, k’α; [Haasi k’a].

[356] PNK *čîn ‘to cry’ (Zhu. čîn; [Auni] čîn, tsî, tśîv; Xû (Ll.) tchin, tchu, (Dke) tśîj; Ang. Xû čîn; Ov. zêŋ) — PSK *kx(o)š id.
(Xóó kxàa; Mas. ŋk’à; [Nu]ññen K’a; [Xam k’wa, k’oa; ||Ng k’a; {Khomani kxəwa, kx̂ə, kx̂eija; {Xegwi K’à; {Auni k’à).

[357] PNH *shi ‘to laugh’ (Zhu. sì, chi; [Au]ññen tsì; !Xù (L1) sì, si, tsi, [Doke sì; Ov. sì) — PSK *kx(o)ei(i) ([(Xóó kxáì; Mas. ŋk’ài, ŋk’ei; [Xam k’ein-k’ein, k’we”; ||Ng k’ai?a; {Khomani kx̂ai, kx̂wei”).

All of these roots are also present in CK (PK *kxa ‘to drink’, *kxe ‘to cry’, *kxaï ‘to laugh’), however, there is little reason to suppose borrowing of any kind, since all three are so well represented in most SK languages and are clearly archaic. Instead, the CK forms seem to indicate that the velar affricate is original here, and if the NK forms are indeed related, we have to assume that some sort of palatalisation must have taken place in that subbranch, with PPeK *kx- merging with several different affricates/fricatives, probably depending on the vocalic context. (Speculatively, the aspiration in *čhi may reflect the former breathy vowel, still evident in !Xóó, while the ejectiveness in *čhi may represent the ‘default’ ejective character of the former velar affricate). Running slightly ahead, we may support this evidence with a fourth root, not present in SK, but preserved in CK: NK *čhi ‘liver’ (Zhu. čhi’; [Au]ññen tši; !O!Kung tši’; Ov. sǎŋ) — PCK *kxeï id. (Nama ñi; !Ora kxāï-b; Naro kxāï, etc.).

This, of course, does not account for the origins of initial kx- in PNH and Zhu’hoan; as shall be shown below, some of these roots owe their existence to click loss, while still others are probably not original, having penetrated the language due to Khoekhoe influence.

Finally, in order to complete the picture we should probably take a closer look at two roots for which it may be possible to reconstruct an initial velar nasal *ŋ- (in the second case, possibly a preglottalised ?ŋ-):

[358] PNH ‘m- ‘I’ (Hoan ma; Zhu. āi; [Au]ññen m, me, mi; !Xù (L1) me, mi, m, [Doke) m, mi; !O!Kung m, me, mi; Ang. !Xù ma, mi) — PSK *ŋ id. (Xóó nì; Mas. n, na, njà; [Nu]ññen n, na; [Xam, ||Ng n, n; {Khomani n, n, n; [Kxau n, n; {Kuln n, n, n; {Xegwi n, n, n, n; {Auni n, n, n, na, ne; {Haasi n, n, n.

[359] PNH ‘m ‘to eat’ (Hoan òm; Zhu. òm; [Au]ññen m; !Xù (L1) mn, emn, [Doke) òm; !O!Kung m; Ang. !Xù òm) — PSK *o seven. (Xóó òm; Mas. a, e; [Nu]ññen a, e; [Xam a, ha; ||Ng a, e; {Khomani a; [Kuln e, e; [Xegwi a, a; e; [Auni ha, Haasi a).

The development *ŋ- > *m- is typologically possible and has been attested in several other language families (an especially amusing detail is that in one language family at least, namely, Yenisseian, it has been postulated for the 1st person pronoun as well, where Proto-Yenisseian *ŋ- > Ket *m- > b- in the anlaut position). It is noteworthy that for [358], the variant *m- is also reconstruc-
4.2.3.15. *UVULARS.* The absolute majority of PNK or ZhuHoan correlates for !Xóõ items with initial uvulars show a predictable shift from uvular to velar articulation. Since ZhuHoan normally preserves uvular consonants, this development must have taken place on the PNK rather than PNH level. However, it must also be noted that at the present stage of research NK!Xóõ (numbers 360 to 370) and ZhuHoan!Xóõ (numbers 371 and 372) etymologies with non-click uvular consonants do not overlap, thus, it cannot be excluded that the actual correspondences between the major and minor subbranches may turn out to be more complicated. Cf. the material:

[360] PNK *kaᵑ* 'to do in secret' (Zhu. kaah; Tsum., Tsin., Leeu. kā, etc.) — !Xóõ qa ámb 'cleverness, slyness, dishonesty, cunning, stealth'.
[361] PNK *kUᵑ* 'to say' (Zhu. kô; !Xû (L.L.) kwe) — !Xóõ qúma, qúba, qóma, qóba 'it is said'.
[362] PNK *goᵑ* 'to open the mouth' (Zhu. goa; !Xû (L.L.) goa; Mpu., Cui., Cnd. goa) — PSK *qa id. (!Xóõ qa kV 'to open the mouth, gape'; |Ng kgaŋ 'to inhale').
[363] PNK *goauważha*; !Au/en goa 'yesterday') — !Xóõ qa ámb 'long ago'.
[364] PNK *góm* 'to swallow' (Zhu. gôm; !Xû (L.L.) ggeom; Tsum., Tsin., Ok. gôm; Leeu, Mpu. góm, etc.) — !Xóõ qâm 'to suck out (and swallow)'.
[365] Zhu. kâ ámb 'already, now, a little while ago' — !Xóõ qán ámb 'near past or future, yesterday'.
[366] Zhu. kâ ámb 'annoy, torment, gossip' — !Xóõ qâ ámb 'painful'.
[367] Zhu. kâ ámb 'to suck' — !Xóõ qâm 'to suckle, kiss'.
[368] Zhu. kâ ámb 'to take carefully' — !Xóõ qâ ámb 'gently, calmly'.
[369] Zhu. kâ ámb 'let, allow (interjection) — !Xóõ qâm ámb 'can be'. (Cf. also |Xam kâ ámb 'particle of probability').
[370] Zhu. gôm 'gum, glue' — !Xóõ qâ ámb 'gum, latex'.
[371] ZhuHoan qa ámb 'gama ámb salt' — !Xóõ qa ámb id. (Cf. also Mas. |xane id.).
[372] ZhuHoan qa ámb 'good' — PSK *qai ámb id. (!Xóõ qâ ámb 'beautiful, pretty, nice'; |Nu ámb ¡e ámb 'to be pretty'; |Xam twai-i ámb, toai-i ámb 'good'; |Ng ki ámb; Seroa ta ámb; |Auni xwe, xwo ámb; |Nusan toai).

Apart from the usual fluctuation between voiced and voiceless reflexes (this time, only in NK), it is important to observe the frequent rate of pharyngealized vowels in this type of roots. Items [363], [365], and [366] have pharyngealisation in both NK and SK, which means that it should probably be
reconstructed on the PPeK level; on the other hand, in the case of items [367], [368], and [369] this extra feature is only present in NK. A plausible explanation is that in these roots, pharyngealisation represents a trace of the former uvular consonant. (As for the other cases where we should also expect pharyngealisation in NK but in which it does not appear, there might have been certain contextual restrictions — for instance, secondary pharyngealisation does not appear after a voiced reflex, nor is it interpolated onto a breathy vowel).

Finally, two more cases present evidence for the correspondence «PNK *x : !Xóö uvular»; although rare, it presents a perfect correlation to the respective click efflux correspondence (see 4.2.2.7). Cf.:

[373] PNK *xana* ‘marihuana’ (Zhu. xanah; !Xű (Lloyd, Doki) xana) — !Xóö ḡâna id.
[374] PNK *xuru ‘larynx, Adam’s apple’ (Zhu. xürû; Tsum., Tsin., Ok., Leeu. xürû, etc.) — !Xóö ġêlo ‘muscles of the tongue, pharynx’.

Note, as usual, the lack of correlation between voiced/voiceless reflexes [374]; aspiration in !Xóö ḡâna may have something to do with the breathy vowel in Zhu’hoan xanah. Of course, this evidence is somewhat insufficient for the reconstruction of a separate PPéK phoneme (e. g., uvular fricative *x, normally only attested in a few Khoisan dialects as a free variant of x, cf. [Chebanne 2000, pp. 25–26]), but the final decision will ultimately have to be postponed until the discovery of further data.

(Cf., in this respect, the curious transcription qxana for the same word in Naro, given by R. Vossen [Vossen 1992: 384]; H. Visser simply puts the form down as kxana in his dictionary. Unfortunately, no other examples of this «uvular affricate» have been encountered, but if it turned out to reflect an actual phonemic entity, it would be a wonderful way to explain the velar vs. aspirated uvular contrast in PeK).

4.2.3.1.6. Laryngeals. Initial aspirated *h- is potentially reconstructible in a handful of cases, such as:

[375] PNK *huni ‘to stir’ (Zhu. hùní; Tsin., Leeu., S. Om. hùní, etc.) — !Xóö ḡùni sV ‘to mix in, stir in’.
[376] PNK *hui ‘to help’ (Zhu. huí; !Xű (Ll.) wwe) — !Xam hhui id.
[377] PNK *hâtare ‘to fetch water’ (Zhu. hâṭârê; !Àuûñen grê; Ang. !Xű hârê) — !Nuûñen hare id.
[378] PNK *ho ‘to find, get’ (Zhu., !Àuûñen, !Xű (Doki), Ang. !Xű ho) — PSK *ho ‘to bring, take’ (Mas., !Àuûñen, !Àuûni ho; !Xam ho, hho, hoa). See [Ehret 1986: ex. 39].
[379] Zhu. ham ‘to take a bite’ — !Xam hamm, hemm ‘to eat devour’. 
Some of these roots (*huni, *hui, *hare) are well represented in Khoe-khoe, meaning that there is a high possibility of borrowing; however, the possibility of these forms going back to Proto-Khoisan common protoforms with initial *h- is hardly any less. No other correspondences for PNK *h- have been attested, although !Xôô h- does occasionally result from «lenition» of initial dentals (see 4.2.3.1.2).

4.2.3.2. Click consonants in SK (NK) vs. non-click consonants in NK (SK).

The phenomenon of clicks corresponding to nonclicks within closely related Khoisan languages, most often belonging to the Khoe (Central Khoisan) branch, has been well studied by specialists in the field (see, for instance, [TRAILL 1986a]; [TRAILL–VOSSEN 1997]). Most often, these correspondences are assumed to be conditioned by dynamic change factors such as «click loss», when the original click influx becomes eliminated and the original click efflux assumes full consonantal status (e. g. PCK *ga ‘needle, nail’ > Naro iga, but Buga ga, etc.); and «click replacement», when the original click influx shifts articulation and itself becomes a non-click consonant, usually an affricate (e. g. PCK *go ‘springhare’ > Hietšware ʔo, etc.). In both cases the original consonant is naturally assumed to have been a click, with non-click reflexes being secondary. The opposite process, i. e. the secondary formation of a click from a non-click consonant or consonant cluster, is much more rare, but it can nevertheless be seen in such cases as !Ora ǁkxa ‘sharp’, Nama ja (< *kJaʔ) id. < PCK *cʔe (cf. Naro cʔe, etc.), where the glottalised affricate is definitely primary, since clicks with velar affricate effluxes are fairly common in all CK languages and do not normally evolve into affricates.

There is ample reason to believe that processes quite similar to the ones observed in CK languages, as well as a few other tendencies of secondary click replacement/formation with no direct analogies, were also typical of both subbranches of PPeK. A detailed analysis of those will certainly help fill in quite a few obnoxious gaps in the system of correspondences between PNH and PSK, as well as help us find etymologies for a lot of lexical material that would otherwise unjustly remain outside the borders of our comparison. Below I will present some evidence for the most obvious of click to non-click correspondences; it may well be that there are still others waiting to be uncovered.

4.2.3.2.1. PNH glottalised hissing affricate (*cʔ, *chʔ) — !Xôô dental click.

[380] PNH *c[hl]ama ‘bird’ (ǂHoan chgma; Zhu. cǎmà; |Au|en tsama; !Xû (Ll.) tsaba, (Doke) tsãava; !Of!Kung tsaba, tsama; Ov. cǎmà) — !Xôô ʔq̪iq̪im ‘sp. of bird’.
This situation is fairly similar to the one in Khoekhoe, where PCK *c?- > *kx?- Three out of four examples feature !Xoó ǃq-, which gives us a very good idea of the nature of this development: PPeK *c?- (or maybe even *cq-) > !Xoó ǃq-, with secondary «clickification». The opposite development, i. e. «click replacement» in NK, is much less probable, since there are examples of !Xoó ǃq- and ǃgh- corresponding to NK clicks, whereas PNK *c?- seems to always correspond to clicks in !Xoó.

Since the fourth case [383] deviates from the formula, the etymology is somewhat less reliable, as we would expect !Xoó ǃhu- rather than a nasal efflux. Nevertheless, it should not be rejected unless in favour of a better one, considering the possibility of «extra» nasalisation such as described in 4.2.2.4; note, above everything, that in SK the root frequently operates in conjunction with some kind of nasal suffix — ǃnuh-na, ǃnu-nty — which may have acted as catalyst for the efflux replacement.

4.2.3.2. PNK palatal influx — !Xoó dental/affricate cluster.

[385] Zhu. kxà-rà ‘to flatten by hammering, hammer flat’ — !Xoó tksàl-tksàla kV ‘to pat flat (e. g. the sand)’.
[386] Zhu. gßxó-o-gßxoró ‘to empty out (dregs)’ — !Xoó tsxàla ‘to push out, squeeze out’.
[387] Zhu. gßxú ‘hairy pubic area’ — !Xoó tkxú ‘to have intercourse, copulate’.
[388] PNK *gßxw– ‘damp; dew’ (Zhu. kxàw; !Xû (LL) ëw; Tsin. ëw; Leeu., Mpu., Cui., Cnd. ëw) — !Xoó xgßxw-xgßxw ‘to rain lightly’.
[389] Zhu. kxàm ‘to be tired’ — !Xoó gßxm ‘to feel unwell, enervated’.
[390] Zhu. kxáí-o-kxání ‘to be very wet (esp. of clothes)’ — !Xoó cxxá ‘to be wet, rain heavily’.
[391] Zhu. gßxàm ‘to squeeze, hug, embrace’ — !Xoó cxxá kV ‘wring out by twisting’, cxxá sV ‘squeeze out (something wet)’.
Again, the click variant (this time in PNK) seems to be secondary, since there are reliable examples of PNK *jx* corresponding to PSK *jx* (< PPeK *jx*; cf., for instance, [50]). For cases [388] to [392] it is therefore reasonable to suggest PPeK *ckx~* güx (voiced and voiceless reflexes are, as usual, scattered). Cases [384] to [387], then, have to be interpreted as representing PPeK *tkx~*dgx; remember that these should be distinguished from PPeK *tkx~*dgx (see cases [282], [283], where PNK *tkx* corresponds to !Xóö *ckx~*güx).

4.2.3.2.3. PNK affricate cluster — !Xóö palatal influx.

[393] PNH *ǯxom*-\*ǯxom 'to hide' (Hoan \*ǯxom 'to hide'; Zhu. \*ǯxómá 'to creep, crawl, hide'; Tsin., Ok. \*ǯmúa) — !Xóö *hýět* 'to withdraw from social contact, hide away from people, disappear'.

[394] PNK *ǯxani 'to dance' (Zhu. \*ǯxǎnǐ; [Aulen] tšānnę; [Xû (Doke)] ntsřxani, txani, ǯxani) — !Xóö *fxāla* 'initiation dance for the female initiate'.

[395] PNK *ǯxɔ- 'to push, wear under the belt' (Ov. \*ǯxım 'fix, tuck', \*ǯxȁe 'put in under one’s belt'; Tsin., Leeu. \*ǯxôm 'wear under the belt'; S. Om. \*ǯxım id.; Ok., Mpu., Cui., Cnd. \*ǯxe id.) — !Xóö *hòle kV* 'to push something into the belt, socks, hat'.

[396] Zhu. *čxɔ-čxɔàrà* 'to fall down, tumble (e. g. out of a tree)' — !Xóö *hýělì tůu* 'to slip'.


In this little group, the situation is reversed: North Khoisan demonstrates an affricate, while !Xóö has a ubiquitous palatal click. Note, however, that this group is strictly limited to items with NK initial *čx*- and *ǯx-. As in the previous case, reconstruction of PPeK *jx* is excluded (cf. case [65] for an example of PPeK *jx > PNK *jx, PSK *jx*), which means the NK variant is probably more archaic. Note, however, that PPeK *ckx~* güx apparently preserves affricate articulation in !Xóö (see [301], [302]); therefore, the «clickification» of *ckx~* güx must have taken place before the general merger of the hissing and hushing series in PSK.

Cases [397] and [398] have to be considered separately; the comparisons are acceptable, since NK velar elements can sometimes correspond to uvulars in PSK (see 4.2.2.8), and the common etymology for ‘Pleiades’ looks especially promising. However, it is hard to propose a straightforward interpretation; the direction could be either from click to affricate (PPeK *jx > PNK *jx*) or, if one suggests a special type of cluster in PPeK,
Click loss in PNK. In a few cases, most of them involving the palatal (occasionally, the lateral) click, there is ample reason to suggest irregular elimination of click influx in PNK. Similar behaviour is observed in a number of CK languages, most notably for the alveolar click in West Kho languages and the lateral click in East Kho languages; no precise rules of distribution for the preservation of the original phoneme have been formulated yet, and it is not excluded that they never will be, due to the exceedingly random character of the phenomenon. That said, additional research may yet help us at least establish clearer patterns, as well as limitations that are applicable to this development.

Thus, it is interesting to note that out of the six etymologies presented below with supposed «click loss» in PNK, five have uvular effluxes in !Xóõ, suggesting that the uvular efflux after a palatal click may have acted as catalyst for its elimination. Cf.:

[399] PNK *goru 'lizard, gecko' (Zhu. gùrú; !Xů (Ll.) gõru, ngõru) — !Xóõ fõõlo 'bushveld lizard'.

[400] PNK *gui 'salt' (Zhu. güí; !Xů (Ll.) gwi; !O!Kung gwi; Ang. !Xů guí) — !Xóõ fœn-a? 'salt lick'.

[401] Zhu. gám 'to be dented, dent' — !Xóõ fœn-m 'to squash, crush, dent'.

[402] Zhu. käbú 'to cook (skin or hide)' — !Xóõ fœn-bu 'to scorch (of living skin)'.

[403] Zhu. kõõbú 'blister' — !Xóõ fœ-šì 'to scorch'.

[404] Zhu. kuõñ-šì 'pimple, spot' — !Xóõ fìn 'abcess, boil'.

Loss of the lateral click is far less frequent, with but two obvious examples:

[405] PNK *kva 'to fear' (Zhu. kà; Au kà; !Xů (Ll.) kõa; !O!Kung kõi) — !Xóõ fœ-ì 'to fear'. Cf. also !Hoan ì id.; although, if the form belongs here, not only do we have to reconstruct the root as *ì, but we will also have to assume that click loss could happen on the PNK level already after the split of the !Hoan subbranch.

[406] Zhu. k¿ùri 'louse' — !Xóõ fœ-ì id. The etymology is acceptable if the Zhu!hoan form is not a Khoekhoeism (< PCK *kùri id.); even if it is, however, the click loss problem is still actual for the comparison between PCK and !Xóõ.
Two more interesting cases are provided by the ḦHoan-ǃXóõ comparison, where ḦHoan initial uvular q- is pitted against the lateral click in ǃXóõ. It should be noted, though, that both ḦHoan forms are quoted according to [TRAiLL 1973], and it is not clear whether the initial q- in that source is really a non-click consonant or a poorly transcribed lateral click. In the latter case, both comparisons should be grouped together with the regular patterns for PPeK * ReSharper.

[407] ḦHoan qaʔe= ‘springbok’ — ǃXóõ ǁgáʔa=- ‘lone male springbok or hartebeest’.

[408] ḦHoan qa= ‘three’ — ǃXóõ Ḧle id.

All of the above examples only feature click loss in subbranches of the PNH family. It is not yet clear if the process was in any way characteristic of the PSK subbranch; so far, the only interesting example of a possible «irregular» click loss in ǃXóõ is


However, even if click loss was ever allowed in ǃXóõ, it must have been much more seriously restricted than in PNH. This also finds indirect confirmation in the statistical frequency of non-click consonants in both families: initial velars occur far more often in Zhu’hoan than in ǃXóõ, and relatively extensive click loss is definitely one of the main factors responsible (along with the merger of former velars and uvulars into one series).

4.2.3.2.5. The fate of PPeK laterals. In section 2.2.1 we have already discussed the curious correspondence between the PNK retroflex click and the hushing fricatives ʃ-, ⽯- in ḦHoan, with a preliminary hypothesis that this correspondence may reflect a separate old PNH consonantal series — like, for instance, the lateral one. Proposed reconstructions included roots like *la ‘to die’ (PNK *la ~ ḦHoan ši); *lau ‘hand’ (PNK *lau ~ ḦHoan šiu); *la ‘to dig’ (Zhu. Ḧgà ~ ḦHoan šiu); and *la-‘LU ‘water, rain’ (PNK *la ‘rain’. *la ‘water’ — ḦHoan žo ‘water’).

Out of these roots, ‘die’, ‘hand’, and ‘dig’ do not seem to have any reliable parallels in ǃXóõ. The word for ‘water’, however, is quite possible to etymologise, cf.:

[410] PNK *la ‘rain’ (Zhu. Ḧgà; ǂAUll’en Ḧga; ][Xû (Ll.) Ḧga, Ḧga; ][O!Kung Ḧga; Ov. Ḧgà); PNK *lu ‘water’ (Zhu. Ḧgû; ǂAUll’en Ḧgu, Ḧgu; ][Xû (Ll.) Ḧgu, (DOKE) Ḧgu; ][O!Kung Ḧgu, Ḧgu; Ov. Ḧgà) — ḦHoan žo ‘water’ — PSK *la ‘water’ (ǃXóõ Ḧqà=hà; Mas. Ḧka, Ḧsà; ][Nûl’en Ḧka; ][Xam Ḧwa, Ḧhuwa; ][Ng Ḧa, Ḧka, Ḧka; ][Khomani Ḧka; ][Xegwi Ḧna; ][Auni Ḧka; ][Haasi ka).
Assuming the hypothesis that PPeK *ʔ undergoes «clickification» in PSK, with the regular development being PPeK *ʔ > PSK *q(h)-, we may examine the rest of !Xõõ material with initial *q-h- and see if there are any further possible etymologies to be found. At least two more seem to confirm this pattern, cf.:

[411] PNK *์ɡɔɔ̀ to cough’ (Zhu. *ɡɔɔ̀; ¶Ãu overarching; *Xû (LL) *ɡoɔ̀, *ɡoɔ̀, *koo; Ov. *ɡɔɔ̀) — *Xõõ ɬɡháa kɤ ‘to cough up and expectorate’. Unfortunately, the Haan equivalent is missing, but if the PNK reflex does indeed go back to *ʔ, the root can be possibly reconstructed as PPeK *ʔ."

[412] *Hoan â’ to give’ — PT *ɬhá id. (Xõõ ɬɡhá — ɬháV; Mas. *xɛ, *kɑ). Here, PNH is only represented by the *Hoan form, but the consonantal correspondences are nevertheless exactly the same; discrepancies in vocalism may be due to «vocalic ablaut» (fossilized root vowel + class marker fusion) that so often obscures vocalic correspondences within PSK roots.

Further evidence for the «lateral hypothesis» will be found on the Proto-Khoisan level (see below).

4.2.3.6. Alternations between dental consonants and nasalised dental clicks. Finally, mention should be made of two cases which display a peculiar «scattering» of *d-type and [ʔ]n-type reflexes in between the major and even minor branches. These are:

[413] PNK *dɔm ‘throat’ (Zhu. dom; ¶Ãu overarching; *Xû (LL) dʊm, (Doke) dom; O!Kung dom) — *Hoan ɬɦo id. — PT *ɬn̪m id. (Xõõ ɬn̪m; Mas. n̪m; Nul overarching; Proto-WI *dom (Xam dʊm; ÀHoan n̪m; but cf. Haasi n̪m id.).

[414] PNK *dəry ‘tongue’ (Zhu. dəry; ¶Ãu overarching; *Xû (LL) terri, (Doke) ñhəli; O!Kung təli; Ang. !Xû ñhəri) — *Hoan ɬə id. — PT *ɬŋɣ- id. (Xõõ ɬn̪ɣ; Mas. n̪ɣ; Nul overarching; Proto-WI *rɛ- id. (Xam ñɛ, ñɛn); Ng ñɛ; ÑXau ñɛ-nansi; ÀHoan ñɛrì).

It can be seen that the correspondences are not the same in the two cases; namely, the Proto-WI form in [414] definitely contains a click, whereas the one in [413] has an initial *d- just like the one in PNK, and only the Haasi variant deviates from the standard and is actually closer to PT *ɬn̪m. This may possibly be explained by the influence of the common PCK form *dom ‘throat’; in fact, one might go as far as to suggest that all of the WI forms with initial *d-, as well as PNK *dɔm, have penetrated into Peripheral Khoisan from a CK source. This is, however, not very probable, since there are next to no other examples of such an important
sector of the basic lexicon as body parts being borrowed into Peripheral Khoisan at such an early age. (It is interesting to note, though, that Hoan has both ʔ/pipe n/otildebelow o ‘throat’ and ʔ/pipe oam ‘river bed’; the latter meaning is commonly met as secondary meaning for both PCK *dom and PNK *do>m. The obvious explanation for the «doublet» in Hoan is that ʔ/pipe o is the original form, while ʔ/pipe oam is a recent borrowing from a CK source).

More reasonable is the suggestion that PSK *ʔ/pipe n- > Proto-ǃWi > *ʔ/pipe n- > |Haasi /, but Xam-ǃKhomani *d- (an interesting phonetic argument in favour of treating |Haasi — or, perhaps, |Auni-|Haasi — as the oldest branch to split from Proto-ǃWi, which is in perfect agreement with glottochronological calculations); the development PSK *ʔ/pipe n- > |Xam d- is, in fact, supported by additional data (see 3.2.1.2). Unfortunately, the same development does not apply to [414], where all the !Wi forms share a dental click with no initial d-. Likewise, Hoan in this instance has initial c- instead of the expected ʔ/pipe n-.

The two examples, therefore, do not share a single pattern, and case [414] is particularly «aggressive» in its overall irregularity. Nevertheless, I would not abandon the etymology, mainly because the word ‘tongue’ is commonly known for its ‘erratic’ behaviour in language families all over the world, and, in fact, it offers hard to explain surprises at the individual subbranch level as well; note, for instance, the fluctuation of voiced/voiceless — aspirated/non-aspirated variants in NK, or, outside PeK, such variants of the root as Nama nam-mi, lam-mi, tam-mi (but NOT *dam-mi, which would be the expected form given the Proto-Non-Khoekhoe correlate *dam-).

4.2.3.3. Summary. The fairly extensive non-click consonant system of PPeK can be preliminarily sketched in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PPeK</th>
<th>PNH</th>
<th>PSK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*m</td>
<td>*m</td>
<td>*m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*w [?]</td>
<td>*b</td>
<td>*w-*o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t-*d</td>
<td>*t-*d</td>
<td>*t-*d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*tx-*dx</td>
<td>*tx-*dx</td>
<td>*tx-*dx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*tkx-*dgx</td>
<td>*tkx-*dgx</td>
<td>*tkx-*dgx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t(h)?</td>
<td>*t(h)</td>
<td>*?-h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n</td>
<td>*n</td>
<td>*n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n</td>
<td>*d</td>
<td>*?[?]n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*c-*s</td>
<td>*c</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*c?</td>
<td>*c?</td>
<td>*?q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*sh [?]</td>
<td>*sh</td>
<td>*?h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?</td>
<td>*?</td>
<td>*?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The numerous question marks, variations, and systematic lacunae found in the table should not, in our opinion, invalidate the overall results, but rather act as pointers indicating locations around which further research should be indicated. Some of the most important tasks would include:

a) an attempt to establish conditions responsible for the «random» behaviour of voiced and voiceless reflexes throughout the system;

b) more detailed reconstruction of the affricate system with extensive use of data from NK dialects and Hoan;

c) finding more evidence for such «tricky» developments as the palatalisation of *kx- in NK or that of the supposedly lateral non-click consonants in PNH and PSK.

4.2.4. Vocalism. The vocalic systems of all Peripheral Khoisan languages are generally nowhere near as complex as the consonantal ones, and the same was evidently true of PPeK. That said, there are at least two significant factors presenting rather large difficulties for an adequate reconstruction of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PPeK</th>
<th>PNH</th>
<th>PSK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>cx~</em></td>
<td>*cx</td>
<td>*cx</td>
<td><em>cx~</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ckx~</em></td>
<td><em>›kx~</em></td>
<td>*›gx</td>
<td><em>ckx~</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*č</td>
<td>*č</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ʃ</td>
<td>*ʃ</td>
<td>*ʒ</td>
<td>*ʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*čʃ</td>
<td>*čʃ</td>
<td>*šʃ</td>
<td>*čʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*çh</td>
<td>*çh?</td>
<td>*çh</td>
<td>*çh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*š</td>
<td>*š</td>
<td>*çh</td>
<td>*š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ʃh</td>
<td>*ʃh?</td>
<td>*ʃh</td>
<td>*ʃh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kx~</em></td>
<td>*tkx</td>
<td>*tkx</td>
<td>*tkx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k~k</td>
<td>*k~k</td>
<td>*k~k</td>
<td>*k~k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*x</td>
<td>*x</td>
<td>*x</td>
<td>*x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*kx</td>
<td><em>čʔ~</em>čh;</td>
<td>*kx (?)</td>
<td>*kx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ŋ</td>
<td>*m</td>
<td>*ŋ</td>
<td>*ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*q~G</td>
<td><em>k~</em>g</td>
<td>*q</td>
<td>*q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*x[?]</td>
<td>*x</td>
<td><em>q[h]~</em>G</td>
<td>*h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
PPeK vocalism. First is the vocalic «interaction» with the word-initial conso-
nant or click efflux, with the two segments «trading» features between each
other (see 4.2.2); normally this only applies to the «extra» distinctive features
of the vowels, such as pharyngealisation or breathiness, but in certain cases
we do witness qualitative assimilation, such as in Hoan words with the labi-
al click, all of which either contain a labial vowel or a labialised diphthong.

The second factor is of a morphological nature. There is ample reason
to believe that the structure of the PPeK nominal and verbal stems was
more or less akin to the one witnessed in Khxõ, i.e. the average stem con-
sisted of a monosyllabic root joined with a vocalic class suffix, which
could differ depending on the form’s syntactic and morphologic features.
Later on, with the gradual decay of the class system, some of these suf-
fixes became fossilized, with the process happening independently in dif-
ferent languages. Already within SK we frequently encounter the same
roots with different suffixes in different languages: cf., for instance, Xam
/jku/ ‘hair’ (zero suffix) vs. Xhõo /jchu-a/ id.; |Ng /nu-e ‘ear’ vs. Xhõo /niùa-a/
id.; Xam /no-a ‘foot’ vs. Xhõo /niù-ag id., etc. Naturally, when we bring in
comparative material from more distant relatives, such as NK, this varia-
tion can be expected to be extended to a significant part of the lexicon.

The implication of all this for PPeK vocalism is that, while the «main»
system of vowels can be reconstructed with relative ease, there is very lit-
tle certainty when it comes to such a major part of Khoisan vocalic inven-
tory as diphthongs. In NK, diphthongs normally function the same way as
monophthongic vowels, i.e. form part of the root. In Xhõõ, however,
whenever one sees a diphthong, it can always be expected to disappear in
certain morphological contexts. Cf., for instance, Xhõõ /jiùi/ ‘hunting
dog’ — pl. /jìa-tê; /jìa ‘sp. of bush’ — pl. /jìam; /jà ‘name’ — pl. /jà, etc.

This tendency alone cannot serve as proof of the fact that PPeK did not
have diphthongs as part of the root, and that, whenever we see a diphthong
in any PeK language, we have to immediately «split» it into the final root
vowel and a former class suffix. But it certainly takes away a lot of credibility
from the diphthongs, and makes it possible for us to compare forms like Zhu.
/lu-a and Xhõõ /l-e [108], or PNK */lhui-i* and Xhõõ /lì-a/ [49] without necessar-
ily being hindered by the obvious incompatibility of the vocalic auslauts.

Quite often, the latter do match, as in PNK */lhui-i* and Proto-!Wi
*jhô-in ‘dog’ (cf., however, Xhõõ /jìa-i* without the nasal, as well as the
plural /jìa-ba-tê; in these cases, it is possible to suggest the presence of an
original PPeK stem with the suffix */i*- as one of the main variants of
the root. However, this is far from the general rule, and overall, it is only
the first element of the «vocalic core» of the root that we can rely upon
during comparative research on PeK.
4.2.4.1. **The basic system.** For PPeK, there is little reason to reconstruct anything more extensive than the system already proposed for PSK, i.e. the classic five-vowel system (‘a, ‘e, ‘i, ‘o, ‘u) increased by the two additional open vowels (‘e, ‘o). The latter two, in addition to being ‘carried over’ to PPeK from those PSK items in which they have to be reconstructed, would also account for all the cases in which Zhuˈhoan e-coloured (somewhat rarely) and o-coloured (much more frequently) vowels correspond to ‘a in ṬXṓō, such as PNK *cːt̪ema — PT *ʃaː- id. [38]; Zhu. ʃɒhm — ṬXṓō ʃɒhm [229], etc.

The detailed correspondences between the vowels are not always of the «one-to-one» variety; PeK vocalism is subject to various kinds of assimilations and vowel harmony tendencies, acting in different ways on every level from PPeK to modern NK and SK dialects. Many of these changes are obvious from the data presented above; since, however, none of them give any hints at important PPeK phonological oppositions that we may have missed, a detailed description will not be given here.

4.2.4.2. **«Extra» features.** For PeK, as has already been mentioned in 4.2.2, these constitute nasality, breathiness, and pharyngealisation (found in both PNK and PSK), as well as superimposition of any of these (breathy pharyngealised vowels, called ‘sphincteric’ by A. Traill, are only attested in ṬXṓō).

As of now, no exact system of correspondences between NK and SK is available when it comes to tracing these features back to PPeK. The features are rarely stable (see, for instance, the NK material in [SNYMAN 1997], where pharyngealisation often appears to behave in extremely random ways); more or less reasonably transcribed only in a few languages like Zhuˈhoan,  Hoan, and ṬXṓō; and, moreover, we cannot always be sure about the transcription — thus, breathiness can often be confused with the aspirated efflux, and vice versa. Nevertheless, certain tendencies can be traced, even if they rarely apply to the entire amount of material. Let us illustrate this on the example of the ‘pharyngealised’ or ‘pressed’ vowels and their fate in Zhuˈhoan and ṬXṓō (Hoan, which also has this feature, shall be left out of the discussion due to insufficient data).

There are five main groups of correspondences involving vocalic pharyngealisation, namely:

b) Simple vowel in Zhu'hoan – pharyngealised vowel in Xóõ: PNK *t̥an̥y̥ — PSK *g̥gb̥ [7]; PNH *g̥a — PSK *k̥ [28]; Zhu. *g̥a — Xóõ *g̥a [38]; Zhu. *nom — Xóõ *ŋə̠n̥-sv — [41]; Zhu. *nom — Xóõ *ŋ̊ə̠n̥m [44]; PNK *k̥tu — Xóõ *ŋ̊u-je [80]; PNK *k̥a — Xóõ *ŋ̊a [81]; Zhu. *g̥om — Xóõ *ŋ̊e [118]; Zhu. *nom — Xóõ *ŋ̊e— [122]; Zhu. *nom — Xóõ *ŋ̊i [123]; PNK *k̥h̥a — Xóõ *ŋ̊ha [170]; PNK *k̥h̥ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ha [171]; Zhu. *g̥b̥a — Xóõ *ŋ̊a [190]; Zhu. *k̥a — Xóõ *ŋ̊a [194]; Zhu. *k̥a — Xóõ *ŋ̊a [196]; Zhu. *k̥ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ [224]; Zhu. *g̥ — Xóõ *ŋ̊a [226]; Zhu. *k̥ — Xóõ *ŋ̊-i [230]; Zhu. *nom — Xóõ *ŋ̊ni [232]; PNK *nom — Xóõ *ŋ̊ni [235]; Zhu. *a — PT *ŋ̊n̥v— [238]; PNK *nom — Xóõ *ŋ̊n̥v [245]; PNK *ŋ̊a — Xóõ *ŋ̊a [250]; PNK *ba — PSK *xa [259]; Zhu. *a — Xóõ *a [261]; PNK *du — Xóõ *d̥u [286]; Zhu. *n̥ — Xóõ *n̥l̥i [287]; Zhu. *nu — Xóõ *n̥ — [297]; PNH *ŋ̊ — PSK *k̥ [297]; Zhu. *a — Xóõ *a [321]; PNK *a — Xóõ *a [327]; Zhu. *g̥ — Xóõ *g̥ [344]; PNK *k̥ — Xóõ *k̥ [381]; PNK *k̥ — Xóõ *k̥ — [397]; PNK *k̥ — Xóõ *k̥ — [414];

c) Pharyngealised vowel in Zhu'hoan – 'sphincteric' (i. e. pharyngealised + breathy) vowel in Xóõ: Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [64]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [66]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [87]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [147]; PNK *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ [168]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [269]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [288]; PNK *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [292]; PNH *ŋ̊ — PSK *ŋ̊ [300].

d) Simple vowel in Zhu'hoan – 'sphincteric' vowel in Xóõ: Zhu. *n̥ — Xóõ *n̥ — [59]; PNK *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [84]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [85]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [125]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [145]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [195]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [198]; PNK *ŋ̊k̥ — Xóõ *ŋ̊k̥ [268]; PNK *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [271]; PNK *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [294]; Zhu. *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [323]; PNK *ŋ̊ — Xóõ *ŋ̊ — [380].

Upon first sight, everything seems to correspond to everything else. However, careful analysis of the evidence leads to the emerging of patterns, and these, in turn, allow us to formulate a set of rules that would account for more than 3/4 of the material presented. The rules are as follows (in starred forms, ViewHolder stands for pharyngealised vowel, ViewHolder — for ‘sphincteric’).

[I] PPeK *ViewHolder⇒PSK *ViewHolder, but PNK *ViewHolder. This is the «default» rule, most evident from examples like [28] and the like, where the situation is completely transparent, with no additional factors whatsoever influencing the change. This rule covers all of group (b), which also happens to be the most numerous of all.

[II] PPeK *ViewHolderViewHolder⇒PSK *ViewHolderViewHolder, but PNK *ViewHolder. ‘Sphincteric’ vowels are absent in NK, but, unlike simple pharyngealised vowels, they normally end up preserving their ‘pressed’ quality in that subgroup. This accounts for all of group (c).

[III] PPeK *ViewHolderViewHolderQ⇒PNK *ViewHolderViewHolderKV (where ViewHolder = uvular consonant or click eflux). This rule explains quite a few cases in group (e), where ÎXóõ has a simple vowel, such as [37], [56], [91], [99], etc. In other words, uvular articulation is normally reflected as vowel pharyngealisation in NK. A large group of exceptions is one in which ÎXóõ displays a uvular aspirated eflux (see the respective examples under 4.2.2.6).

[IV] PPeK *ViewHolderViewHolderViewHolder⇒PNK *ViewHolderViewHolderViewHolder. Zhu’hoan shows a near-total lack of pharyngealised vowels before an inlaut -b-, unlike ÎXóõ. This explains case [268].

[V] Early PNK *ViewHolderViewHolder⇒PNK *ViewHolderViewHolder. Zhu’hoan allows for no pharyngealisation in the upper vocalic row, whereas in ÎXóõ both the pharyngealised and the sphincteric ViewHolder, ViewHolder are fairly common. Obviously, ÎXóõ is more archaic in that respect. This accounts for numerous exceptions from rule [II], such as in cases [59], [84], etc.

[VI] Early PNK *ViewHolderViewHolderViewHolderViewHolder⇒PNK *ViewHolderViewHolderViewHolder. Zhu’hoan shows a near-total lack of pharyngealised vowels before an inlaut -b-, unlike ÎXóõ. This explains case [268].

[VII] On the contrary, both inlaut and anlaut *ViewHolder seem to have a tendency to «protect» pharyngealisation; see [6], [257], etc. A direct rule cannot be formulated, though, because occasionally we find breathiness in its place ([85], [118], etc.).
Early PNK *kxV- > *gxV- ⇒ PNK *kxV-, *gxV-. This rule does not actually apply to the original PPek velar affricates and velar affricate effluxes, since these are never met in conjunction with pharyngealised vowels. However, it does apply to those cases in which NK velar affricates correspond to SK uvulars, like [145] and other examples.

Early PNK *cʔV- ⇒ *cʔV- ([380], [381]). This and the previous rule both follow the ban on «ejective consonant + pharyngealised vowel» sequences.

After all of these rules have been applied, surprisingly few exceptions are left; these may be explained by additional contextual developments that have not been spotted, dialectal irregularities, inadequate transcription, or — at worst — occasionally incorrect etymologisation. It is most probable that similar rules can be formulated for breathy and glottalised vowels; less certain is the position of nasalised vowels, since nasalisation often seems to come and go «at random» even within a single PeK language, as well as occasionally assume morphological value (cf., for instance, !Xóõ Ḣhà-n ‘head’, pl. Ḣhà-n), which radically distinguishes it from the other «extra» features.

4.2.4.3. Tones. So far, nothing has been said about the tonal contrasts in any of the subbranches of PPek and their place in the system. There is a reason for that. It is reasonable to assume that PPek must have been a click language, given that both PNK and PSK possess click systems fairly reminiscent of each other; however, as it eventually turns out, the PPek system of clicks also must have been significantly different from the PNK and PSK ones. Likewise, it is reasonable to assume that PPek was a tonal language — since all of its offspring have tonal systems. However, just because these tonal systems are also reminiscent of each other does not guarantee that the PPek system of tones will eventually come to be modelled exactly after one of them.

Indeed, tones are so far the shakiest element in Khoisan phonetics, and tonal characteristics are even less reliable than click effluxes. Out of all PeK languages, adequate description of the tonal system is only available for !Xóõ and Zhu’hoan. Given that these two languages provide the bulk of material for our comparisons, we could try to compare their tones directly, without resorting to intermediate reconstructions. The results, then, would be very complicated — a detailed look at the comparative data presented above reveals an enormous number of possible patterns without any clear distribution — and, above all, a priori dubious, as becomes evident from the dialectal data collected in [SNYMAN 1997].

All the 400 or so NK etyma for which dialectal data are available in that source can be loosely divided in two groups: «tonally stable», in
which all or almost all of the dialects are in agreement on the tonal characteristics, and «tonally unstable», in which there are at least two or three different tonal patterns scattered throughout the dialects, with little hope of detecting any kind of distribution. For example, PNK *ɭɨː ɭoː ‘buffalo’ is tonally stable, since every single NK dialect, including Zhu’h’oan, shows the low tone on both morae. On the other hand, *ɭhʊː ɭeː ‘head’ is tonally unstable — cf. the high tone in Zhu. ɭnɪː, Ov. ɭnɪː, N. Om., Lister ɭnɪː, but the low tone in Tsin. ɭnɛː, Ok., S. Om., Kam. ɭnɛː. Statistically, «tonally stable» items are somewhat more frequent than the second group, but not by much; and there is, of course, no guarantee that whenever we fall upon a «tonally unstable» item, the Zhu’h’oan variant is going to be primary. (In fact, outside of the items represented in Snyman’s short list, we do not even have any idea which NK roots are «tonally stable» in the first place).

The phenomenon of ‘tonal unstability’ may have two different interpretations, but each one is rather pessimistic. First, it may represent inadequate transcription, in which case we will have to admit that even today, there is no reliable methodology of recording Khoisan tonal oppositions. Hopefully, this is not the case; but if so, and if «tonally unstable» items are indeed a phonetical reality, the assumption must be made that tone as such is not very rigid in PeK languages, and that tonal characteristics may easily shift due to various circumstances — vocalic and consonantal context, frequency of usage, maybe even some kind of morphemic or phrasal samdhi. In this case, of course, any direct comparison of Zhu’h’oan and ǃXóõ tones will be extremely suspicious.

I would, therefore, postpone a serious discussion of tonal oppositions in PPeK (and, in fact, in Khoisan overall) until a more or less acceptable reconstruction of segmental phonology has been effectuated. It is not excluded that there are areas of PPeK consonantism which are tightly linked with tones, such as, for instance, the «random shift» of voiced and voiceless reflexes of PPeK click effluxes and non-click consonants (see 4.2.2.2). On the whole, however, such interaction has not been shown to be very tight in any of the modern day Khoisan languages, and there is so far no reason to think the situation were to be any different in the proto-language.

4.3. Lexics. Apart from the 414 lexical parallels between PNH (PNK, Zhu’h’oan, ǃHoan) and PSK (PT, ǃXóõ, Proto-ǃWi) presented above, the comparative PeK database currently includes about 400 more parallels that have not been presented for various reasons, such as lack of space; additional phonological problems that make the etymologies highly dubious until further evidence has been found; questionable semantics; and numerous items that are (a) scarcely represented in daughter languages
(mostly Zhu'hoan-ǃXóõ isoglosses), (b) are completely or almost completely identical as to their phonetic structure, and (c) are also present in that same form in Proto-Central Khoisan, Proto-Khoekhoe, or Nama, meaning that the probability of borrowing from those sources is very high.

Nevertheless, the amount of comparative material is still inspiring — especially keeping in mind that the bulk of it comes from only two languages with around 35–37% of matches within the 100-wordlist. With the perspectives of seeing more lexical material from Zhu'hoan and Nju published in the near future, and not having yet exhausted the seemingly inexhaustible resources of D. Bleek’s comparative vocabulary (granted, the latter cannot be relied upon for phonetic precision, but is nevertheless an invaluable means of supporting — or refuting — the antiquity of Zhu'hoan-ǃXóõ isoglosses), the database is bound to become much larger in the near future.

In my opinion, there are two main criteria to define the representativeness of a certain etymological lexicon — semantic and phonetic. The semantic criterion means that the lexicon should necessarily include numerous basic items as well as a certain amount of cultural lexics, preferably from as many semantic fields as possible. This requirement appears to be fully satisfied. The phonetic criterion means that the compared phonological systems must be analysed as thoroughly as possible, with no significant gaps left unaccounted for. It would, for instance, be very strange if the glottalised affricates of Zhu'hoan were not to be represented in the table of correspondences for PPeK — now that it has been shown that at least the hissing affricate *\(c\)' has a reliable match in ǃXóõ \(\dot{q}\) -, the reconstructed system, and the etymological lexicon in general, becomes much more satisfactory. Overall, it can be said that for an absolute majority of both Zhu'hoan and ǃXóõ phonemes, we now have at least some idea where they are coming from. (One notably mysterious exception is ǃXóõ \(c\), for which not a single fully reliable Zhu'hoan parallel is available).

The most serious problem connected with etymologising PeK material still remains distinguishing potential cognates from external borrowings. Since, however, it is even more closely tied in with the problem of establishing cognates between PPeK and PCK, it will be appropriate to discuss the question at length in the corresponding section.

5.0. PROTO-CENTRAL KHOISAN (PCK).

This is the only major subbranch of Proto-Khoisan for which an intermediate reconstruction has already not merely been sketched, but given a detailed justification and laid out in terms of informative tables of phonetic cor-
respondences and numerous etymologies ([Vosse 1997]; for an earlier, far more brief and much less successful attempt, mainly due to relying on insufficient and inadequately transcribed data, see [BAUCOM 1974]). A major reason for this is the relative abundance (at least, in comparison with NK and SK) of well-preserved CK languages, and availability of at least several major dictionaries (for Nama — [Rust 1969] and [HAECKE 1998]; for !Ora — [MEINHOF 1930] and [WURAS 1969]; for Kxoe — [KILIAR-HATZ 2003]; for Naro — [BARNARD 1985] and [VESSE 2001]; for Gwi and Gana — [TANAKA 1978]), as well as impressive collections of field data, amassed by R. Vossem and others.

Since both the supportive lexical material and a detailed description of the reflexes of PCK phonology in daughter subbranches and individual languages have already been provided by R. Vossem in his monograph, I will simply reproduce the original system as postulated for PCK (in R. Vossem’s terminology, Proto-Khoe), without too much commentary:

a) Clicks:

| *| *| *| *|
| *g| *g| *g| *g|
| *n| *n| *n| *n|
| *N (?)| *N (?)|
| *x| *x| *x| *x|
| *kx| *kx| *kx*| *kx|
| *h| *h| *h| *h|
| *i| *i| *i| *i|

b) Non-clicks:

| *p| *t| *c| *k| *?
| *th| *kh| *g| *
| *b| *d| *c?| *kx?| *
| *s| *x| *h| *
| *m| *n|


In addition to this, the phonemic inventory of Proto-Non-Khoekhoe displays several extra phonemes, which R. Vossem does not postulate on the PCK level, either due to lack of lexical evidence that would prove the original character of the items containing these phonemes, or because he
suspects that they might represent later innovations. These include: */lh, */q,
*/ch, */ ámb, */tq, */y. Furthermore, a number of Non-Khoekhoe languages
show a full subset of clicks accompanied by the uvular efflux */q/, most
notably the ones in the Kxoe subgroup (|Ani, Buga, |Ganda) and the Shua
subgroup (Danisi, Cara); according to [Vosson 1992], these are most likely
to have been local innovations in these languages.

The general impression seems to be that Central Khoisan phonology has
not changed too much since the original proto-state. One branch — East
Central Khoisan — has undergone a major «declickification» process, with
the palatal click turning into an affricate and the alveolar click mostly just dis-
appearing, leaving its original efflux as a new initial consonant. Another
branch — Khoekhoe, including Nama — has demonstrated a tendency to de-
crease the number of click efflux oppositions, culminating in Nama’s drastic
reduction of the system to but five of them (the actual developments are */l, */g >
*/g; */r, */kx > */k, etc.). On the other hand, numerous West Central Khoisan lan-
guages, such as Naro, have preserved the original system in an almost intact
state, and various archaic features can be traced within other branches as well.

None of this is particularly surprising, since Central Khoisan is, on
the whole, a relatively «young» language family; glottochronological cal-
culations show that the first splitting — between Khoekhoe and Non-
Khoekhoe — must have taken place around the same time that PSK be-
came divided into Taa and !Wi, and the separation of Non-Khoekhoe lan-
guages even much later than that. This must be always kept in mind
whenever one wishes to speculate about the possible ways of evolution of
Khoisan phonology by using the CK family as an example: essentially, it is
too young to have ever really had the possibility to undergo any kind of
major «click shift» like the one that must have been going on during the
period in which PNH and PSK became two different language families.
We should also remember that the last two thousand years for CK speak-
ners have passed under the sign of intense cultural and language contact
with the Bantu, at times bordering on ‘linguistic union’ between the
two — this constant interaction may have been an important factor in de-
termining the main tendency of development of CK phonetics, i. e. in the
direction of simplifying the click system, stripping it of its ‘excesses’,
rather than preserving all the old oppositions and ‘refreshing’ them by
undergoing the kinds of processes characteristic of PPeK.

Nevertheless, I would like to stress that, no matter how straightforward
and non-ambivalent the results of the CK reconstruction may seem to be, it is definitely not free from quite a few questionable moments —
and that some of these questionable moments are oddly reminiscent of
similar questionable moments when it comes to reconstructing PPeK. Not having analysed these in enough detail, I will limit myself to merely naming some of them and speculating on the possible solutions.

(a) CK click influxes, as has already been said, usually either drop out completely or evolve into affricates. However, I suspect that in at least a very limited number of cases, there may have been actual shifting of click articulation in between PKK and PNKK. Cf., above all, such cases as Nama *luni-h 'elbow' — PNKK *ʃuni- id.; PKK *rubu 'egg' — PNKK *rubi id.; PNKK *noru 'back' (in R. Vossen's reconstruction, *nādu; however, I do not feel that the lone *nādū is enough to justify an inlaut *-a-) — Nama (with an obvious semantic shift) noro-s 'back of head’. A detailed study might reveal more of these cases, although whether they will be sufficient to postulate a new opposition for PCK (*† vs. *‡?) remains to be seen.

(b) CK click effluxes are overall more stable than the ones in PPeK, but certainly less stable than click influxes. Many problems are evident with the aspirated efflux (*-h-); cf. such cases as PKK *hunom 'locust' — PNKK *hom id.; PKK *hono ‘placenta’ — PNKK *hono-*to id. (e. g. Naro has honó, but Buga and Ganda have ho; *Ani even has honó, with an unexplained nasality — would it not be interesting, however, to compare these forms with their potential cognates in PeK: Zhu. *hono, !Χόõ *hono ‘womb’, which seem to be experiencing the same kind of problems?); Nama *hom 'to chop' — Naro *hom id., etc. This is not a regular correspondence, yet it crops up relatively often to be dismissed as occasional irregularity or chance coincidence.

(c) «Extra nasality», so typical of PPeK, also shows up from time to time — apart from the *Ani form above, cf., for instance, PKK *hau 'to show' — Proto-Kxoe *hau id. — but PECK *hau id.; PKK *habo 'shoe' — PWCK *habo id. — PECK *habo id., etc. These and other cases are too scattered in order for patterns to be detectable, but these may eventually emerge with the addition of new material. They are also tightly linked with the problem of the second nasal efflux, raised by R. Vossen due to the presence of this binary opposition in a large group of CK languages, but not yet resolved.

(d) There is no real evidence for uvular effluxes (and consonants) actually being innovations in West and East Central Khoisan languages other than their not being represented elsewhere (most notably, in Khoekhoe). A strong argument would consist of demonstrating, for instance, that words with uvular segments in Buga, Kxoe, Naro, etc., do not have any parallels at all outside the «uvular areal» — in which case we might think of them as remnants of some kind of old substrate. Instead, they are frequently found in Nama — with velar consonants replacing uvular ones.
Cf.: [Gwi, [Gana qâbâ ‘new’, Naro kâba id., Nama kâwa id.; [Ani qâi ‘to cover (with sand), Kxoe qâi ‘sand’, [Gwi qâi ‘to bury’ — Nama kân ‘to cover with hot ash’; Proto-Khoe *qoara ‘to peel’ — PNKK *kora id.; Proto-Khoe *qhe ‘tired’ — Nama [gui id.; PNKK *qâè ‘marrow’ — PKK *qae id.; PNKK *qâara ‘a k. of acacia’ — Nama [gara-s ‘quiver tree’; [Ani qâni ‘to rinse (the mouth)’ — Nama [gomi ‘to rinse (calabash)’, etc.

Moreover, examples like PNKK *qon ‘to stir’ — PKK *gon ‘to stir; to move’; [Gana qê (< *qê) ‘darkness’ — PKK *qae id. may even hint at more than one uvular consonant/efflux on the PKC level; the first of these can easily be reconstructed as *on, with a voiced uvular, while the second one could point to a protoform like *qae. Unfortunately, occurrences of such correspondences are very restricted to pronounce final judgement.

The only alternative explanation for all these phenomena is to relate them all to the influence of pharyngealised vowels — i.e. postulate these for the PKC level and assume that uvularisation is secondary in forms beginning with *qa-, *ga-, *qa-, etc., so that Naro forms like kâba would turn out to be actually archaic. However, it is not quite clear why languages like [Gwi or [Gana, where pharyngealised vowels are quite common, should ever wish to transfer their ‘pressed’ character onto the preceding velar consonant — while at the same time retaining it after all the other ones. Besides, such a development would be without any local parallels — whereas the reverse process, i.e. «uvular consonant» ⇒ «pharyngealised vowel», has only just been described for North Khoisan (see 4.2.4.2).

(e) As far as non-click consonants are concerned, the PKC system is obviously much poorer than the PPeK one (or, in fact, that of either PNK or PSK). However, once again, there is little reason not to include the consonants reconstructed «exclusively» for PNKK into the inventory of PKC, unless not only the phonemes themselves but also the lexical items containing them happen to be exclusive for PNKK as well.

Thus, PNKK *tû, observable, among a few other cases, in PNKK *tû ‘pus’ ([[Ani, Tsixa tû], may simply have been dropped in Khoekhoe — cf. Nama u-b id.; perhaps also PNKK *tûv-‘*tûv ‘good, pretty’ — Nama nis ‘pretty, handsome’ (the vocalism would be a little hard to reconcile here, but there are so few cases of initial diphthongs in Nama — at least, ones dating back to Proto-KhoeKhoe, not being the result of the recent dropping of initial *kx- — that the etymology should not be discarded). Again, such a development would be quite similar to the one observed in !Xôô in 4.2.3.1.2.

Likewise, for PNKK *zi ‘foot’, with an initial voiced affricate, cf. Nama tsê-s ‘big toe’ (cf. also the meaning ‘toe’ for [Ani ʒê), suggesting that the regular development could have been voicing: *ʒ > *c.
The opposition between open and closed vowels, so important for SK and PPeK languages in general, is often encountered in CK in regard to front row vocalism at least; e and e find themselves regularly opposed in quite a few CK languages, most notably the (generally archaic) Western subbranch of PNKK. In some of them the two sounds are considered allophones (e. g., in the ṭAni language, see [Vossen 1986, p. 337]), but in others, like Kxoe, the phonological opposition is quite transparent (cf. ŋe 'fire' — ŋe 'a k. of bush', etc.); moreover, diphthongic pairs like oe — oe, ue — ue always form clear oppositions as well (cf. ṭAni ŋọé 'to lie down' vs. ŋọé 'knee'), and a situation where two vocalic segments are phonologically distinctive only within diphthongs would be typologically strange.

According to R. Vossen, this opposition is probably secondary. He notes the following series of correspondences for e-type monophongs and diphthongs (we will choose Nama, ṭAni, and Naro as the most typical cases, with most reflexes in other languages deductible from these three):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nama</th>
<th>ṭAni</th>
<th>Naro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ai/ei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a/ei</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>oa</td>
<td>oe</td>
<td>oe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>oa</td>
<td>uê</td>
<td>uê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For series (1), R. Vossen reconstructs *e; series (2)-(4) represent PCK *ai, with unclear distribution; series (5) and (6) are left without a concise explanation, most probably representing either variations on PCK *oa (which, under normal conditions, > oa in all languages) or contractions of an original sequence *oai [Vossen 1997, pp. 311, 313–317].

It seems, however, that this scheme can be somewhat reduced. First of all, series (1) is practically illusive. The only roots for which R. Vossen reconstructs PCK *e, with reflexes evident in all of the three languages in question, are: 'hùrë 'to fetch water', where the vowel is present in the second syllable and should therefore be judged separately; and 'be 'to run away', a rather suspicious case, being one of the very few common CK roots with an initial labial stop. Clearly, the correspondence works well within NKK languages (as part of series (3) rather than series (1)), but does not translate at all onto a higher level.

Second, in series (4) only Nama a should count as a real correspondence. The only case of Nama ei (actually, ai, since the quoted form is from Rûrût's vocabulary, which regularly transcribes Nama ai as ei) correspond-
ing to ||Ani ε is Nama ||khai 'be absent' — ||Ani cê 'to send', also dubious for a whole bunch of reasons, such as (a) semantics, (b) rare correspondence of Nama ||kh (= x) to PNKK *ê (one of only two cases), (c) the fact that out of all WCK, only ||Ani has ε here, whereas Buga, ||Ganda and the rest all have closed e, meaning that the situation in ||Ani may be secondary.

Finally, it should be noted, that Nama ||ai in series (2) and (3) are by no means the same ||ai; ||ai (2) is really ||ai, transcribed by ||oìëí as ei and by ||ê~ÅâÉ as ||ai, but ||ai (3) is actually ae, transcribed by ||Rust as ||ai and by ||Haacke as ae.

The adjusted and corrected system would therefore look thus:

|   | Nama | ||Ani | Naro |
|---|------|------|------|
| 1 | ai   | ai   | ai/ei|
| 2 | ae   | e    | e    |
| 3 | a    | ε    | e    |
| 4 | oa   | oe   | oe   |
| 5 | oa   | ue   | ue   |

The first two of these five series can now safely be reconstructed as PCK *ai (1) and *e (2), with subsequent diphthongisation in Nama and !Ora — quite analogous, we should note, to the development *e > ai in some NK dialects (see 1.2.4). (Reconstructing *ae for series (2) is out of the question, since PCK *ae > ae in all languages).

As for the remaining three series, in our opinion, the problem of their origin becomes completely eliminated once we suggest that the opposition between e and ε could, in fact, have been phonological already on the PCK level. In that case, series (3) represents PCK *e, series (4) — PCK *oe, series (5) — PCK *ue, as opposed to PCK *e (series (2)) and *oe (> oe in all languages; no examples of PCK *ue as opposed to *ue have been found so far, although a few cases of seemingly irregular alternation between oe and ue might indicate that PCK *ue has simply merged with oe in most languages). In Nama and !Ora PCK *e > a in all possible contexts, exactly the way it must have happened with Taa languages (see 3.2.4).

Cf. the following examples:

- PCK *e: *le 'gnu' (Nama ||gæ-b 'gembok'; ||Ani, Naro ||jê); *le 'ear' (Nama ||gæ-b; ||Ani, Naro ||jê);
- PCK *oe: *khoe 'person' (Nama khoe-; ||Ani khôé; Naro khôé); *loë 'to lie down' (Nama ||loë; ||Ani, Naro ||loë);
- PCK *e: *cê 'sharp' (Nama ||â; ||Ani cê; Naro cê); *ye 'hole' (Nama ||â-s; ||Ani ||ê); PCK *êx 'spit' (Nama ||â-b; ||Ani ||êxê); PCK *se 'to take' (Nama sâ 'to gather, pick up'; ||Ani ||sê);
6.0. PROTO-KHOISAN (PK).

6.1. Overview. The borrowings issue. This and the section on «Macro-Khoisan» will be much briefer than the one on Peripheral Khoisan, mainly because there is very little yet to account for — no reconstruction of PK, much less PMK, will make much sense before we have in our possession a proper PPeK reconstruction, based on an exhaustive analysis of available lexical material. Nevertheless, it will probably do no wrong to vote a few preliminary considerations on the subject.

Arguably the most serious problem on the way to an adequate PK reconstruction, one that would bring together material from PPeK and PCK and bind it with a system of regular correspondences, would be distin-
guishing between genuine cognates and later period cultural contacts and borrowings. Within PPeK, this issue is not quite as crucial; there is little, if any, evidence for «recent» cross-borrowings between NK and SK (if anything, both families’ geographical positioning would prevent them from any such opportunity), and the only items that could raise suspicion are, as has already been stated, those that are scarcely represented in PPeK (mostly Zhu'hoan — Xóõ isoglosses) but well-represented in CK, i. e. could have been independently borrowed into both NK and SK from a CK source. While such items are quite numerous, even their total exclusion will not prevent us from being not only able to prove genetic relationship between NK and SK, but formulating sets of phonetic correspondences as well.

The situation, however, becomes much more difficult when it becomes necessary to include CK material into the comparison. Out of the 12 contact zones between speakers of different Khoisan languages, counted by B. Sands (see [Sands 2001: 200–201]), all 12 include an NK or SK participant, on one part, and a CK participant on the other; of course, this is only counting historically attested contacts — one might imagine just how many more of these ‘zones’ there could be in the distant (or even not so distant) past. Given the general similarity of the phonological systems of the compared families, the issue might look practically irresolvable.

Let us, for instance, consider a random example of parallelism between CK and non-CK brought forward by A. Traill [Traill 1986]. The word for ‘road’ has the form dao in most CK languages (Nama dao-b, Kxoe dào, Deti dào, etc.). It is also found, in the exact same form, in Xóõ (dào) and Hoan (jœ = dao); Traill also mentions Zhu’hoan dao, although the word is not present in Dickens’ dictionary. This may certainly indicate an original PK form *dao, preserved as it was in so many languages — or it may have been borrowed into Xóõ, Hoan, and Zhu’hoan (if the Zhu’hoan form exists) independently from a variety of CK sources (cf. the contacts between Zhu’hoan and Khoekhoe; Hoan and Gui; and Xóõ, Gui, and Naro). Neither solution looks more preferable without bringing in additional considerations.

Traill’s data has been presented in the form of two appendices — 28 items which are «widespread» in both CK and non-CK languages, and 52 more in which the distribution among non-CK languages is more limited. The truth, however, is that the differentiation between the two appendices is not very important. Most of the non-CK items in Appendix 1 could just as easily turn out to be old loanwords as the items in Appendix 2 — ‘dao ‘road’, in particular, is taken from Appendix 1. In addition, one particularly discomforting feature is how seriously underrepresented the 100-wordlist is: two words in Appendix 1 and but eight more in Appendix 2. In the light of all this, perspectives for CK/PeK comparison are rather feeble.
То есть, такая сравнительная таблица все еще возможна, если мы попытаемся следовать двум главным принципам. Эти они:

- **Репрезентабельность.** Чем лучше ПК-слово представлено в различных субъединицах семьи, тем больше шансов на то, что оно было наследовано от PPeK, а не заимствовано. Лучшие случаи — это когда подобное эквивалентное слово найдено в языках, которые не наиболее интенсивно контактировали с CK-семьей — особенно представители ǃWi-подгруппы, поэтому для работы с этим материалом работы с D. Bleek’s dictionary — это так важно. С другой стороны, такие случаи, как, например, Zhu или энормы из Xu- subgroup, которые в целом не заимствованы из PCK, включая, например, парадокс ǃXóõ-/-Pipehoan, и ǃXóõ-/-Pipeblbar Xu-isoхорды, не подкрепленные данными от других SK или NH языков (например, *dao*; из PCK *xu ‘warthog’, etc.). Это не всегда абсолютные заимствования, но их было бы нецелесообразно решать на основании этих сравнений проблему ПК-фонологической системы.

- **Зависимость от нерелевантных соответствий.** Даже интенсивное представление некоторого корня не исключает возможность его заимствования, особенно если он обозначает культурное понятие. Однако, если внутри PPeK предмет в вопросе известен как линейно неоднозначно соответствующий, независимое заимствование из SK и NK извне исключено. Мы могли бы, в лучшем случае, говорить о каких-то контактах между PPeK и «пред-PCK», но это, вероятно, было бы слишком далеко. Например, нет сомнений, что PNH *cé, ǃXóõ sòo ‘medicinе’* [310] связаны с PCK *ce ‘medicinе’* (Nama, !Ora so, Ani, Buga, Ganda, Naro, Gwi, Gana, Haba ce). Это возможно, чтобы подумать, что ǃXóõ ce form может быть заимствован из PCK, так как мы знаем, что PPeK *c > ǃXóõ s-, and presumably this process may have been active in the language until the most recent times. However, the idea of PCK *c being, for some reason, reflected in modern NK dialects as c would be extremely strange; NK has a hissing c of its own, and, as far as we know, there is not a single CK language or dialect that regularly substitutes the phoneme for a hushing c. Therefore, PNH *cé cannot be a CK borrowing, and, since the correspondence «PNH *cé : ǃXóõ s» is perfectly legitimate, there is no necessity to suspect a borrowing in ǃXóõ either.

В то же время, другая возможность состоит в том, что отсутствие соответствия подсказывает нам, как мы должны решить проблему заимствований. Например, есть корень в NK с дистрибуцией, достаточной для его реконструкции на уровне PNK, обозначающий ‘дух, душа, дьявол’ — PNK *gau*-ua > Zhu, Aulton, Ganda, !Xũ (L1), !Xũ, !O!Kung, Angolans, !Xũ *Gau*va ‘God’. The exact same root is also met — with an equally wide distri-
bution — in CK: cf. Nama [ŋ̂au-b] ‘Devil’; Naro [ŋ̂au] ‘spirit (ancestral)’; Ani, Ganda [ŋ̂au] id.; Buga [ŋ̂au] id., etc. Since the word is so frequent, one could suggest that the PCK and PNK forms are genetically related. The situation is certainly suspicious — the word is a cultural (religious) term, naturally prone to borrowing and diffusion, and the forms match each other so perfectly, down to the rare bisyllabic structure of the stem, that it is very tempting to postulate a case of borrowing (even if the direction of the borrowing remains unclear) and consider the case closed. However, from a formal point of view, there is no definitive argument here to prefer one solution over the other.

The situation, however, becomes somewhat more transparent once we consider the !Xóó word for the same notion, which is [ŋ̂uxú], pl. [ŋ̂uxú]-ni. The click influx and the vocalism (as well as the semantics, of course) indicate that this might be the very same root. However, none of the comparative material collected so far suggests the existence of a regular correspondence like «PNK voiced efflux *-g- : PSK velar ejective affricate *-kx-» or even, if we consider the ‘randomness’ of the voicing, «PNK zero efflux : PSK *-kx-». Therefore, if !Xóó [ŋ̂uxú] belongs here indeed, it is not in a relation of being cognate with PNK *[ŋ̂au]-ua.

On the other hand, there may well be a possibility of !Xóó *-kx- (i. e. PPeK *-kx-) regularly corresponding to PCK *-g-, and, while I have not systematically explored this possibility, examples like !Xóó [*ŋ̂uxaBV] ‘to chew’ — Nama [ŋ̂ae] id.; !Xóó [*ŋ̂uxunu] ‘bridge of the nose’ (see ex. [I80]) — Nama [ŋ̂unu] id. (very possibly through assimilation out of < [ŋ̂unu]) support it at least indirectly. If the existence of such a correspondence is proved by further examples, the problem can be considered solved: what we have, in that case, is genetic relationship between CK and SK forms, whereas all of the items in NK should be considered as borrowings from a CK source, either independently of each other or already on the PNK level.

Consequently, another application of the «reliance on non-trivial correspondences» rule supposes that we should also be looking for such correspondences between PPeK and PCK rather than merely within PPeK. Considering the complexity of correspondences between NK and SK, it is only logical to expect a similar (if not bigger) complexity between these families on a higher level.

For instance, it is hard to spot any relationship between !Xóó [ŋ̂uhma] ‘to snore’ and Nama [ŋ̂aru] (= [xaru]) id. Once additional material is brought in, though, it becomes probable that what we are dealing with here is a non-trivial correspondence case. The Nama form goes back to PKK *xuru and should be compared with PNKK *xunu id. (the *r/-n-* alternation, although not entirely formalised, is rather frequent in CK; as for the vocalism, the
PKK form is more archaic, while the PNKK one is assimilated). The !Xóô form belongs together with |Hoan hëna (in A. Traill’s transcription, hëna) and, quite possibly, PNK *'jumu id. The unclear question here is how could the original velar fricative efflux be «driven» out of the !Xóô and |Hoan forms — perhaps additional vocalic features such as sphincteric articulation and nasality may have had something to do with that. Nevertheless, this at least gives us a certain direction in which we can proceed, e.g. looking for more cases of potential correspondences between PCK */-x- and !Xóô */-n- (or, rather, zero efflux, since */-u- clearly represents secondary nasalisation), instead of simply looking at phonetically identical forms like dao or ¡xou and wondering whether they really are cognate or not.

6.2. Phonology. At the present time, no comprehensive list of possible correspondences between PPeK and PCK is available. Certain hypotheses, however, can nevertheless be formulated about the relations of the two systems, most importantly, on potential PCK correlates to PPeK «non-trivial» developments.

6.2.1. CK correspondences to PPeK «split» influxes. Below is a short list of PPeK roots whose influxes are provisionally reconstructed as */i/, */u/, etc., with their potential correlates in CK (actual CK lexical material is given from only a few languages — complete etymologies can usually be easily located in [Vossen 1997]):

PPeK */i/ — PCK */i/: [26] PNH *lu, PSK */[u]وية 'name' — PCK */kwóïi id. (Nama lon-s; Kxoe [kxoii]; Naro [kxoë]; Deti [ńůĩ]; Kua [ńůĩ]); [28] PNH *'gai, PSK */e 'wildebeest' — PCK */e 'blue wildebeest' (Kxoe [e]; Naro [e]; Deti [e]; Kua [e]; cf. also Nama [ga-e ‘gamsbok’); [32] PNK *'kxuí, PSK */chu- 'hair' — PCK */ńuí id. (Nama [ńū-b; Kxoe [ńû]; Naro [ńû]; Deti[ńû]; Kua[ńû]); [33] PNK */ńúLM, PSK */nu- 'stone, mountain' — PCK */ńúi id. (Nama [ńui]; Deti [ńûi); [42] Zhu. Nhô̈tómá, PSK */ɪgami ‘to blink’ — Nama [gami id. (hence also Nama [gami-ixo-s ‘star’); [44] Zhu. Nhôm, |Xóô ńgîm ‘to suck’ — PCK */'lîm-’şîní id. (Nama [gîm; Kxoe [kîm; Naro [kîm; Deti [kîm]; [45] |Hoan ńgîm, |Xóô ńgî ‘buttock, anus’ — Nama ńumu ‘to slide on one’s buttocks’.

PPeK */i/ — PCK */i/: [80] PNH *'hûyi, !Xóô ńû-je ‘mouse’ — PCK */hûyi id. (Nama [hûne; Danisi ni-ûi; note the pressed vowel in Naro); [87] Zhu. Iyi, !Xóô ńûhli ‘a k. of acacia’ — PCK */kxaro ‘a k. of thorn tree’ (Nama [hàro-‘buffalo thorn’; Naro [kxârô ‘Zizyphus mucronata’).

PPeK */i/ — PCK */i/: [86] Zhu. laboh, !Xóô ńcâbo kV ‘to pile up’ — PCK */gâbV id. (Nama [gáve; Naro [gâbi]).

PPeK */i/ — PCK */i/: [136] PNK */lîl-əl, !Xóô lbîlm ‘short; light’ — PCK */lîm ‘short’ (Kxoe [lîm; Naro [lîm; Deti [lîm; Kua [lîm); [137] PNK */gàlù,
6.2.2. Uvular effluxes. The establishment of provisional correspondences between the hypothetical PCK uvular effluxes (as well as non-click consonants) and PeK would serve a double purpose: prove, or refute, the archaic character of these segments in CK, and provide one more strong argument in favour of genetic relationship between PCK and PeK. So far, it has been possible to find PK etymologies for fourteen CK items with uvular articulation. Cf.:

PCk *qae ‘marula tree’ (Kxoe qae; Buga qae; Kua qae) — Zhu. käe id. (pharyngealised vowel indicates possible uvular articulation in the past).

PCk *qam ‘to hold (liquid) in mouth’ (Nama kam ‘to take a sip’; ||Ani, Buga, ||Ganda qam ‘to hold in the mouth’) — cf. [367] (Zhu. käé ‘to suck’, !Xôô qâm ‘to suckle, kiss’).

PCk *qan ‘to cover (w. sand, ashes)’ (Nama kan ‘to cover with hot ash’; Kxoe qân ‘sand’; ||Gwi qân ‘to bury’) — cf. !Xôô câm ‘hot sand of a fire’.

One definite tendency is that PCK generally tends to side with PSK in its choice of the reflexion. Opposite examples, in which PCK stands closer to PNK, are much more rare, although their presence should not go unnoticed either. The important thing is that this tendency is very hard to explain in contact terms. There have certainly been more contacts between CK and NK than there have been between CK and SK, and thus, there does not seem to be any other reasonable explanation for the similarities between, e. g., PNK *ŋ̱ọa, PSK *ŋ̱]-LI, and PCK *ŋ̱e except for genetic relationship (unless, of course, we are still willing to raise the question of chance resemblance).
PCk *qäri 'good, pleasant' (Buga qäri; Gwi qäre; Tsua qäri) — cf. [372] (Hoan qhaen 'good' — PSK *qai(\textsuperscript{v}) id.).

PCk *qora 'to peel' (Nama kora; Kxoe qowirâ; Buga, Ganda qowirá) — cf. either [172] (PNK *qowir\textsuperscript{v} 'bark', PSK *qowir\textsuperscript{v} 'bark; to peel, strip') or !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}jëli kà 'to peel, remove a cover'. Both variants presuppose an old click loss in PCk, completely identical to the one seen in PCk *kxuri/*kxuni 'louse' — !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}gõxôni id.

PCk *qôlhIn 'to itch' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}kson, \textsuperscript{2}xen; \textsuperscript{3}Ani \textsuperscript{2}qùv; Buga, Ganda \textsuperscript{2}qùv 'to hiccough') — cf. !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}çû-e 'omen, sign, portent (such as itchy glabella, hic-coughs)'.

PCk *qô 'vertical' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}qô 'vertical, upright'; \textsuperscript{3}Ani, Buga, Ganda \textsuperscript{2}qô 'to re-erect (plants)') — cf. [61] (Zhu. \textsuperscript{2}hônà 'to stretch out', !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}qôhôna k\textsuperscript{v} 'to straighten').

PCk *qôhúrë 'to break apart' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}khare 'to chip, burst, split'; Kxoe, Buga, Ganda \textsuperscript{2}qôrë 'to break, peel, thresh') — cf. [63] (Zhu. \textsuperscript{2}hôrë 'to become chipped', !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}qôhûlé 'chipped, flaked').

PCk *qù 'cheetah' (Buga qùv; \textsuperscript{3}Naro \textsuperscript{2}qù; Hie. \textsuperscript{2}khao) — cf. [98] (PNK *\textsuperscript{2}tā — !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}qùhâ id.)

PCk *qôrâ 'a k. of acacia/aloe' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}gara-s; Kxoe \textsuperscript{2}qôrë; \textsuperscript{3}Naro \textsuperscript{2}qâra; Kua \textsuperscript{2}qâra) — cf. [173] (PNK *\textsuperscript{2}hô>foru 'aloe', PT *\textsuperscript{2}hôr\textsuperscript{v}).

PCk *\textsuperscript{2}qôm 'to rinse' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}qôm; \textsuperscript{3}Ani \textsuperscript{2}qôm) — cf. PNK *\textsuperscript{2}qôm 'to rinse (the mouth)' (Zhu. \textsuperscript{2}qôm \textsuperscript{2}qôm; Ang. \textsuperscript{2}qôm; \textsuperscript{2}qûm; \textsuperscript{2}qôm) — pharyngealisation may go back to an initial uvular if the word is cognate with !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}qôm k\textsuperscript{v} 'to stuff the mouth with food'.

PCk *\textsuperscript{2}qôhô- 'to open' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}khô-; Buga quê-de 'aufdecken'; Kxoe quê-de; \textsuperscript{3}Naro \textsuperscript{2}kôbè; \textsuperscript{3}Gana \textsuperscript{2}kôbè; \textsuperscript{3}Detî \textsuperscript{2}kôrë; \textsuperscript{3}Kua \textsuperscript{2}kôrë) — cf. [208] (Hoan \textsuperscript{2}qôa 'to be open', !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}kôta IV 'to open'). The PCk reconstruction is not quite clear; R. Vossen reconstructs the original form as *\textsuperscript{2}kôl-(ba), but it is clear that there must have been some uvular articulation present, judging by the Kxoe and Buga forms as well as the irregular velar affricate reflex in \textsuperscript{3}Gana. The variant *\textsuperscript{2}kôl- is here postulated arbitrarily.

PCk *\textsuperscript{2}qôî 'tired' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}qû 'to get tired of'; Kxoe què 'tired'; Buga, Ganda \textsuperscript{2}qû id.) — cf. PSK *\textsuperscript{2}hu- id. (!Xôô \textsuperscript{2}hu; \textsuperscript{3}Ani \textsuperscript{2}hu-bu).

PCk *qôâin 'to wrap up' (Nama \textsuperscript{2}gâm; \textsuperscript{3}Ani, Kxoe \textsuperscript{2}gâm; Buga, Ganda \textsuperscript{2}gâm) — cf. PNK *\textsuperscript{2}kâm 'to wrap around, twist' (Zhu. \textsuperscript{2}kâm; \textsuperscript{3}Aulin \textsuperscript{2}kâm; \textsuperscript{3}Xû (L1.) \textsuperscript{2}kâm), !Xôô \textsuperscript{2}kâm-\textsuperscript{2}kâm 'to take a cirCui.us route, creep away from'.

Out of these 14 roots, the first 12 show either a uvular consonant in !Xôô or pharyngealisation (possible sign of former presence of a uvular consonant) in NK — certainly a much more significant number than 3, found in [Trall 1986]. We can try to explain some of the forms away as
potential borrowings; e. g., the form \( \tilde{k}\hat{\jmath}[^e] \) may have penetrated into Zhu-hoan from Khoxe, considering the attested contacts between these two languages. However, much too often the forms are too drastically different in order to constitute recent borrowings; certainly PSK \( *\tilde{\gamma}[^e]\hat{r}V \) cannot be seen as a borrowing from \( *\tilde{q}o\tilde{r}a \), or vice versa. Likewise, certain slight, but important, differences in root semantics (cf. ‘itch, hiccough’ vs. ‘itch, hiccough (as omen)’; ‘cover with ash/sand’ — ‘hot sand’; ‘rinse’ — ‘stuff into the mouth’, etc.) seem to confirm the idea that what we are dealing with are not borrowings, but rather signs of distant relationship.

Of course, one should not forget that uvular consonants are generally more widespread in !Xôô than in any CK language, and that, therefore, if uvular consonants/effluaxes constituted a part of the PK phonemic inventory, a large part of them must have merged with simple velar segments on the PCK level already anyway. (Cf., for example, PCK \( *\tilde{\gamma}[^e]\hat{r}o \) ‘fingernail’ vs. PSK \( *\tilde{\gamma}[^e]\hat{u}_V \) id., etc.). If so, once work on the PK reconstruction really gets under way, we will be faced with the task of providing the historical conditions for this two-way development. In any case, looking at the material presented above, it is rather hard not to think of CK uvulars as a «local archaism» rather than a «local innovation».

6.2.3. The «lateral» hypothesis. Finally, the last question I would like to briefly touch upon in this section is the CK evidence that can be used to prop up the provisional setting of a non-click lateral series for PPeK. Again, any potential correlates for PeK roots with the so-called «lateral» consonant would constitute a major argument in favour of old genetic ties between the two subgroups.

Cf., first of all, the amazing parallelism between these two cases: \( \hat{\ddot{\jmath}}\hat{\ddot{o}}\tilde{\alpha}n \) ‘hand’ — \( \hat{\ddot{\jmath}}\hat{\ddot{o}}\tilde{\alpha}n \) ‘to dig’ — \( \hat{\ddot{\jmath}}\hat{\ddot{o}}\tilde{\alpha}n \) id. Borrowing (at least recent) is naturally excluded, since we would expect a closer phonetic resemblance; besides, \( \hat{\ddot{\jmath}}\hat{\ddot{o}}\tilde{\alpha}n \) is not normally known to borrow basic words meaning body parts from outside sources. As we have suggested earlier, the \( \hat{\ddot{\jmath}}\hat{\ddot{o}}\tilde{\alpha}n \) forms should be grouped together with \( \hat{\ddot{\jmath}}\hat{\ddot{\alpha}}n \) ‘hand’ and \( *\hat{\ddot{\jmath}}\hat{\ddot{\alpha}}n \) (‘*\hat{\ddot{\alpha}}n’ ‘to dig’ as going back to a single PPeK prototype \( *\ddot{\jmath}u \)). It is, therefore, reasonable to extend this hypothesis to CK and suggest that the phoneme was represented on the Proto-Khoisan level as well, with regular affricativisation in CK \( (*\ddot{\jmath} > *\ddot{\alpha}) \).

Moreover, the root for ‘dig’, reconstructed as \( *\ddot{\jmath}o\tilde{\alpha} \) on the PNKK level, has also been compared with Khoekhoe \( *k\ddot{\alpha} \) id. (Nama, 'Ora k\ddot{\alpha}). If this etymology is correct, and what we are dealing with here is not chance resemblance, the correspondence «PK \( \ddot{\alpha}h \) — PNKK \( *\ddot{\alpha} \)» can be perfectly explained in terms of setting up an original lateral non-click stop for PCK as
well, with affricativisation in PNKK and velarisation in PKK. The root for 'hand', unfortunately, has not been preserved either in Nama or in 'Ora.

Apart from 'hand', the most important root with a «lateral» to be reconstructed for PNKK is the one for 'water' ([410]). Conveniently enough, the main PCK root for 'water' is reconstructed as *cha (|Ani, Buga čhá; Kxoe čhí; |Ganda, Naro čhá, etc.). This word is not represented in Khoekhoe either; the most natural parallel would be Nama tsā-b ‘saliva’, although, if we accept the etymology, we will have to drop the *khao — *chā comparison.

On the other hand, if we accept Khoekhoe *kh- as a regular reflexation of an original «lateral», we may add yet another interesting etymology to the pool by comparing PPeK *lwV 'to give' [412] with the archaic Nama form khā 'give' (Haacke marks the form as 'obs. '; Rust gives the meaning 'zum Brautgeschenk geben').

No other etymologies are available; however, given the extreme rarity of both PPeK *lw- and PCK *ch- (both reconstructed for half a dozen cases at most), it would be a miracle if we were to have more of them. Nevertheless, future data may yet turn out to be holding a few surprises.

6.3. Conclusions. Based on all these, as well as a few additional considerations we must state the following:

a) PCK and PPeK are genetically related. The relationship is established on the basis of lexicostatistical calculations and can be demonstrated in terms of at least some regular phonetic correspondences, including non-trivial ones (like the ones for «laterals»).

b) The relationship is a distant one (according to glottochronology, PK is no less than seven millennia old), which means that dealing with the two families by comparing modern languages, although fruitful in a way, cannot lead to a well-argumented reconstruction. Proper comparison between the two families can only begin once the work on PPeK has been more or less accomplished, and the relations between Khoekhoe and Non-Khoekhoe languages fully cleared out.

c) On the other hand, as is the common practice with distantly related families all over the world, «external» comparison is occasionally useful in that it can help clarify, confirm, or refute certain hypotheses that are hard to validate while staying «within» one family (e. g. comparison with PPeK provides extra support for the hypothesis of the archaic character of PCK uvulars). There is, therefore, nothing inherently wrong with occasionally — and with great care, so as not to be misled by «modern» forms — drawing upon CK data for inner-PeK comparison, or vice versa.

d) It is dubious that we will ever be provided with a method that would allow us to separate genetically related CK-PeK items from contact lexics
fully and unequivocally. Nevertheless, any potential confusion is only limited to one part of the comparative lexicon, demonstrating «one-to-one» correspondences. Moreover, the more material we add to our comparison, the more any chances of such confusion are bound to decrease, since we will be able to discern the possible patterns of borrowing much more clearly.

7.0. PROTO-MACRO-KHOISAN (PMK).

7.1. Overview. The status of the «Khoisan isolates», Hadza and Sandawe (as well as Kwadi, of which, however, only a few dozen lexical items have been published, as opposed to significant collections of available Hadza/Sandawe material)1 has been an important issue for numerous specialists in the field. In a way, it has interested researchers even more than the question of relations between the rest of Khoisan, if only because these two languages are obviously so different from the «average» Khoisan language and yet display no specific genetic ties with any other language family either.

For all the interest, however, precious little work has actually been done about finding Khoisan etymologies common to Hadza, Sandawe, and Proto-Khoisan proper. Apart from Greenberg’s highly speculative — and often based on erroneous transcription — list of parallels [GREENBERG 1966], the most important contribution so far belongs to C. Ehret [EHRET 1986], who offers a list of some 180 parallels based on either direct similarity or provisional correspondences. Valuable parallelisms have also been spotted by H. Honken [HONKEN 1977; HONKEN 1988], whose research, however, has been limited to just a couple of areas (such as the pronominal system and initial affricates).

A rigorous study has been also conducted by B. Sands [SANDS 1998], who, having run the available evidence through a series of lexicostatistical, phonological, semantical, and other tests, eventually comes to the conclusion that, while Sandawe definitely displays a significant number of shared features with the rest of Khoisan, Hadza does not, and is therefore less probable to be genetically related to these languages. Nevertheless, such a possibility is not altogether dismissed, and in Appendix 2 to her monograph, Sands still gives a bunch of Hadza items that, according to her opinion, could look like potential correlates to similar words in other Khoisan languages.

---

1 It was only upon completion of the present article that the author became aware of recent works by T. GÜLDEMANN and D. ELDERKIN [GÜLDEMANN 2004], [GÜLDEMANN–ELDERKIN], in which it is proven beyond a reasonable doubt — primarily due to the authors’ access to E. Westphal’s hitherto unpublished fieldnotes — that Kwadi is not only Khoisan, but demonstrates particularly strong lexical and grammatical ties with the Central (Khoe) group.
Altogether, the evidence collected by Greenberg, Honken, Ehret, Sands, myself (see [STAROSTIN 2003]), and other researchers, the way I see it, may well be interpreted in terms of genetic relationship. If so, the question should not be «are Hadza, Sandawe, and PK related?», but rather «how tightly they are related», i.e. the main problem would be that of time depth. Given the difficulties in establishing phonetic correspondences between multi-language families and language isolates (especially those that must have had a very long period of independent development), glottochronology, at the present time, offers only the most approximate of results. It does, however, agree with B. Sands’ observation about Sandawe being, in a way, «more Khoisan» than Hadza; Sandawe seems to generally yield more matches with PPeK and PCK (around 14% and 18% respectively) than Hadza (around 10% with each).

Whatever the exact numbers are, one thing is clear: adding Hadza and Sandawe to the overall Khoisan comparison takes us back at least for a matter of three or four millennia, and maybe much more than that. With such a vast chronological differentiation, we would correspondingly expect to meet an equally vast distance between the phonological systems of the compared subgroups, and indeed we do. In fact, it could be said that the main reason which has always prevented researchers from doing detailed work on Hadza/Sandawe vs. «Khoisan proper» comparison is that they simply would not know where to begin comparing.

It would be appropriate to formulate here the main dividing lines between Hadza & Sandawe (HS), on one part, and Khoisan proper (PK), on the other (for a more detailed discussion, see [EHRET 1986]). (Note that I am only using the abbreviation HS to denote Hadza and Sandawe as two languages not belonging to the Khoisan proper family; this should not by any means imply that they form a language family of their own). These are as follows:

a) PK languages generally have a richer system of click influxes. The majority of them distinguish between the alveolar click (ɪ) and the palatal click (ɭ), while HS do not. Besides, only in PK do we actually encounter the labial click and the retroflex click.

b) Likewise, PK languages have extremely flourishing click efflux systems. HS have nothing like the ten to fifteen number of effuxes typical for PK, with their rich arrays of velar and uvular releases; both languages have no more than five or six different influxes, all of them also represented in PK.

c) The number of roots beginning with click sounds in PK is generally much larger than in HS. Cf., for instance, the proportion of click words in !Xoï (approximately 3/4 of the entire lexicon) vs. that in Sandawe (approximately 1/3 of the entire lexicon).
d) On the other hand, in HS we can occasionally witness clicks in the intervocal position (cf., for instance, Sandawe *hɛʔ* «to fill up»; Hadza *kwaʔ* «to vomit»). In PK this is strictly prohibited; clicks are always restricted to the word initial position.

There are striking differences in the non-click consonant systems as well — the uvular series is not represented in HS, while, on the other hand, lateral consonants, so rarely met in PK (and even then, reconstructed rather than attested — see 6.2.3), are quite frequent. Glottalisation is much more common among consonants, and labial stops and all kinds of resonants are frequent in the word initial position, a thing unimaginable for most of the PK representatives. Only the vocalic system looks more or less the same (basic five phoneme opposition, extra features of pharyngealisation and tone), although neither Sandawe nor Hadza seem to have the ‘breathy’ feature, so typical of PK.

With all these discrepancies, it is only natural that proper room for comparison appears limited to but a few areas in which these systems actually coincide. One such area happens to be word-initial affricates, fortunately well-developed (well-preserved?) both in HS and PK, which has provided H. Honken with a good opportunity to argue in favour of the HS/PK genetic relationship; a relatively small, but nevertheless quite impressive list of parallels with initial hissing and hushing affricates/fricatives can be found in [Honken 1988: 62–65]. This, however, obviously does not provide us with a systematic perspective on the issue, and gives no clue as to where exactly we should proceed from here if we ever wish to advance beyond the «affricate stage».

72. The hypothesis of secondary click formation. It has already been noticed that, apart from the differences in phonemic inventory, one other important element of linguistic structure that separates HS from PK is that of root structure; the HS structure is normally bisyllabic (CVCV), while the PK structure is normally monosyllabic (CV). Both groups allow for exceptions, but monosyllabic roots in HS are simply not very frequent, whereas in PK the second syllable of bisyllabic roots is only limited to a small number of combinations (usually *b/m* or *n/r/l* with a subsequent vowel) and in many cases actually looks more like a fossilized suffix of some sort.

This observation, in particular, led C. Ehret [Ehret 1986] to the hypothesis that some of the PK monosyllabic roots could have originally developed out of Macro-Khoisan bisyllabic roots. These would undergo vowel reduction, after which the former anlaut and inlaut consonants would merge, resulting either in a consonant cluster (like *NK/SK tx-, tkx-, cx-,* etc.) or a click, with the influx reflecting the anlaut consonant and the
efflux reflecting the inlaut. Such a hypothesis, were it to be true, would in
one flash explain most of the major differences stated above — from root
structure to the abundance of clicks in PK vs. their relative scarcity in HS.

Unfortunately, C. Ehret was not quite able to give this hypothesis the
full etymological support it requires (at least, not in the 1986 article). Thus, out
of the 31 examples supposed to illustrate this development only 13 actually
show how non-click consonants can become clicks, with the rest dedicated
exclusively to secondary consonant cluster formation. This looks somewhat
odd, since we would normally expect the opposite — aren’t clicks supposed
to be much more frequent in PK than consonant clusters? In addition, quite a
few of Ehret’s examples allow for a different interpretation. Cf., for instance,
ex. 158: San. žuvē ‘female not yet bearing young’ — !Xu chao, Zhu. žlitu
(PNK *žlitu) ‘woman’ — even if the two forms are related, there is no obvi-
ous evidence that the NK forms actually go back to a form like *źuuvxV; we
might as well suppose regular lenition and elimination of the inlaut *-x-. Fi-
nally, some of the comparisons should be altered in the light of recent work
on Khoisan historical phonology — thus, San. čikâ, Had. čikło ‘smoke’ (ex.
173) are supposed to undergo «clickification» in Khoisan, but the compared
form, CK *kčil ‘smoke’, is now reconstructed by R. Vossen as *čil-, with
the dental click representing only a recent Khoekhoe innovation.

One of the factors hindering further investigation of this hypothesis is
that it merely formulates the basic principle, but does not provide any exact
clues when it comes to actually comparing lexical material. If, over a certain
time period, a large number of lexical items with initial non-click consonants
have been transformed into items with initial clicks, it is obvious that we
should be able to establish at least certain correlative patterns between clicks
and non-clicks. There are five series of non-click consonants in Sandawe (la-
bial, dental, hissing affricates, lateral, velar) plus one more in Hadza (hush-
ing affricates). Likewise, there are five series of clicks in PPeK (dental, palat-
al, alveolar, retroflex, lateral), plus, hypothetically, the labial one (if it is not
completely secondary). The optimal solution would be to be able to establish
one-to-one correspondences between the series, however, at the present time
this turns out to be an almost impossible task to accomplish, considering the
incompleteness of the PPeK reconstruction and the total lack of a PK one.

Nevertheless, once again, we may try to achieve at least some kind of
preliminary result by hauling out what seems to be the best evidence and
hope that in the future, additional data and further work on the interme-
diate reconstructions may add extra support to these comparisons. Note
that Sandawe generally seems to be of more help than Hadza, which can
be seen as an additional clue for regarding Hadza as, indeed, the furthest
branch of «Macro-Khoisan» that certainly does not form a separate branch with Sandawe — or, perhaps, not Khoisan at all.

(Lexical data on Sandawe is for the most part quoted according to [KA-GAYA 1993]; a few other forms, collected by D. ELDERKIN, are taken from [EHRETT 1986]. Hadza items are taken from [SANDS 1998]; in a few cases unpublished material from B. SANDS’ collection has also been used. Some of the data have been cross-checked according to [TUCKER 1977] and [ELDERKIN 1983]).

7.2.1. Laterals. Curiously enough, the best evidence for «clickification» in PK comes from comparing the HS lateral series with the PK lateral click. This pattern covers 8 out of 13 examples in EHRETT’s article (although I would exclude several of them for either semantic reasons or because of the presence of better etymologies), and it is possible to add at least several more. The inherent weakness of these comparisons is, of course, that they are basically selected on the strength of the correlation between just the initial phonemes, but nothing better can be expected: given the grand scope of phonetic variation even within PPeK languages, we cannot even begin to surmise about all the possible developments in the inlaut position that must have taken place over at least 12 or 14 millennia of independent development separating PPeK from Sandawe. Cf., however, the following examples:

(1) San. *'horn' — PCK *hna id. (Nama hna-b; Naro hña, etc.); PSK *bo id. (Xóó hā; Xam jke; Auni jkei, etc.). Development: *'horn' — PSK *búid. See [EHRETT 1986: ex. 165].

(2) San. *'lack; not to have' — PSK *qthV 'not' (Xóó qthúa; Xam kāu; Ng jku, jke, etc.). Development: *'lack; not to have' — PSK *búid. It is not excluded that San. -me is actually the same element as PCK *bo, PNK *ba. Cf., perhaps, also Had. kweXu 'shoes' (metathese < *Xatuka?).

(3) San. *'shoe, sandal' — PCK *hVábò id. (the efflux displays strange variation in all the subgroups, see 5.0; Nama hawo; Naro hābô; Kua hāba, etc.); PNK *gaba 'to put on shoes' (Zhu. gábá; Aun[en], OIKung gaba, etc.). Development: *'shoe, sandal' — PSK *kV. It is not excluded that San. -me is actually the same element as PCK *bo, PNK *ba. Cf., perhaps, also Had. kweXu 'shoes' (metathese < *Xatuka?).

(4) San. *'lizard' — PCK *hna id. (Nama hna-re-b, hña-si-b 'leguan'; Naro hna-no 'common skink'). Development: *'lizard' — PSK * nhi. If the PCK root really belongs with PPeK [145], this means that what has been provisionally reconstructed above as PPeK *hni (> PNK *hni, PSK * Nhi) actually had a lateral articulation in PPeK. Cf., perhaps, also Hadza languidî 'lizard', although the initial consonant is not a stop.

(5) San. *'to peck; to cut with axe' — PCK *kVid. Development: *'to peck; to cut with axe'
> *\(\lambda \backslash V\) > *\(\lambda x\)xa-.

The ejective efflux *\(\lambda x\)na- may have something to do with the ejeciveness of the Sandawe lateral, although, as can be seen from the rest of the examples, such a correlation is anything but obligatory.

(6) San. \(\lambda na\)'mongoose' — PPeK *\(\lambda n\)g' - 'mongoose sp.' [147] (Zhu. \(\lambda ng\) — !Xo'ot !\(\lambda n\)h-be 'yellow mongoose'). Again, the !Xo'ot variant seems to be primary.

(7) San. \(la\)ka, \(lak\)e 'be) similar' — Khoekhoe *\(l\)\(a\)xa id. (Nama \(b\)k\(a\)h; !Ora \(b\)xa). Could the velar fricative efflux in Khoekhoe somehow reflect the original fricativness of the anlaut lateral?

(8) San. \(l\)\(u\)ba 'lungs' — PSK *\(l\)\(u\)\(l\)id. (!Xo'ot \(h\)\(u\)\(l\)\(l\)a, pl. \(h\)\(u\)\(\lambda\)\(n\)-\(e\); !Ng \(k\)\(k\)\(a\)i\(i\)). Development: *\(A\)\(V\)\(B\)\(V\) > *\(A\)\(B\)\(V\) > *\(l\)\(l\)\(\dot{e}\). There is a slight chance that !Hoan \(\dot{e}\)\(\lambda\)\(x\)\(\dot{a}\) also belongs here, although the correspondence *PSK *\(\lambda\)\(\dot{a}\) - !Hoan *\(x\)\(\dot{a}\) is not attested anywhere else; if so, cf. the previous case and the possibility of correlation between *\(\lambda\) and *\(\dot{a}\).

(9) Had. \(\lambda\)\(a\)\(k\)\(w\)\(e\) 'girl' (Eld.) — PCK *\(l\)\(g\)\(a\) \(l\)\(i\) id. (Nama \(l\)\(g\)\(a\); !Kua \(l\)\(a\)\(e\), etc.); PPeK *\(g\)\(g\)\(a\)-\(l\)\(i\) id. [200]. Development: *\(a\)\(k\)\(a\) > *\(l\)\(k\)\(e\) > *\(l\)\(g\)\(a\)\(l\)\(e\).

(10) Had. \(\lambda\)\(k\)\(w\)\(a\) 'to carry in arms', San. \(\lambda\)\(\lambda\) 'to carry (pl.)': PNK *\(l\)\(a\)-e 'to hold, carry, keep' (Zhu. \(l\)\(\dot{a}\); !A\(u\)\(l\)\(l\)\(e\), \(b\)\(k\)\(a\), \(l\)\(k\)\(e\), etc.). Development: *\(l\)\(-\) > *\(l\)\(\dot{a}\), or, if the Hadza bisyllabic form is a more direct correspondence, *\(l\)\(a\)\(k\)\(a\) > *\(l\)\(k\)\(a\)\(\dot{a}\) (phonetically = *\(l\)\(k\)\(a\)-).

(11) Had. \(k\)\(w\)\(e\)\(\lambda\)\(\lambda\) 'jackal' — PCK *\(l\)\(\lambda\) 'bat-eared fox'. If the situation in Had. is the same as in (2), i. e. \(k\)\(w\)\(e\)\(\lambda\)\(\lambda\) < *\(k\)\(e\)\(\lambda\)\(k\)\(e\)- with metathesis, then the development is: *\(A\)\(V\)\(k\)\(V\) > *\(A\)\(k\)\(V\) > *\(l\)\(\dot{a}\)\(V\) (glottal stop as another reflexation of ejeciveness?). Alternatively, it is not excluded that inlaut lateral consonants could influence the articulation of the newly-produced click as well.

(12) San. \(l\)\(o\)\(m\)o 'to buy' — PCK *\(l\)\(m\)\(a\) \(m\)\(a\)-\(i\) id. (Nama \(l\)\(m\)\(a\); !Naro \(l\)\(\lambda\)\(m\)\(a\)). Here the development is somewhat different: *\(l\)\(V\)\(m\)\(V\) > *\(l\)\(m\)\(a\) instead of the expected > *\(l\)\(m\)\(V\) > *\(l\)\(n\)\(a\). Considering the obviously «cultural» status of the form, it is not excluded that the two forms are not in a state of genetic relationship here, but are rather due to old lexical contacts (the same kind that yields odd isoglosses like San. haka, PCK *\(h\)\(a\)\(k\)a 'four').

Speaking of laterals, it would, of course, be tempting to deviate from the set course for a second and attempt to use Sandawe and Hadza evidence to check the validity of the «lateral hypothesis» (see 4.2.3.2.5, 6.2.3), which so far has been to a certain extent upheld by CK data. Since both these languages have a full set of lateral consonants, we would expect that the few items for which we have provisionally set up reconstructions with non-click laterals in PPeK and PK would correspond to lateral-containing items in these languages. And indeed, what we find is two excellent examples (13, 14) and several more with limited distribution, nevertheless quite acceptable:
(13) San. šanali 'rain' — cf. PPeK *laV 'rain; water' [410], PCK *chå 'water'.
(14) San. ǃna 'hand' — cf. PPeK *lau 'hand' (PNK *ļgau; ḦHoan solete, PCK *chåi id.).
(15) San. ǃa-si 'to die; death' — cf. PPeK *ɿa[i]- 'to die' (PNK *lai; ḦHoan solete). Cf., perhaps, also Had. ǃowa 'to kill'.
(16) San. ǃa to take (pl.) — cf. PPeK *AV 'to give' [412].
(17) Had. ǃa-thu- 'to dig up roots' — cf. PPeK *lau 'to dig' (Zhu. ɿgau; ḦHoan solete), PNNK *chåo id.; in the light of Hadza semantics, cf. also San. ǃaʔku 'to uproot'.

Considering just how few «lateral» roots can, with a certain degree of probability, be set up for PK, it is nothing less than admirable that practically all of them find some «lateral» equivalent in Sandawe (although only one can be found in Hadza). Note that, with the exception of Xõak, all of the Sandawe stems are monosyllabic (-si in ǃa-si is a rather frequent verbal suffix), meaning that in PK they could not undergo reduction and subsequent «clickification», which explains why the development is different from the one in ex. (1)- (12).

7.2.2. Affricates vs. dental clicks. Sandawe and Hadza both yield numerous cases of items with affricates corresponding to similar items in PK as well; a list of such items can be found in [HONKEN 1988] and will not be fully reproduced here. However, a certain amount of evidence also shows that HS affricates have a tendency to undergo «clickification» as well, in which case the most regular correspondence in PK is some kind of dental click. Cf.:
za‘u ‘green, yellow’, which does not fit into the PPeK scheme of correspondences and may have penetrated into the language out of a CK source. Nevertheless, the Sandawe affricate : PPeK dental click opposition is still relevant from a genetic point of view.

It can be seen that the nature of this development is, however, different from the one described in 7.2.1. Here, in most cases, the word does not actually «fold» in two, but remains bisyllabic in PK; the affricate becomes a click, but the second consonant does not become its efflux. Doubtless, this has to do with the second consonant being in most cases represented by a resonant — since this kind of bisyllabic structure is formally allowed in all Khoisan languages, it generally has a better chance of withstanding the «reduction pressure». Conversely, whenever we encounter a *cVkV*-type structure in Hadza or Sandawe, it corresponds to a *cxV- or *ckxV*-type root in PK, without undergoing clickification on the proto-level. Later on, of course, the initial clusters can become clicks in individual languages. Cf.:

(25) San. čūkča, Had. čūkčo ‘smoke’ — PCK *člān[i] id. (out of an earlier *čkxani?; Kxoe člāni; Naro člāni; Deti člān, but Nama ĵənni-s; ǃOra ĵkx;!Xōo čkxā-je id. See [EHRET 1986: ex. 173]; [HÖNKEN 1988: 63].


7.2.3. Dentals vs. palatal clicks. This possible correlation can be best demonstrated upon the following example:

(27) San. thukča ‘spit, spittle’ — PCK *f̩kxē id. (Nama fâ-b ‘spittle’; ǁAni f̩kxē; Deti ǂcē; Kua ǂcē ‘spittle’, etc.). Development: *t(h)ukʔV > *tkʔV > *f̩kxV, with the ejective velar perfectly reflecting the original ejectiveness.

Further analysis of HS roots with similar structure yields several more examples:

(28) San. degera ‘thorn tree’ — PCK *f̩kxaro ‘a k. of thorn tree’ (Nama f̩ Büyük  ‘buffalo thorn’; Naro f̩kxarlo ‘Zizyphus mucronata’); PPeK *ɬqar ‘a k. of acacia’ [87].

(29) San. tukča ‘to take away, take off (clothes)’ — cf. Naro f̩kxòó ‘to take out’.


Unfortunately, no other direct semantic/phonetic matches have been found; this may be due to the relative scarcity of palatal clicks in both CK and PK (at least, relative to the other click types) and too few bisyllabic roots with initial dentals actually attested in HS.
7.2.4. Velars vs. alveolar clicks? Considering the tentatively established correlations, it would be natural to suppose that secondary alveolar clicks in PK (when they actually are secondary) arise out of former velar consonants; additionally, this is hinted at by their actual manner of articulation as well as the tendency to «leave behind» a velar non-click consonant after having been eliminated (as in numerous Central Khoisan languages). However, only two examples can be produced to illustrate this possibility:

(31) San. khoŋkora ‘elbow’ — PCK *širũ ‘knee’ (Naro, ḦHaba širũ; Buga, |Ganda kìrũ). Curiously, the East Khoisan subgroup also has this root in a reduplicated variant, just like HS — |Xaise, Deti kũkũrũ. Hadza has a very similar form in gurunguri- ‘knee’, but in this case we probably deal with a Cushitic borrowing (cf. Iraqw gurungura id.).

(32) San. kheʔe ‘to hear, listen’, Had. kaʔa-sa ‘to notice’ — PCK *ʔaʔ ‘to know, hear’ (ǃOra ʔaʔ ‘to hear’; Naro Ḧō ‘to know’, etc.), PNK *ʔaʔ ‘to know’ (Zhu. Ḧaʔ; YUεen Ḧaʔ, etc.).

As in the previous case, this is obviously not enough evidence to make a definitive statement. Nevertheless, both examples fit well into the overall scheme, are quite strong from the semantic point of view, and, unless better etymologies are proposed for these items, the hypothesis should be considered valid.

7.2.5. Click loss in HS. Along with the hypothesis of secondary click formation in PK, it is important to point out that the discrepancies in click frequency between PK and HS may also partially be due to yet another factor — that of actual click loss in HS, similar to the one described by R. Vosken and A. Traill for the CK languages and the one postulated in this work for the NK subgroup (see 4.2.3.2.4). Cf. the following examples:

(33) San. gawa ‘mountain’ — Naro ꡤbī id.
(34) San. gwara ‘forefinger’ — PCK *ŋořo ‘fingernail, claw’, PNH *ŋuçu ‘fingernail’ [154].
(35) San. koba ‘wing’ — Nama ꡤgawo-b id.; PNK *ŋnabu id. (Zhu. Ḧabu; !Xú (Doke) Ḧhavu, Ḧhavu).
(36) San. kuru ‘tortoise’, Had. koloḥa id. — Nama ꡤxuri- id.
(37) San. ne ‘this here’ — PCK *ŋna ‘that; this’ (Nama ꡤna ‘that’; Naro ꡤnà ‘this’).
(38) San. ne ‘to stay, dwell (pl. action)’ — PSK *ŋna ‘to be, stay’.

At this stage, it would be useless to even begin to discuss the factors and conditions responsible for this process; however, these cases should certainly
be noticed and considered important, because they show that click loss, usually only analysed in relation to PK languages, could also be typical for Hadza and Sandawe. From a theoretical point of view, this looks quite reasonable, considering the long time periods which these two languages have spent next to their non-click neighbours of the Afrasian and Niger-Cordofanian variety. However, the click loss factor could never be as high in HS as it has been in CK, if only for the reason that there was less to lose in the first place. Additionally, it is interesting to notice that all of the above examples feature a lateral click in CK (and a retroflex click in two examples containing NH material); presumably the other clicks were not subject to loss in HS at all.

73. Summary. The 38 examples given in this section do not by any means exhaust the available evidence for a genetic relationship between HS and PK. Thus, I have not listed a large number of «one-to-one» correspondences (as far as click influxes and non-click initial consonants only are concerned, of course) between these representatives of Macro-Khoisan; many of these can be found in [EHRET 1986], [HONKEN 1988], and the appendices to [SANDS 1998]. The emphasis here was rather on finding non-trivial differences between the compared languages, ones that could somehow help to advance the comparison rather than merely summarize the available etymologies.

That said, it is very unlikely that any attempt to produce a Macro-Khoisan reconstruction will be highly successful. In order for a particular reconstruction to be reliable, we need to be able to move beyond the stage of rough, approximate correspondences and understand the more intricate details of the processes underlying phonetic change in the compared languages. For instance, we need to be able to tell why the ejectiveness in San: \( \lambda l\sim \lambda x \lambda e \) 'to chop' has been carried over into PCK \( *\lambda x a o \) (= \( *\lambda k\lambda \lambda a o \) id.), whereas the ejectiveness in \( \lambda x a n g a \) 'lizard' was lost in PCK \( *\lambda n a \).

An additional problem is posed by the results of our PPeK reconstruction. Most of the compared material involves either CK items or those PK items that do not feature «split» click reflexes (only examples (4), (6), and (28) feature PPeK \( *\lambda x a o \), \( *\lambda k\lambda \lambda a o \), and \( *\lambda n a \), respectively). It is therefore impossible to say whether there is any specific correlation between HS and PK in this matter, much less try to explain the PK «bifurcation» of click reflexes on the grounds of Hadza and Sandawe data.

From a purely theoretical standpoint, such a process as «click bifurcation» certainly could have something to do with secondary click formation. One possibility is that the original \( *C_1V_1C_2V_2 \) root structure, being reduced to \( *C_1C_2V_2 \) on the PK (PPeK) level, actually retained certain features of the original \( V_1 \) by «incorporating» them within \( C_1 \); e. g., «early» clicks could be
labialised if $V_1$ originally was labial, or palatalised (frontalised?) if $V_1$ was originally *e or *i. In fact, we cannot even guarantee that «bifurcating» clicks, if they do go back to simple non-click consonants, were clicks on the PK or even the PPeK level. For all we know, they may have remained clusters for a long time after the splitting of Macro-Khoisan and only gradually turned into clicks in daughter subbranches, quite independently of one another.

However, despite the convenience of this scheme, without supporting lexical evidence it, along with any other, is bound to remain an empty speculation. Yet with only two languages (not even forming one subbranch) at our disposal on one side of the comparison, supporting examples become a luxury that is extremely hard to afford. Ehret’s paper presents us with 177 etymologies; discarding the semantically questionable ones and adding about 100 more that had remained unnoticed, we will still arrive at no more than 200 — 250 comparisons. Needless to say, this is quite a laughable number, particularly when dealing with a macrofamily of such impressive time depth.

Nevertheless, these 38 examples, as well as some of Ehret’s and Honken’s etymologies, show one important thing: it is possible to discuss the HS/PK relationship in terms of phonetic correspondences rather than mere «similarities». The systematic examples on lateral clicks/consonants in 7.2.1 alone cannot be explained away through chance resemblance. This means that not only are the languages related, but the time depth between them actually allows for occasional «direct» comparison. And this, in turn, means that we can use Hadza and Sandawe evidence «actively» when discussing such things as the origin of click sounds or even the possible external relations of Khoisan languages.

8. CONCLUSION.

The goals of this article have primarily been of a purely practical nature — to present several examples of how it is possible to apply the classic comparative method to Khoisan material by concentrating on regular sound patterns and correspondences rather than chaotically hunting for look-alikes. Nevertheless, the amount of examined material and the actual results of the conducted work still allow us to offer a few general theoretical conclusions as well. These are as follows.

a) The methodologies of intermediate reconstruction, when applied to Khoisan, works infinitely better than «mass comparison» within that family. It is true that, due to a severe lack of material, deep level reconstructions such as PPeK are still very much based on lexical items from modern languages (Zhu’hoan, !Xóõ) rather than low-level reconstructions (PNK, PSK); how-
ever, very often even «minor» Zhu`hoan-!Xóó parallels take on a different look in the light of such reconstructions. On the other hand, placing our emphasis on closely related languages helps us discover numerous intricacies and non-trivial correspondences that could have been missed without a systematic, detailed approach to the lexicon of the languages involved.

b) Absolute reliance on «one-to-one» correspondences brings on the danger of mistaking numerous results of cultural contacts between Khoisan languages for evidence of genetic relationship. Conversely, «non-trivial» correspondences, if based on a significant number of semantically close etymologies, are much more reliable, since the possibility of borrowing for items with such correspondences is more limited.

c) Attempts to discover and describe «non-trivial» correspondences lead us to believe that historical phonetical processes on the PPek and pre-PCK levels were generally of a different nature than the ones attested and depicted for the lower levels. In particular, «click shifting» from one type of articulation to another was a more common change than click loss or replacement of clicks by non-clicks, although the latter two processes were also moderately active. Later on, the priorities have swapped places, with «declickification» becoming the primary tendency, possibly due to influence on the part of non-click neighbouring languages.

d) The extreme similarity between click systems in modern day Khoisan languages is illusive — while some of the features probably are inherited from a common ancestor, many others must have developed independently due to similar, but not same tendencies over a period of several millennia. On the other hand, a detailed study of these processes within one subgroup of Khoisan may seriously aid their study in the other branches (cf. all the numerous similarities between «non-trivial» correspondences within PPek and PCK, such as click articulation shifts; the development /t/ > /θ/; elimination of the open vs. closed vowel opposition; «irregular» click loss, etc.).

e) Up to a certain extent, it is quite possible to apply the comparative method to Khoisan languages exactly the way it is supposed to be applied, i.e. by building up collections of etymologies based on regular correspondences, on the strength of available data. Thus, comparison between PK languages shows that one can not only delineate the main types of phonetic change, but trace specific contextually determined developments as well. It is on the higher levels, especially the Macro-Khoisan one, that the perspectives of detailed reconstruction, backed by numerous etymologies, become much more pessimistic.

In the light of these conclusions it becomes clear that future work on the prehistory of Khoisan languages must inevitably be centered around a
meticulous reconstruction of PPeK, PCK, and PK, with particular emphasis on bringing in as much data from as many different languages and dialects as possible. Binary language comparison, such as the one carried out by O. Köhler between Kxoe and Zhu'höan [Köhler 1973], may be useful for certain purposes, but is ultimately ineffective, not being able to offer us a clear distributional picture of the compared lexics; same with comparison between subbranches that are seriously distant from each other by means of choosing one best described representative from each of them. This is why, in particular, I would advocate for extensive use of D. Bleek’s dictionary, not so much for clarifying phonetic correspondences, an area in which that source is relatively helpless, but for broadening our perspective in general.

A question often asked of researchers specializing in historical Khoisan phonetics is whether their work on internal Khoisan reconstruction can offer any insight into the origins of the click system. The correct answer, as it seems to me, would be «some, but definitely not enough». Some, in that it is possible to demonstrate that there are numerous ways in which clicks appear secondarily, as it happens (in small doses) in Nama, PNK, PSK, and (in much larger doses) in PK itself, along with the transition from bisyllabic to monosyllabic root structure. Not enough, because even after eliminating all these cases we are still left with click-containing words in Hadza and Sandawe, particularly the ones which also have click correlates in PK. A comparison between PNK *pibεʔaᵑ ‘to fight’, PCK *pibəᵑ id., and San. *pibəᵑ-ki id., for instance, shows that this may be a very archaic root, and that the lateral click in it may date back to the Proto-Macro-Khoisan period. However, we still have absolutely no clue as to where that click actually comes from, and such clues are not to be gotten through internal Khoisan reconstruction.

It is, of course, always possible to make use of the approximate «clickification» scheme described in section 72 in order to make an attempt at finding the «closest relatives» of Macro-Khoisan or in order to attach Khoisan data to the so-called «global etymologies». This would mean, very roughly, that we have to substitute dental clicks for hissing affricates, palatal clicks for dentals, alveolar clicks for velars, and lateral clicks for lateral affricates. However, there are so many immediate limitations that we would have to append to this scheme that it becomes completely unreliable. For instance:

a) «primary» clicks, i. e. the ones already observed in Hadza and Sandawe, may actually be connected with non-click consonants in non-Khoisan languages in a radically different way from «secondary» clicks. That is, even if we can show that some lateral clicks in CK and PK languages correspond to lateral non-clicks in Sandawe, this does not mean that lat-
eral clicks in Sandawe itself have either evolved from earlier lateral non-clicks or evolved into lateral non-clicks in non-Khoisan languages;

b) as has been shown through the PPeK reconstruction, without a deep enough level of reconstruction we can rarely be sure that the actual articulation of a given click is exactly the same as it was a few thousand years ago. Typical case: that of the labial clicks, which are usually without further thought assumed to be primary and compared to non-click labial consonants, both within Khoisan (as in [EHRET 1986]) and without it (as in [ARGYLE 1994]) — yet, as I have argued in 4.2.1.13, there is actually a fair chance of the labial clicks representing an independent innovation in both Hoan and PSK,

c) a major obstacle is «irregular» click loss, observable on practically every level of Khoisan, from modern day languages to Macro-Khoisan (7.2.5). In order to be able to successfully compare Khoisan material to non-Khoisan languages, we would have to learn to deal with this situation and to determine the conditions of such loss. Otherwise, it is not clear in which cases we should simply «throw away» the click influx and compare the rest of the word and in which cases we should substitute the influx with an actual non-click consonant.

That said, it would be wrong to state that Khoisan languages are completely «incomparable» with any others. Click consonants are often thought of as forming a completely autonomous system, without any systematic ties to non-click consonants, but this is obviously not the case. It has been recently shown, in an article by T. Güldemann, how well clicks can actually be integrated with non-click consonants within a single system on the synchronous level [GÜLDEMANN 2001]; likewise, diachronic research gradually unveils more and more connections between the two «sub-systems».

On the whole it must be said that the possibilities of historical work on Khoisan, both in terms of internal reconstruction and external comparison, are not only far from being exhausted, but, in fact, have so far been barely tapped. The majority of the problems associated with this work are of a purely technical nature — lack of linguistic data as well as not enough qualified specialists in the field, rather than any substantial theoretical obstacles that would somehow hinder the application of the classic comparative method to Khoisan. Hopefully this article, expanding on the important results already achieved by C. Ehret, H. Honken, B. Sands, A. Traill, R. Vossem and others, will serve as one more tiny step towards confirming this statement, as well as help refute the widely held (and, in my opinion, severely erroneous) notion that the traditional comparative method is almost completely inapplicable to linguistic families of such profound time depth as the Khoisan one.
### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(P)CK</td>
<td>(Proto)-Central-Khoisan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)ECK</td>
<td>(Proto)-East-Central-Khoisan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)K</td>
<td>(Proto)-Khoisan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)KK</td>
<td>(Proto)-Khoekhoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)NH</td>
<td>(Proto)-North-Hoan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)NK</td>
<td>(Proto)-North-Khoisan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)NKK</td>
<td>(Proto)-Non-Khoekhoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)PeK</td>
<td>(Proto)-Peripheral-Khoisan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)SK</td>
<td>(Proto)-South-Khoisan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ang. !Xũ</td>
<td>Angolan !Xũ [Snyman 1980]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cnd.</td>
<td>Cuando dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui.</td>
<td>Cuito dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had.</td>
<td>Hadza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kam.</td>
<td>Kameeldoring dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeu.</td>
<td>Leeunes dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI.</td>
<td>Lucy Lloyd’s records of !Xů [Bleek 1956]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mas.</td>
<td>Masarwa (Sesarwa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpu.</td>
<td>Mpunguvlei dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Om.</td>
<td>North Omatako dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ok.</td>
<td>Okongo dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ov.</td>
<td>Ovamboland !Xů (as in [Heikkinen 1986])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Om.</td>
<td>South Omatako dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San.</td>
<td>Sandawe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsin.</td>
<td>Tsintsabis dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsum.</td>
<td>Tsumkwe dialect of NK [Snyman 1997]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu.</td>
<td>Zhu’hooan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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В статье суммированы результаты пятилетней работы автора над материалом койсанской семьи языков в сравнительно-историческом освещении. После краткого изложения основных проблем, связанных с койсанской реконструкцией (недоказанность существования койсанской семьи как таковой; уникальность фонологических систем современных койсанских языков; нехватка новых языковых данных и неадекватная транскрипция старых), автор приходит к выводу, что только тщательная реконструкция ряда промежуточных праязыков (северно-койсанский, южно-койсанский, центрально-койсанский и т. п.) может позволить приблизиться к окончательному ответу на вопрос о возможном родстве всех языков этой предположительною макросемьи.

Большая часть статьи посвящена описанию предварительных результатов, полученных как лично автором, так и западными койсанологами при попытке осуществления таких промежуточных реконструкций, а также рекомендациям по дальнейшей работе над материалом. Один из основных выводов заключается в том, что, несмотря на внешнее типологическое сходство между фонологическими системами разных койсанских подгрупп, перспективным в сравнительно-историческом плане является исключительно установление между ними много-многозначных фонетических соответствий, т. к. в противном случае велика опасность того, что за признаки генетического родства будут на самом деле приняты многочисленные межъязыковые контакты.